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I'm enough of an artist to draw freely on my imagination, which I think is 
more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination 
encircles the world. 
Albert Einstein 
From What Life Means to Einstein: An Interview by George Sylvester Viereck published 
in the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post, October 26th, 1929. 
Abstract 
The development of new digital media (picture, video and audio technologies), 
cheap storage devices on personal computers, and the introduction of the Internet, have 
resulted in a signi ficant rise in the amount of information which users can search in order 
to answer specific questions of interest. This large increase in the availability of 
information has not been matched by corresponding improvements in searching strategies 
for locating and identifying relevant information. Whilst users access the Internet to find 
new information they also frequently use it to locate information which has been useful to 
them in the past. This is also true on personal computers, where the majority of searches 
are concerned with re-finding existing information. 
Traditional Information Retrieval and Internet search technologies return a large 
number of results, many of which are not relevant. These query techniques utilize 
keywords (often in the form of Regular Expressions) and Boolean expressions to answer 
user requests. The queries are simply not expressi ve enough. 
This thesis proposes a new search strategy, which depends upon the use of 
contextual information when formulating queries. Important details of the user's 
interaction with the machine, or application, such as what the user is doing, and how and 
when the user is doing it, can all contribute to the context of the query. A technique is 
developed whereby contextual information is expressed as a set of Machine Acts. 
A prototype system has been developed which collects contextual information as 
the user works, and stores it as Machine Acts. The contextual actions are associated with 
files in the system. The Microsoft Windows Operating System has been modified so that 
context capture is possible in all applications. There is a distinction between relevant 
context, expressed as Machine Acts, and irrelevant context, which this thesis has 
identified as Context Noise. Techniques have been developed for minimising such noise. 
Two experiments have been conducted using the prototype to investigate the 
advantages of the new approach. In the first experiment, the performance of a number of 
users using the prototype has been compared to the performance obtained when using 
traditional search techniques. Large gains in performance have been observed when using 
the prototype. The second experiment is a longitudinal one. It proved the robustness of 
the prototype and contributed to our understanding of the causes of Context Noise. 
The thesis concludes with a number of recommendations for further development 
and evaluation of the approach. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
The problems facing computer users are twofold. Firstly, the users are exposed to 
an ever increasing world of digital information and secondly, the methods for dealing 
with the consequential search problems associated with these large collections of data 
files are inadequate. 
Computers are becoming more consumer orientated. The use of Digital Cameras, 
Mobile Phones, MP3 Music Players, and Digital Video Recorders are all natural 
extensions to the digital life of the user. Traditional media are now broadcast as digital 
signals, from DAB Radio to Digital Satellite Television. Devices exist that can pause 
television, save films to Personal Video Recorder hard drives, and record pictures to 
DVD ROM. The home computer is used to process these sources of digital content, with 
many home machines now offering facilities equivalent to the user's HiFi system (and 
even look like a HiFi component), thus re-enforcing the concept of the computer as a 
digital entertainment hub. These machines can act as servers, delivering music and video 
wirelessly to every room in the house. Where there used to be professional (or niche) use 
of such media, there are now a large number of consumers who are generating large 
quantities of digital content. The management of this content has not been adequately 
taken into consideration. Many users lack the skills to organise and index the content they 
generate, and even though the new devices used may be more user-friendly, handling the 
basic computer environment is still a difficult technical task for most users. Furthermore, 
the migration of the computer into the living room, as typified by the Microsoft Windows 
XP Media Edition (Microsoft, 2004), is starting to bring about the inevitable integration 
of the computer with the television. The use of the mouse and keyboards in such 
environments is now being replaced with a television remote control. As a result, we now 
have a device that is wholly inadequate for the task oflocating a picture in a repository of 
many thousands of pictures. 
The Internet presents another information problem for the user, and is also a 
contributor to the increase in information the user must manage. When searching the 
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web, the number ofresults (or hits) returned is often measured in many tens of thousands. 
Glover (Glover et ai, 2001) points out that the problem for search engines is not only to 
find relevant results, but more specifically to find the results that meet the user's 
information needs, as it is this need that determines which documents are valuable. The 
search mechanisms on the internet use keyword matching to return results that are ranked 
in order of relevance, where relevance might be the frequency of the keywords in the 
document returned, or the number of other internet sites that link to it. The use of context 
about the user's information need, such as the interests of the user, the searches they have 
previously performed, the web sites they have previously found useful etc., are not taken 
into account by the current crop of search engines. 
As the Internet continues to grow and the number of ways that digital content is 
being generated increases, the need for better search strategies becomes more urgent. 
Search results should be targeted to the information needs of the user, and this means that 
the context of the user must be taken into consideration. The challenge for the next 
generation of search engines is to return specific results to user queries based on both 
keywords and contextual information. 
1.1 Problems with Search 
Users need to employ search strategies on their local systems as well as on the 
internet. Techniques for keyword-based search are available in most, if not all, operating 
systems. Locally, files can be located using simplistic wild card matching, or using 
Regular Expression (Kleene, 1956) matching, based on the name of the file, or the 
contents of the file. The Internet provides a more powerful search environment. However, 
its approach is still based on expressions using wild card and keyword matching. Search 
engines developed by companies such as Google (Google, 2004), Yahoo (Yahoo, 2004) 
and Microsoft MSN (Microsoft, 2004b) are the most popular destinations on the web 
(Alexa, 2004). These engines index pages using the theories ofInformation Retrieval 
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(van Rijsbergen, 1979) and use keyword searching to return a list of documents, sorted by 
a page ranking scheme, to deliver the most relevant results first. 
These types of search, based on keywords, pattern matching or regular 
expressions, are effective at returning a large number of results, but it is an imprecise 
method that has the following characteristics:-
• Large numbers of results are returned for a query. The keyword match returns 
pages and documents without distinction. 
• Many of the results are irrelevant to the user's information needs (Glover et ai, 
2001). 
• The effectiveness of the search is a reflection on the capabilities of the user. 
Some people are more adept at adding synonyms and extra keywords to prune 
the search results, or to ensure that the most relevant results appear near the 
top of the results set. 
• The Search interface is not ubiquitous, and searching does not occur for all 
information sources. The popular search engines do not index all of the web 
contents. For example, the so called Invisible Web (Laurence 2000) is not 
indexed. The techniques that can be used on local systems such as regular 
expression matching and filename search, are often not available, or are not as 
effective, in data stores such as Email repositories, calendar applications, and 
proprietary local databases. Finally, although the user may locate a web site, 
once it is located there is then a hierarchical navigation problem to find 
information within the site, because adequate search techniques are not 
usually available at the site level. 
• The web is changing and it renews itself constantly. Cho (Cho and Garcia-
Molina, 2000) has shown that it takes approximately 50 days for 50% of the 
web to change or be replaced by new pages. Therefore, re-finding data on the 
web is challenging. 
The search techniques available are inadequate for dealing with the increasing 
volume of data being generated, and the ever changing nature of the web. Furthermore, 
current query languages are inadequately expressive and do not allow users to specify 
queries with sufficient meaning to prevent large numbers of irrelevant search results 
being returned (which could be achieved by utilising the context of the user's situation). 
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The changing nature of the Web means that users often find it necessary to save 
content that is interesting to their local system. Overtime, this local repository becomes a 
smaller representation of the larger internet problem. Thus the ability to find a document 
of interest becomes a combined search of the local machine and the interne!. 
Searching difficulties arise because current search techniques make no use of 
information about the user, the context of the request from the user, or the context of how 
the machine was being used at the time the information was stored. This prohibits current 
search engines from answering detailed queries that involve variables from the users 
experience with the machine, or from the user's specific area of interest. 
1.2 Focus of Research 
In this thesis the context of how the user has interacted with their environment is 
investigated as a method for enhancing the techniques for searching for information in 
the user's personal computer system. The goal of this research is to develop techniques 
that allow the user to take advantage of their history in using the machine when searching 
for data they have seen or processed before (for example, documents they are writing or 
have written, pictures they have taken, web sites they have visited, emails they have sent, 
etc.). The user's interaction with the machine is conceptualised as a Machine Act, a 
representation of the actions the user has performed with the machine. The proposed 
approach is to enhance the search strategy by storing Machine Acts, as the user works, 
and then allowing users to search using these previously recorded Machine Acts with 
contextual queries. 
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1.3 Thesis Overview 
This thesis proposes a new search method to address the problems of searching 
for information stored in computer systems. The method captures the context (of how and 
when the data in the system was used) as the user works with the machine, and this forms 
the basis for constructing queries to locate and retrieve the sought after information. The 
resultant approach is expected to be more effective than relying on keyword matching. 
The use of context exploits the relationship the user has with the data on their machine, 
and therefore is only applicable where the data has been used previously. This 
distinguishes this approach from traditional methods where the keywords are used to 
locate information without reference to the user's history of using and manipulating the 
information. Therefore, the search method employed here is a re-find of information that 
has already been seenlaccessedlused. This re-finding of information can be performed on 
the user's local system or it can be used to re-find information previously located on the 
Internet by the user. 
The objective of the new search method is to improve efficiency (measured in 
terms of the speed and accuracy) with which the user can locate information when 
searching the system. 
In achieving this object the thesis makes the following contributions to knowledge:-
• Storing Context in the form of Machine Acts: a new way to represent the context 
of the user's interaction with the system, in an operating system and application 
independent form. Machine Acts are a record of operations performed by the user 
over time as the user works with the machine. The Machine Act encapsulates the 
operation performed on the computer, and this is saved and indexed for later use. 
Therefore, the Machine Act represents a sensed piece of context on how the 
machine was used by the user during a particular task at a particular time. It is 
expressed in a form that is independent of any application or operating system. 
The Machine Act records the act of performing the operation, not just the effect of 
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the operation (as is typical in many applications). Each recorded Machine Act is 
associated with the file that the operation was sensed for. Machine Acts are only 
recorded when the file is saved, i.e. when the operation is committed to the file. A 
set of Machine Acts therefore builds a history of interaction for the machine. 
• A new method for expressing queries based upon what the user has done to the 
information they are looking for (as expressed by a set of Machine Acts), rather 
than using keywords to match document content. In this way a Context Search is 
defined as one that uses the Re-find metaphor and takes advantage ofpreviously 
sensed Machine Acts to query the system for the desired information. 
• A mechanism for minimising the sensing of actions (which are performed by the 
operating system and applications) but which are irrelevant in the context of the 
user's interaction. This is referred to as Context Noise, and is an artefact which 
was discovered when the context system was being developed. Context Noise is 
an inevitable consequence of building context based systems. The sensors within 
the environment sometimes capture unwanted context. This serves to obscure the 
real context, and is therefore noise. 
Additionally, the thesis promotes the idea of search as a Ubiquitous Application for 
computing, as important as the operating system or disk driver. Search should be 
consistent across all applications and should be comprehensive 
Finally, experimental evaluation of a prototype system designed using the Context 
Search method is carried out. A prototype system has been built which collects 
appropriate contextual information as the user works with the machine and then provides 
a query system which uses context as its basic guiding principle. This prototype is then 
evaluated by measuring user performance in retrieving information compared with 
traditional techniques. 
The thesis is organised in the following way:-
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Chapter 2 outlines the current problems with the use of search on personal 
computers. An appraisal of the different methods used to search for data is described, and 
the problems of these approaches are identified. As a result, current search techniques are 
described as being inadequate, inconsistent and are not comprehensive. 
Chapter 3 presents the related background research of relevance to the approach 
taken in this thesis. Particular attention is paid to the areas of Information Retrieval, 
Autonomous Interface Agents, the Semantic Web, and Context Aware Systems. 
Chapter 4 outlines the main approach taken in this research. A detailed 
explanation of what context should be captured and how this information can be 
transformed into Machine Acts is given. An architecture for sensing context as the user 
works is proposed, and the types of information in the system that constitute context are 
described. Furthermore, the use of this interaction context in formulating search queries is 
described. 
Chapter 5 presents a detailed description of the developed context sensing 
architecture. In order to sense context as the computer is used (in all applications), the 
approach uses a System Sensor (for monitoring disk level activity), an Application 
Sensor (for monitoring application interactions) and a Context Service (for gathering the 
sensed context). In Chapter 5 the storage of the sensed context in Machine Act files is 
explained, including the concepts of the Context Cache and Context Noise. 
Chapter 6 gives a detailed description of the context indexing mechanisms used to 
relate a user's query to the context used. The hoanuSearch, context search environment is 
described, including the Context Interface for entering a query using the sensed context. 
Also, the standard document indexing features are described. These are used to provide 
standard search features, such as an inverse index of documents, word stemming and 
parts of speech analysis, for the text based files manipulated by the user. 
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Chapter 7 describes the experiments that have been designed to test the 
effectiveness (and possible drawbacks) of the system. The experiment is broken down 
into two phases. Experiment One is a simulation of heavy computer usage, where the user 
is asked to find pictures and files upon which they have performed a series of operations. 
Experiment Two, is a longitudinal test, where the context sensing environment is tested 
in a real world scenario, to gather context on the user's interaction over a long period of 
time. The context generated is then analysed to assess the impact of Context Noise on the 
context sensing architecture. 
Chapter 8 presents the results of the experiments. The results compare and 
contrast the use of searching with the file system with the context based search developed 
in this research. Detailed timings are presented for each search method, and user opinions 
on the effectiveness of the new techniques are presented. Additionally, for Experiment 
Two, a detailed analysis of the context recorded for each machine the test was loaded on 
is presented, along with information on the Machine Acts generated by each user during 
the test. 
Finally, Chapter 9 presents a summary of the research and associated conclusions 
that can be drawn from the work. Aspects of future work are also explored. 
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Chapter 2 Issues in Search 
This chapter discusses the current techniques that are used to search for data on 
the computer systems we use. A set of search strategies are examined which are used to 
search the local machine space: the hard drives, networks and attached storage devices on 
the computer, as well as strategies for searching the Internet. In this chapter, a number of 
problems are identified with these current approaches with regard to the user trying to re-
find information they have either worked on, or seen before. A context based approach is 
suggested which should improve the process of locating data with which the user has 
previously worked. 
2.1 Searching the Local System 
The user creates data on their machine locally. This data represents documents, 
pictures, video, sounds, etc, and the growth of such data was highlighted in Chapter I. 
The number of methods for generating this data has increased with the advent of cheap 
devices for capturing digital video, digital photography, MP3 sounds and textual data. 
Furthermore, with the integration of these capture methods into devices such as the 
mobile phone, which are now commonly available, the growth of the digital information 
created using these techniques is set to continue. 
The data generated by the user resides in files on the storage devices available to 
their machine. This type of device might include local hard-drives, network drives, flash 
storage cards, CDs, and DVDs. A data file can represent a single stored piece of data, 
such as a picture. Alternatively, a data file can represent many pieces of data, stored as a 
database, for example an Email database, or a calendar. Furthermore, the data files can be 
aggregated into archives, such as compressed Zip files (Zip, 2004). Finally, the files 
themselves may be embedded within other files. For example, Email attachments are 
stored with the Email text in the Email database in a form that is only accessible by the 
Email client application. Therefore, searching for files has to take into account the 
hierarchical file system, archived and compressed repositories, and proprietary 
application repositories, such as an Email database, where the possibility of file 
attachments needs also to be considered. 
It is this collection of personal files that users want to search for. These files of 
interest are the ones the user has an association with. When finding data on the local 
machine, the search is actually a re-find: the user is looking for information already 
known to them, which they have seen before. 
2.1.1 Search via Navigation 
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The operating system provides methods for navigating the file hierarchy so that 
the user can browse through the data files located there. This has been true ever since the 
early Unix operating systems were developed during the late 1960s and early 1970s 
(Richie, 1978). In modern operating systems, graphical interfaces allow the user to 
navigate through the list of directories, and virtual directories (such as My Documents, 
My Pictures, Desktop) on their machine. Browsing is an important part of search, 
allowing the user to orientate themselves and narrow down their search requirements. 
Operating System features such as the Recent Document list, can help the user to 
locate the files they are currently working on quickly. However, once a document is 
removed from the list, having not been used in a while, the user must locate the file in the 
file system manually. For novice users this can be difficult as they may only have a 
limited understanding of the topology of the file system. 
Browsing does not cover all the places that files can reside. For example, the file 
browser does not allow a user to see files attached to their Emails. Therefore, if the user 
is trying to locate a data item on the hard drive that actually resides in a compressed zip 
file, or an Email, the task may be difficult. To navigate all the relevant spaces, using all 
the relevant programs can take a considerable time. 
2.1.2 Keyword Searching 
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Searching through the hierarchies of folders and files on the computer can be 
slow, and repetitive. Searching the file hierarchy using pattern matching, or regular 
expressions can be a more efficient way of finding information if the user has some recall 
of the filenames, or likely keywords in the file's content. Using wildcard pattern 
matching, the user can specify word patterns to match the filename or the file contents of 
the file being searched. For example:-
• Paint* - The * symbol denotes zero or more wildcard characters following the 
word Paint to be matched. So the following would match this regular 
expression:- Paint, Painting, Paints, Paintl234 
• Se?ing - A ? symbol denotes one wildcard character to be matched. This 
regular expression would match:- Seeing etc. 
• 12?45* - The * and? wildcard characters can be mixed together as in this 
example. This regular expression would match all of the following:-12345, 
123456789, 12A45ABCD etc. 
Boolean expressions can be used with the wildcard strings to provide a more 
flexible set of matching criteria. For example, the expression Wind OR Rain, will search 
for occurrences of the words Wind and Rain separately, and also will locate documents in 
which both words occur. On the other hand, the expression Wind AND Rain, will find 
only those documents that contain both words. The full list of Boolean operators are:-
• A AND B - Term A and Term B both terms must appear in the result. i.e. the 
intersection of documents that have both terms A and B. 
• A OR B - Any document that contains either term A or B. i.e. the union of 
documents that have either term A, Term B or both. 
• Not A- Any document that does not have the specified term A in it. i.e. the 
exclusion of documents. 
• A XOR B - Documents that contain A, or B, but not both. 
Note that many file systems do not have the provision for XOR operator. 
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Using wildcard strings and Boolean operators, the user can search for files where 
the filename, or the file contents, match the search string. The problem with this 
technique is that the user must remember at least part of the name of the file in order to 
retrieve it (and other similar named files). This may not be an easy task, especially if the 
file was last used some time ago. Additionally, when restricting the search to matching 
filenames, the filenames used to describe a file do not always represent adequately the 
purpose of the file or its contents. Where the file has not been used for some time, the 
user may only remember more vague details (for example, that the file is a spreadsheet, 
or that it was accessed sometime during May!). As a result the user may have to broaden 
the search, rather than narrow it, so that they can browse for the file required. This 
ultimately means that the user has many files to sift through to find the information they 
want. 
Finally, as with browsing the file system, searching the file system does not return 
all the data that could match the search. For example, where the data resides in a 
database, or when looking for files where the file exists only as an attachment to an 
Email. 
2.2 Searching the World Wide Web using Search Engines 
When searching the World Wide Web, the user may be looking for new 
information they do not yet have, or they may be trying to re-find information they have 
seen before. 
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When searching the Internet, using search engines such as Google (Google, 2004) 
and Yahoo! (Yahoo!, 2004), the user queries using keywords, rather than wild cards. 
Boolean operators can also be used, but many search engines do not implement such 
operators explicitly (Sullivan, 200 I). Instead the operator is fixed and keywords are 
joined based on the strategy of the particular search engine. 
As pointed out in Lawrence (Lawrence, 2000) there are problems to overcome 
when searching the Internet. For example, the large number of pages that can be returned. 
Furthermore, the search indices (maintained by the search engine) are often out of date, 
and they only index a fraction of the publicly index-able web (for example, they do not 
index the Invisible Web (Lawrence, 2000)). Additionally, search engines use a "one-size 
fits all" mechanism for finding information. Regardless of background, history, or 
preference, the engines return the same list for the same query. 
Once a site of interest has been found, the actual piece of information required 
may not be on the front page. Searching a local site can be difficult because of the 
hierarchical nature of web sites, similar to the navigation problem that exists on local 
machines. Some sites have a local search facility, but most do not. Once a sub-part of a 
site has been located for the first time, then going back on subsequent occasions is 
straight forward. Over time, however this navigation path has to be re-learnt because 
users often forget where the information is, or the website may have been reorganised. As 
an example, consider a user who attends a conference and hears a keynote speaker who 
gives an excellent address and presentation. The user later searches the web for the 
speaker and finds the speaker's personal web page. However, finding the actual 
presentation, or related papers to the conference speech, can still be a difficult task; as the 
user must search through potentially many years of papers, notes on research interests, 
and information presented to personalise the site, such as family photographs and 
favourite links. 
A serious problem with the Internet is that of repeatability in the search. Cho (Cho 
and Garcia-Molina, 2000) has estimated that the time taken for 50% of the web to be 
changed or replaced, is only 50 days. This means that websites saved by the user are not 
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guaranteed to remain the same, or even exist, over a relatively short period of time. 
Therefore, users must save the pages that interest them to their local hard drive, to ensure 
they have a record of the information they have found useful. 
Internet Search engines can help the user find:-
• new information, which they do not already possess. 
• re-find information they have previously discovered using the Internet, with 
the caveat of repeatability raised above. 
• duplicate information, which they already have from other sources. 
However, the internet cannot help the user find files that are personal to them, 
such as pictures taken with a digital camera at the seaside, sales forecast for the office, 
and video of children learning to ride their bikes. This type of information can obviously 
be published on the Internet by the user. However, that would first involve their 
computer, and so the Internet would contain a duplicate of information already on their 
machine. Such information could be deleted, and then the information only exists on the 
Internet. However, there is a difference. Users search for information that is new to them 
on the Internet, but with personal knowledge they are looking for information they 
already know. 
2.3 Problems with Search 
The search problems that are experienced both on the Internet and when 
searching locally can be summarised as follows:-
• Inadequate Techniques 
o Keyword Indexing returns too many results. 
o Query Formulation. Queries are too simplistic to process more 
information. 
-------- -----
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o Infonnation Indexed. The infonnation indexed is inadequate to answer 
more complex queries. 
• Inconsistent Use 
o Methods differ across systems within the computer. 
o Inter-Site and Intra-Site searches vary in the quality of results, if an 
Intra-Site search method exists. 
o File Searching and Searching within programs also vary in quality, 
once again if a program provides a method of searching. 
• Non-comprehensive 
o A single place to search is not provided. 
o Search is a piecemeal operation, with no comprehensive solution. 
• Lack of Context 
o Context about the user's actions, when they generate information and 
how they have previously used the infonnation, is lost as they work 
with their computers. This context could be indexed to provide a richer 
querying environment and return more targeted results to the user. 
• Not Ubiquitous 
o Search is not ubiquitous throughout the computer system. 
o Some programs do not have a search mechanism. 
o Search should be as ubiquitous as Cut and Paste, with consistent and 
comprehensive coverage, provided by a single place to search within 
the system. 
Thus, the major problem with the current structure of queries used when 
searching the local system and the Internet, is the lack of any contextual infonnation in 
the search indexing and query process. In reality, when actions are perfonned using the 
system, they are carried out within a context in which the action takes place. If this 
context was exploited in the query more precise results would be returned. The context 
could also be used to repeat the effects of the search later. 
Consider the following query:-
Give me that webpage on motor bikes I was looking at yesterday. 
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This kind of search is impossible for current search methods to answer. They only 
store matches on keyword and not information about the context of the action taking 
place. This can equally apply to files on the hard drive. 
Here is a second example:-
Give the sales forecast I was working on yesterday afternoon. 
With this type of query a different set of problems with keyword search arise. Firstly, the 
classification of files in hierarchical file systems is based on file type and associated with 
the application that can open the file: examples are .DOC, JPG, .XLS files. However, 
these files in reality represent high level concepts such as the user's CV, a Balance Sheet 
or a Family Picture. Therefore, current search techniques cannot distinguish a Sales 
Forecast from any other type of electronic document. Although the term "Yesterday 
Afternoon" could be implied from the modified time stamp of the document, this 
information is not used in index searching systems. Other terms such as "Working-On" 
could be used to imply that a user has edited the document, rather than just opened or 
read it. Once again this kind of information is not currently used by keyword searching 
approaches, and is not available in the system generally; therefore search systems cannot 
make use of this type of context. Context needs to be recorded about all aspects of system 
usage, as and when it happens, and this should be available to a search system to provide 
matching for precise queries. 
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2.4 Context Based Searching 
Context based systems have been developed but these have focused on the 
physical environment of the user, (Want el ai, 1992, Schillit et ai, 1994, Pascoe, 1998, 
Cheverst, 2000, Addlesee et ai, 200 I, Dey, 2001). For example, they have been used to 
identify the location in which the computer is being used, or how location can be used to 
enhance information presented to the user, or how to find users in a building. In contrast, 
this thesis is concerned with the inner context of the machine, i.e. the actual actions taken 
by the user on their computer; what did the user do with the system?, when did the user 
do it?, did something change in the system as a result? The same context based search 
approach needs to be applied to all parts of the system, not just subsets of applications. 
To answer more complex queries, that incorporate how the computer was used to 
manipulate the files on the system as well as the contents of those files, context based 
search is required. 
As computers are used, context is lost. For example, within the documents 
produced by the user there is no history of the interaction, where the user was when a 
particular action took place and no account is made of the other sources of information 
used when performing the action. Indexing systems index the documentlwebsite and 
searching systems pattern match on filenames or keywords within a file. All these 
techniques make no use of context. Therefore a simple request such as:-
Where is the document I was editing yesterday afternoon? 
cannot be easily answered by the current search systems. 
2.5 Examples of Context based Search Queries 
It has already been pointed out that when searching the intemet or looking for 
files on the computer, a user will use wild card strings and keyword such as:-
Q I: Human genome 
Q2: Lamb Hotpot 
Q3: fishing*'bmp 
Q4: *abba* .mp3 
and this is as much information as current search techniques allow. 
In contrast, using a context search based approach, extra details can be added to 
the query string to narrow down the results set based on the user's experience with the 
data. Examples of context based search queries are:-
CQ I: The paper I was reading last week on the Human genome project 
CQ2: The recipe my Mum sent for Lamb Hotpot 
CQ3: The picture I took at the office last week 
CQ4: Play easy listening music like ABBA Dancing Queen 
(NB Context words are highlighted and in bold). 
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To answer CQ3, additional context would be needed from different sources. For 
example, a digital camera can sense its location via GPS (Addlesee, 2001), and therefore 
this context could be combined with the file. 
The addition of context to the keyword contents of the file will allow the user to 
perform searches using more precise terms, which yield more accurate results. A context 
based search engine should distinguish between the context expressed in the query, and 
the keywords that represent the content of the files being searched. For example, from the 
questions above, the following context can be identified:-
I was reading 
My Mum sent me 
Picture I took 
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2.6 Summary 
Search is a popular but limited medium in today's machines. Keyword based 
search and wild card matching are used to return information from local machines, and 
from the interne!. In this chapter the techniques used to search for information have been 
explored, and the following problems with current search techniques have been 
identified:-
• Inadequate methods of indexing, querying and reporting. 
• Inconsistent methods are used across systems. 
• Non-comprehensive (a single place to search means search is a piecemeal action). 
• Lack of Context (context based search requires more information to be captured at 
the time when the user generates data). 
• Not Ubiquitous (search is not ubiquitous on the desktop, like Cut and Paste, and 
therefore some data will not be searchable). 
An alternative approach has been suggested - the development of a new type of 
search engine which exploits contextual information to enable more precise search results 
to be returned. 
Now that some problems have been identified with current search strategies the 
next stage is to investigate, in detail, what has been done by the research community, and 
identify what may be useful. Chapter 3 presents a literature review and states what is 
useful to this research. 
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Chapter 3 Related Work 
This chapter presents a review of the current research and states what is useful to 
this thesis. When investigating context based search systems, a number of disciplines 
must be taken into consideration:-
• Information Retrieval, in which documents, images, and video are indexed 
into data repositories. These, in turn, are queried to give relevant results to the 
user. This is an example of a mining approach to search, where documents are 
mapped according to the distribution of keywords within the document, and 
also within a corpus of documents. The application of Information Retrieval 
methods is not just for oftline document repositories, but has also been used 
within Internet search engines. 
• Autonomous Interface Agents, which provide assistance to the user by 
• 
monitoring their activity and suggesting Web links and relevant content, in the 
context of the browsing activity. 
• The Semantic Web, where semantic meaning is represented as an annotation 
of the underlying data, represented in a semantic language. 
• Context Based Systems, where the context of the user's interaction with the 
system or environment, is used to provide information that is relevant to the 
user's current situation. Traditionally, this area of research has exploited the 
user's interactions with the physical world, where location and proximity have 
been the primary types of context used. However, systems that take advantage 
of the context of the user as they work have also been developed. 
The methodologies of Mining vs. Tagging can be seen in the approaches of 
Information Retrieval and the Semantic Web. 
This chapter begins with a description of the origins of Regular Expressions and 
their use in the Unix operating system. This represents the first example of a personal 
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search approach, even though the science of searching large document repositories, such 
as libraries, had already begun. There then follows a description of the methods of 
indexing and querying used in Information Retrieval, including Information Retrieval on 
the Internet and Image Retrieval methods. Examples of Autonomous Interface Agents are 
presented, and then a description of the Semantic Web is given. Finally a discussion of 
the main principles in Context Aware computing is outlined. The chapter ends with a 
proposal for a search approach using the context of the user's interaction with 
applications on their computer system to enhance the recall of relevant documents. This 
is the method proposed in this thesis. 
3.1 Search in Early Systems 
The Mathematician Stephen C K1eene, in 1956, described the Kleene Star and 
Regular Expressions to manipulate regular sets, which are formal descriptions of the 
behaviour of finite state machines (K1eene, 1956). A Regular Expression is a notation for 
describing patterns to be matched in a set of strings, or sets of symbols and characters. 
Regular expressions are a combination of three operators:-
• Concatenation - given R={"ab", "c"} and S={"d", "ef'}, then RS = {"abd", 
"abef' "cd" "cef'} , , 
• Union - R US, The set union ofR and S. 
• K1eene Star - S·, is the smallest superset of strings, including the empty string 
from a given set, i.e. for a set of strings S, S* is the set of all strings that can 
be made by concatenating zero or more strings from S, including the empty 
string. 
In 1968 Thompson used the theory of regular expressions to build search and 
replace features into a re-write of the QED text editor (Deutsch and Lampson, 1967, 
Thompson, 1968). Thompson had used QED whilst at Berkley and when he moved to 
Bell Labs he implemented a new version that had the ability to use regular expressions to 
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find text strings, and that could also define patterns of strings to be replaced within the 
document being edited. Prior to this, a text editor could only specify literal strings to be 
searched for, rather than strings based on patterns. Also string replacement involved only 
one literal string. Thompson patented his (US Patent #3568156) technique of compiling 
machine code on-the-jly to build a non-deterministic finite automaton that actually 
performed the search. 
Later Thompson re-implemented QED for the new Unix operating system 
(Ritchie and Thompson, 1974), a multitasking operating system written for the Digital 
Equipment Corporation PDP-11/40 and 11/45 computers. This new implementation was 
called Ed and the first edition of the Unix Manual was prepared using it. In 1973, a new 
tool was created that lifted the Regular Expression capability out of the text editor and 
created a new command line tool called Grep. The name was derived from the command 
sequence used inside the editor to initiate a regular expression search. Using Grep, 
commands on the Command Line could be filtered through the Grep tool to find patterns 
in the output. Grep is listed in the Manual for Version 4 Unix which is dated November, 
1973 (Mcllroy, 1987). The date given for the creation of Grep is March 3, 1973. It 
followed the creation of pipes, a mechanism by which output from one command is 
'piped' as input to another. 
Subsequently, the use of regular expressions to specify patterns to match against, 
rather than literal strings, was used in directory commands such as LS, DlR, and CAT. 
Typical examples might be:-
dir phd*.* 
Is chapter* .doc 
Literal string searching and regular expression matching can also be combined 
using Boolean logic. 
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The terms of the query are combined with the logical operators AND, OR, and 
NOT. For example, given the query Q = (KI AND K2) OR (K3 AND (NOT K4)), the 
Boolean search will retrieve all documents indexed by K I and K2, as well as all 
documents indexed by K3 which are not indexed by K4. Boolean logic can be used to 
reduce the set of results returned in the match. This technique is often used in document 
searching, rather than searching for the occurrence of a string in a file, as in the text 
editor example. 
In these early systems search was ad hoc, and targeted towards files and 
collections of files. However, as repositories of documents started to build, and high 
speed computer systems were installed in places such as libraries, the requirements of 
search grew to incorporate searching in complete repositories of documents. The field of 
Information Retrieval was developed to tackle search in such repositories of documents. 
However, it was only after the emergence ofthe World Wide Web that such document 
repository problems entered the everyday lives of the computer user at home. 
3.2 Information Retrieval 
When retrieving documents from large repositories, methods are required to 
return those documents in which the user is interested. The field of Information Retrieval 
is concerned with indexing and searching for documents using statistical methods 
(Manning and Schutze, 1999). Given a query entered by the user, described as the "Ad-
hoc" query problem, two methods are used to return documents. Exact Match, returns 
documents that precisely match a Boolean search query. Document Rank is where 
documents are ranked according to the relevance of the document in respect of the query. 
Information Retrieval is not just concerned with the retrieval of text based documents, it 
also a technique used for the retrieval of Images (Huang and Rui, 1997) and Video 
(Smeaton et ai, 2004). The research on Information Retrieval covers both the indexing of 
documents into repositories, and the subsequent querying of these repositories. 
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3.2.1 Common Features of Information Retrieval Systems. 
Many Information Retrieval systems have as their primary data structure an 
Inverse Index (Manning and Schutze, 1999). This lists, for each word, all of the 
documents that contain the word (the postings) and their frequency of the occurrence in 
each document. The position of the word, in the document, can also be listed, which is 
useful for searching for word phrases, or co-occurring words, such as Greenwich Mean 
Time, Hospital Bed etc. In such a system the search first returns a list of documents that 
contain all of the words, and then extra processing is applied to select only those 
documents where the position of the word indicates that the words follow each other. 
Document Representation in an Information Retrieval system often means a 
document is reduced to multiple vectors of terms and frequencies, found in the document, 
as a simplification of the full text. To achieve this, the full text of the document needs to 
be reduced. Luhn (Luhn 1958), used word frequency as a document descriptor, and this 
method is still used in Information Retrieval systems today. When calculating frequencies 
of words, not all words are required to be represented. A "stop" list of grammatical or 
function words is created which lists those words that do not add to the meaning of the 
document, and are, therefore, deemed unlikely to be useful for searching. Examples are 
common words such as/rom, the, could, [, him, her etc. According to Zipf's law (Zipf, 
1949), a few words occur frequently and others very rarely, so a stop list that covers the 
words used frequently and which do not add to the semantic meaning of the document, 
can reduce the size of the word index considerably. Note, however, one implication of the 
use of stop lists is that it is impossible to search for phrases that contain stop words, for 
example a phrase such as When in Rome. 
A third common feature of Information Retrieval systems is word stemming 
(Porter 1980), in which a word, such as Laughing is reduced to its word stem, Laugh. 
Words in the query and in the document index are also reduced in the same way. 
Therefore, a query for Laughing will also match documents that contain words on 
Laughter, Laughs etc., as these words have the same word stem. 
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3.2.2 Methods of Indexing 
Information Retrieval is intrinsically uncertain (Fuhr 1992). In a classic database 
application, the query can be accurately mapped to the data required to satisfy it. Within 
more general Information Retrieval applications, however, the query formed cannot 
simply be mapped to the document repository with a 100% level of certainty to ensure 
that the documents returned will be concerned with the meaning of query, expressed by 
the user. Probabilistic Information Retrieval (van Rijsbergen 1979, Fuhr 1992), is based 
on the assumption that the distribution of terms in documents will be different for 
relevant and non-relevant documents. Therefore, the goal is to estimate the relevance of a 
document, based on the terms contained within the document, and the results of a search 
should be presented to the user as a ranked list of these documents by their relevance. 
The Probability Ranking Principle (Robertson 1977) states that ranking documents in 
order of decreasing probability of relevance is optimal. Therefore, the most relevant 
document should be listed first, and this is the document with the highest estimated level 
of probability. 
The Vector Space Model (Salton et aI., 1975) is a widely used model in 
Information Retrieval (Salton, 1991), because of its conceptual simplicity (and Schutze, 
1999). The Vector Space Model uses spatial proximity to represent semantic proximity. 
The documents and queries are represented in a multi-dimensional space as vectors, 
where each dimension corresponds to a term (a word or a phrase) in the document, and 
the co-ordinates represent a term-weighting scheme, such as word frequency (Luhn, 
1958). By using proximity, relevant documents are those which are closest to the vector 
formed for the query. A criticism of the Vector Space Model is that the terms are 
weighted independently. However, in reality, terms are not semantically independent in 
documents. The Generalised Vector Space Model (Wong, et al 1985), also known as 
"dual space" (Sheridan and Ballerini, 1996), has been proposed to index documents 
according to the terms found, rather than indexing terms according to the documents 
found. This distinction recognises that the distribution of terms throughout the corpus has 
a semantic relationship. 
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Another method of indexing that considers the related nature of terms in 
documents is Latent Semantic Indexing (Deerwester et aI., 1990). A user wishes to match 
documents on conceptual content, however, the expression of individual keywords does 
not adequately convey these concepts for a document. Two problems exist:-
• synonymy - there are many ways to express a concept, i.e. two words may 
have the same meaning. 
• polysemy - the same word may have a different meaning depending on the 
context in which the word is used. 
These issues mean that the user's query may not match the stored expression of 
the concept for the relevant documents, and additionally, a query can produce documents 
that are irrelevant to the user's requirement. In Latent Semantic Indexing it is assumed 
that there is some underlying latent semantic structure in the data being indexed. 
Statistical methods are used to estimate this latent structure, and to remove any obscuring 
noise, i.e. removing variability of word choice in the document. Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) (Deerwester et aI, 1990), is used with a matrix of terms organised 
by document. The SVD identifies linearly independent components in the data called 
factors, many of which are very small and can be ignored. In this way the SVD keeps the 
major associations in the document space, and everything else is considered to be noise. 
This reduces the terms in the document space, effectively creating a sub-space that can be 
seen as a reduction in dimensionality. By reducing the documents in this way, the latent 
semantic meaning in the document can be uncovered. In the reduced space, the closeness 
of documents is related to the overall pattern of term usage, not to occurrences of precise 
words (Dumais, 1991). Latent Semantic Indexing can achieve up to 30% improvement on 
relevant documents returned, compared to the standard vector-based mechanisms 
(Dumais, 1991). However, this improvement is not the order of magnitude required to 
make the search significantly more relevant to the user's query. 
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3.2.3 Just-in-time Information Retrieval 
Just-in-time Information Retrieval systems (Leake et aI, 1999) provide 
information to the user dynamically as they work. The difference between an Information 
Retrieval system and a Just-in-time Information Retrieval system is that the former is 
based on a user-generated query, and the latter is generated automatically based on the 
context of the user interaction (Rhodes, 2000). A Just-in-time system will monitor the 
user's tasks, analyse their information requirements and then provide documents related 
to the user's current task and the contents of the document the user is working on. In this 
way, context about the user's task, and current document is used to enhance the retrieval 
of relevant information. The work on Just-in-Time retrieval has been further formalized 
into Just-in-Time Retrieval Agents (Rhodes and Maes, 2000). A Just-in-time Information 
Retrieval Agent (J1TIR agent) is software that proactively retrieves and presents 
information based on a person's local context in an easily accessible yet non-intrusive 
manner. 
Rememberance Agent (Rhodes and Stamer, 1996) monitors the user's interaction 
with the Emacs editor. It runs continuously, without the need for user intervention, 
displaying documents which might be relevant to the user's current context; i.e. the 
document that the user is currently reading or editing. This is described as a form of 
continuous, associative recall. Suggestions appear, in order of relevance, in a special 
display buffer at the bottom of the Emacs window. The list updates every few seconds as 
the user types, or reads Emails etc. The user can customize how much of their current 
document the Rememberance Agent looks at, when creating a suggestion, i.e. suggestions 
based on the last sentence (the last 10 to 20 words), or the last paragraph (the last 500 
words). In this way, suggestions can be relevant to the different passages of discourse in 
the document. The Rememberance Agent makes its suggestions without regard to a 
user's history, i.e. it does not have knowledge of the user's past interests or whether the 
user has previously seen a particular suggestion. 
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The Watson system (Budzik and Hammond, 1999) is described as an Infonnation 
Management Assistant, which automatically discovers related material on behalf of the 
user, by serving as an intennediary between the user and infonnation retrieval systems. 
Watson observes users as they interact with everyday applications (e.g. Microsoft Word 
and Internet Explorer) and anticipates their infonnation needs, using a model of the task 
at hand, i.e. context. As the user navigates the World Wide Web (Bemers-Lee, 1999), 
Watson will suggest pages related to the site the user is searching, or as the user writes a 
document, Watson will suggest links to pages that relate to the document being edited. 
The model of the task is based on the regularity of documents which have a predictable 
function (such as letter, newspaper, and memo). The assumption is that these types of 
document have predictable semantics (encoded in the headings, fields, paragraphs and 
. titles of the document itself) and applications have an association to the types they 
manipulate (i.e. Word Processors manipulate documents). Finally, actions within an 
application have a well defined meaning. Therefore, book-marking a page in Internet 
Explorer marks the page as important to the user. These observations, on the regularity of 
the environment and in user interaction with that environment, are used by Watson to 
model and understand the user's behaviour, and return documents that have relevance to 
the user's activity. Watson automatically queries infonnation systems on behalf of users 
as well as providing an interface by which the user can pose queries explicitly. As 
Watson is aware of the user's task, it can augment an explicit query with terms 
representative of the context of the task, which can significantly reduce ambiguity. 
3.2.4 Image and Video Retrieval 
Image Retrieval systems have been an area of research since the 1970's (Huang et 
ai, 1997). In Text based Image Retrieval, images are manually annotated with text 
captions that can then be queried using standard Infonnation Retrieval methods. Van der 
Berg (van der Berg, 1995) warns of the use of natural language in the annotation images, 
as although this can be more expressive, it can be ambiguous and therefore the same 
problems of Information Retrieval in text are manifest in the image annotations. A 
controlled text methodology, where keywords are selected from lists is recommended. 
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With larger repositories of images, the manual annotation of images becomes less 
realistic. Content Based Indexing Methods (Huang and Rui, 1997), allow users to retrieve 
images based on their contents. Such a system uses automated methods to extract the 
image features for analysis, where features can be colour, texture and shape 
representation. This is important since Image databases have applications in Medical 
systems and Catalogue systems, as well as in the application of image retrieval to the 
Internet. 
3.3 Autonomous Interface Agents 
Many agent systems exist (Wool ridge and Jennings, 1995), that will help the user 
as they browse the web. For example Syskill & Webert (Pazzani et ai, 1996), Letizia 
(Lieberman, 1997), and Web Mate (Chen and Sycara, 1998). Agents can also provide help 
in filtering information that comes from the intemet. Examples are News Weeder (Lang, 
1995) a news group filter, and Re:Agent (Boone, 1998) for filtering Email. Lieberman, 
(Lieberman, 1997), proposed a definition for these agents that automatically help the user 
and he called these Autonomous Interface Agents. Such agents combine autonomous 
features with Interface Agents (Maes, 1994). The approach taken by Autonomous 
Interface Agents can be typified by looking at some examples. 
Letizia is a User Interface Agent, which assists the user in browsing the World 
Wide Web. Letizia, monitors the web page the user is currently browsing and performs 
parallel browsing to dynamically report on other sites of interest. Webwatcher (Joachims 
et ai, 1997) uses the metaphor of a tour guide to aid users as they browse. Webwatcher 
monitors the user's browsing, page by page, and as a museum tour guide would, it 
suggests places the user can go next. Over time, Webwatcher learns from the sites it visits 
and the topics the visitor has found interesting. In this way its experience for helping 
future users is improved. Webmate (Ch en and Sycara, 1998) is another agent that helps 
the user to navigate the web. The premise for this agent is that users find it difficult to 
locate relevant information on the internet, and therefore they need help when browsing 
and when formulating queries. Webmate incrementally learns the user's interests, and 
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continuously presents documents that match these interests. Using relevance feedback, 
here the user identifies the relevant documents in an initial list of retrieved documents, 
the system then creates a new query based on the relevant pages identified. As a final 
example, PersonalSearcher (Godoy and Amandi, 2000), assists the user by making 
parallel searches using other popular Web search engines. These results are filtered and 
reported to the user as a reduced list of documents that have a high probability of being 
relevant to the user's current search. A user profile is built to aid in filtering the results 
returned, and this is based on observing the user's behaviour as they use the web. 
3.4 Information Retrieval problem on the Internet. 
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Searching the Internet is a distributed Information Retrieval problem, where 
interconnected networks of computers all around the world must be trawled for index-
able content such as documents, pictures, and video material. The combined technologies 
of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/Internet Protocol (JP) for connecting 
networks of computers via packet switching (Leiner et ai, 1997), and the World Wide 
Web (WWW) made publishing and connecting to information heterogeneous, fast, and 
simple. However, the organic growth of the internet will increase the magnitude of the 
problems concerned with finding information. 
The emergence of the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) (Ragget, 1997) and 
the WWW, have led to a large increase in the amount of information accessible from the 
computer desktop. The WWW allows anyone to publish information on Web Sites that 
any interested user can easily navigate to and browse. As the number of web sites grew 
beyond the few hundred that initially existed, the problems of finding a site that might be 
useful became more and more acute, resulting in a serious information retrieval problem. 
From very early on in the history of the WWW, issues of search have been 
prevalent, and they eventually led to the development of a variety of Search Engines. 
These allow users to search for web pages that have been previously indexed by a Robot 
or Spider. The job of the robot/spider is to navigate the WWW looking for servers/links 
-------
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in order to map the web. An early robot was the World Wide Web Wanderer developed 
by Grey at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1993 (Grey, 1993). This robot 
searched the web looking for active web servers to map the growth of the Internet and the 
WWW.This was followed by AliWeb (Koster, 1994) a search engine that allowed 
website designers to submit their web pages, together with descriptions, for inclusion in 
the AliWeb index. Aliweb thus did not require a robot/spider. Other search engines 
emerged which indexed the title and header sections of the web pages they found. 
Notable search engines that first appeared in 1994 were Yahoo, a collection offavourite 
links maintained by David Filo and Jerry Yang (Yahoo, 2004), and WebCrawler 
developed by Brian Pinkerton of the University of Washington (Webcrawler, 1994). 
An early front runner in the search engine race was Lycos (Mauldin, 1996), 
developed in 1994, which boasted the largest catalog of the web at the time. This gave 
L ycos an advantage over the other search engines. The L ycos Spider indexed the title, 
and headers of the pages it found, but as it was not restricted by bandwidth, it also 
indexed the page contents. Maudlin describes this as a 'hoover' that indexed and stored 
abstracts on everything it found. A retrieval engine was added to the Lycos spider, to 
allow searching of the indices built. In August 1994, Lycos was made available with a 
catalog of 390,000 web pages. Within two months Lycos was servicing 30-50 thousand 
requests per day and by January 1995 the Lycos spider had indexed 1.5 million web 
pages, rising to 60 million pages by 1996 with the search interface answering 5 million 
questions per day. 
The repository of links that a spider/robot trawls when indexing the WWW is 
often represented as an inverse index, where each word found in a summary of the 
webpage trawled is linked to the URL for the page. A short description can also be 
stored, along with the position of the word in the webpage. The retrieval interface 
matches words in the query with those in the index and returns the URLs found. A page 
ranking system is often used to rank the documents by relevance. The matching of the 
words is interpreted as a Kleene Star regular expression automatically, rather than a 
literal string, therefore searching for the keyword Micro, will also return pages that 
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contain Microsoft, Micro Light etc., ranked in order of relevance. Furthermore, the 
current search engines automatically perform a Boolean And on the keywords in the 
query. Therefore searching for Information Retrieval returns documents where both terms 
appear. 
The pages oflinks returned by a search engine are often ranked according to some 
page ranking scheme, such as frequency (Luhn 1958). The page rank is an important 
measure of relevance, where the most relevant documents appear at the top of the search 
list, as in the Probability Ranking Principle (Robertson 1977). In 1999 the Google search 
engine appeared (Brin and Page 1998). This engine differed from the previous generation 
through the use of a Page Rank based on link popularity. The more relevant external links 
to a page, the higher the page appeared in the results list, the premise being that the most 
popular pages are the ones to return. Using this simple heuristic, Google was able to 
provide more relevant results. Additionally, the Google spider was indexing more of the 
web. By 2004, the Google search engine had referenced 8 billion web pages and had 
established itself as the number one search engine on the planet. Finding meaningful 
information in a repository this size has to be interactive, by the very nature of the 
magnitude of the results returned. An important intention of the Page Rank algorithm is 
to provide webpage's that are relevant to the user's query. However, it is easy to 
demonstrate how the page rank results can be irrelevant. Take, for example, a query for 
the Indonesian island of Java. A Google search for the keyword Java, returns 148 million 
web pages, and of the first 100 listed, no links are presented that reference the island. 
This is because the list represents the popular use on the Internet of the term i.e. the Java 
programming language. Here the use of Page Rank has returned the popular meaning of 
the term, and to find a less popular meaning requires the addition of extra keywords. 
Therefore the Page Rank implementation in Google is susceptible to polysemy. The 
majority of other existing search engines and Information Retrieval systems are also 
susceptible to this. 
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3.5 The Semantic Web 
In Infonnation Retrieval systems, the ranked lists of documents returned are not 
semantically linked. Using methods of keyword extraction, in both the query and the 
document repository, the relationship between the tenns in the documents and the query 
are measured as denoted by the examples of vector space presented earlier. 
The Semantic Web is described as a web of data that can be directly or indirectly 
understood by machines (Bemers-Lee 1999). Using the technologies of the Semantic 
Web, a document or web site etc. is represented as a set oftenns that describe the 
document semantically. This is an annotation of the site content. The difference in 
approach to Infonnation Retrieval is that in Infonnation Retrieval the document is 
queried using the estimation of word frequencies and vector spaces. The research is 
focused on understanding the document and matching this to an understanding of the 
user's query. In contrast, where the Semantic Web approach is used, the meaning of the 
document has been extracted and encoded using a semantic representation. It is therefore 
this meaning of the document that is queried. It should be noted that how the meaning is 
extracted, and how the knowledge is represented, and the subsequent use of such 
knowledge, is a complex multi-disciplinary subject that encompasses Knowledge 
Management, Artificial Intelligence, Infonnation Retrieval, and Web based research. 
The concepts of the Semantic Web approach are useful not only when thinking 
about intemet search. The problems of infonnation generation on the World Wide Web 
have also become a problem in many organisations, as more companies provide 
documents on corporate intranets (Fensel et ai, 2002b). Knowledge management systems 
are responsible for trying to manage this corporate data. Davies, (Davies et ai, 2003b) 
describes a number of problems with these systems, but these can also serve as a 
description of the problems with current approaches in infonnation retrieval. These are:-
• Searching - existing keyword-based searches can retrieve irrelevant 
infonnation, due to the dual effects of synonymy and polysemy. 
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• Extracting - human browsing is required to extract relevant information from 
information sources. This is because automatic agents do not possess the 
knowledge required to extract the information from textual representations, 
and they cannot integrate information distributed over different sources. 
• Maintaining structured text sources is difficult and time-consuming, especially 
when the sources become large. Keeping the collections consistent, correct, 
and up-to-date requires mechanised representations of semantics to help detect 
anomalies 
• Automatic Document Generation can only be facilitated where this is a 
machine-accessible representation of the semantics of the information sources. 
Fensel (Fensel, 2002a) suggests that the Semantic Web will bring about intelligent 
searching instead of keyword matching, and query answering instead of infonnation 
retrieval. This is in contrast to the approaches seen in Information Retrieval where the 
meaning is implied, or estimated by the process. The problems of irrelevant results to the 
user query due to problems of synonymy and polysemy, could be removed if the 
documents were encoded so that machines could understand the content, without 
estimation. 
To achieve the goals of the semantic web there needs to be a representation of the 
semantics of the information on the web. This is then used to define terms that represent a 
document, and finally there needs to be ways of interrogating and searching these 
definitions. The representation of the semantics of the documents is achieved by using 
Ontology Web Languages (Fensel, 2000). An ontology is a term taken from philosophy, 
and is defined as a particular theory about being or reality (Gruber, 1993). Ontology 
defines what concepts should be represented and how those concepts are related. 
Knowledge representation is how to represent the concepts identified in the ontology. 
Software tools have been created to help in the building of ontologies, and to allow 
collaboration during ontology development. Some example tools are Protege (Noy et ai, 
200 I) and Ontolingua (Farquhar et ai, 1996). 
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HTM L, the language used to encode web pages, allows a visual representation of 
the web page to be expressed. However, infonnation about data cannot be expressed 
using HTML. The Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) (Bray et ai, 1998), is a language 
for describing structured data in a machine and human readable fonn. XML is a subset of 
Standard Generalized Mark-up Language (SGML) (ISO, 1986). With XML, the user is 
not restricted to the Tags that make up HTML, but rather they can make up their own 
tags. This means that the language is more suited to the definition of structured data 
However, this is not its only use, as it has also been used to define the syntax of other 
web languages such as the Resource Descriptive Fonnat (RDF) (Manola and Miller, 
2004), and Resource Descriptive Fonnat Schema (RDF-S) (Brickley and Guha, 2004). A 
valid XML document confonns to a DTD (Document Type Definition). A DTD allows a 
syntactical definition of what constitutes a good XML file for a given data type, i.e. it is a 
grammar for the data type. An XML document is considered to be well fonned if it 
merely confinns to the basic rules of the XML definition. XML does not have the 
expressive power required to define the semantics and rules of a document and its usage. 
Given a web site or data stream represented in XML the problems of understanding the 
meaning encoded is no better than the case for documents in general, unless extra 
semantics have been provided. Also, the expression of semantics is not fonnalised by the 
XML language, and therefore could be implemented in an ad-hoc fashion. 
To support semantics in the description of data, specific languages have been 
developed for describing resources. The Resource Descriptive Fonnat (RDF), and 
languages for describing classes of objects, Resource Descriptive Fonnat Schema RDF-S, 
has been proposed. Furthennore, languages that also allow the specification of semantic 
rules have been developed. These are DAML (Hendler and McGuinness, 2000), OIL 
(Fensel et ai, 2000), DAML-OIL (van Hannelen and Horrocks, 2000) and OWL 
(Bechhofer et ai, 2004). These languages are all based on RDF-S. However, they 
represent one of the key problems with early work on the Semantic Web, the competing 
and evolving representation languages. There cannot be a unified semantic web without a 
definition of how to express the semantics of a document or website. 
The following section highlights projects which typify the approaches to the 
problems of building the Semantic Web. 
3.5.1 Shoe Language 
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The problem of how to build the representation once a common language has 
been chosen, is also unclear. Heflin (Heflin, 200 I) believes that the incorporation of 
semantics should be left up to content authors, i.e. the authors of HTML and XML data 
structures should associate semantic context, in a chosen representation, with the 
authored content. The Shoe Language (Heflin et ai, 1999) allows HTML pages to directly 
encode semantic information, for use in search. 
3.5.2 OntoBuilder 
Tools such as CORPORUM Ontobuilder (Engels and Lech 2003), are designed to 
help the introduction of semantics into the web, not only to enhance the precision of 
search, but also to enable the use oflogical reasoning on web content in order to answer 
queries. Engels states that the content on the web is growing closer to a real universal 
knowledge base. The CORPORUM Ontobuilder is a toolset designed specifically to 
handle this knowledge base. The tasks handled by CORPORUM are related to document 
and information retrieval, i.e. finding relevant documents, information extraction, 
building a knowledge base from web documents to answer queries, infonnation 
dissemination, summarizing strategies and infonnation visualization, and finally, 
automated document classification strategies. There are three scenarios for applying the 
developed system:-
• Extraction of information from texts for building knowledge bases. This 
consists oftwo modules - Onto Extract, a core natural language analysis 
engine which generates lightweight, domain specific ontologies of text, by 
utilising an existing knowledge repository, and Onto Wrapper, which deals 
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with the analysis of structured pages to allow the definition of rule-based 
entity extraction. Onto Wrapper allows the user to define XMLlRDF 
templates, variables and rule sets in order to perform a structured analysis of a 
specific domain. The module iteratively navigates through all available pages 
in the domain and extracts information according to the XMLlRDF templates, 
and this information is reported as an RD F template. 
• Retrieval of information from other sources ( search scenario) 
• Strategies to compress, visualize and disseminate information to people, 
dissemination via navigation. 
3.5.3 Searching the semantic web 
QuizRDF (Davies et ai, 2002) is a search engine that can exploit RDF meta-data, 
as well as free text, in searching and browsing. The QuizRDF approach recognises that 
only a small proportion of the WWW, and intranet-based information resources, have 
actually been annotated with RDF. Therefore QuizRDF is a mix of traditional search and 
RDF annotated search mechanisms. Davies further points out the limitations of RDF 
when representing documents. An RDF description cannot replace the documents 
content, and neither should it, however, the set of RDF resources that define a document 
will, inevitably, give one particular perspective on the information described. Therefore, 
searching on RDF descriptions alone can return a small number of search results, if the 
query does not match the RDF perspective on the data. The number of results returned by 
QuizRDF is maintained by using full text search, following the user's initial query. Using 
RDF annotation matching, the user can refine the search to narrow the results. This is 
based on the theory that when a user is forming an initial query, the user does not have 
the ability to express a complex and precise query. Rather, the user prefers to start with 
simple queries in order to get an idea of the information that is available. 
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3.5.4 OntoShare 
OntoShare (Davies et ai, 2003a) is an ontology-based WWW knowledge sharing 
environment, for a particular community, called a community of practice. Within 
OntoShare, user profiles store the interests of a particular user, represented as a set of 
topics or ontological concepts (represented as RDF classes and declared in RDF-S). The 
OntoShare system has the ability to summarise and extract keywords from WWW pages 
and other sources of information shared by the user. It will then share this information 
with other users in the community whose profiles suggest that they would be interested in 
the information. In this way, OntoShare can store, retrieve, summarize and inform other 
users about information that is considered in some way useful by an OntoShare user. This 
can be seen as a limited form of context, where the context of the user's interest within 
the community helps to target information being delivered to a user. The development of 
the ontology for the community of practice is a manual task. 
3.6 Using Context within Systems 
Currently, when retrieving information, the context of the information in respect 
of the user is not taken into consideration. As previously seen, applications such as 
OntoShare, achieve some advantage by utilizing a limited form of context, which is 
annotated by the user as relevant to the community of practice. However, in general the 
problem with computing environments today is that they ignore and discard contextual 
information. For example, keyword contextual information such as the nature of the 
interactions with the machine or the nature of the environment, or the conditions at the 
time of the interaction, are lost. To define what is contextual in a given situation is 
difficult, and to capture or sense such contextual information is time consuming and 
difficult too. 
Humans use context to make sense of their interactions with the world. The nature 
of a request, colloquial language and group dynamics, all use the local knowledge of the 
people involved, as well as a set of globally accepted tenns and rules. Dey (Dey, 2001) 
states that when humans talk to humans they use implicit situational infonnation to 
increase the conversational bandwidth. This is called context. In contrast, computers 
make little, or no use, of context. In fact, the over-riding feature of most systems 
development is to achieve context-independence. Lieberman (Leibennan and Selker, 
2000) states that it has been hard for systems to take advantage of context because 
applications are usually built to be context-independent. 'Black box' reusable 
components are constructed which take explicit input and produce explicit output. To 
exploit context, applications must be extended to use context as an implicit input and 
output. 
Context involves the following knowledge components:-
• The state of user 
• The state of the physical environment 
• The state of the Computational environment 
• The history of the User-Computer-Environment Interaction. 
However, care must be taken not to swamp the context sensing device with too much 
infonnation. 
The tenn context is used broadly in the literature and covers a diverse range of 
situations and conditions. There are many definitions of context, all of which fit the 
particular need of the situation. Here are some definitions:-
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Dictionary definition of Context - "The circumstances that form the setting for an 
event, statement, or idea, and in terms of which it can be fully understood and 
assessed", (Oxford, 1998) 
"Context covers any information that is concerned with the situation or event, 
and with increasing application of context the definition is becoming more 
diverse ", (Pascoe, 1998) 
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"Context refers to the physical and social situation in which computing devices 
are embedded. One goal of context-aware computing is to acquire and utilise 
information about the context of a device to provide services that are appropriate 
to the particular people, place, time, events etc ", (Moran 200 I), 
"Important aspects of context are:- where you are, who you are with and what 
resources are nearby. Context encompasses more than just the users locations, 
and includes lighting, noise levels, network connectivity, communication cost, 
communication bandwidth and even the social situation, e,g, whether you are with 
your manager or with a co-worker ", (Schilit et ai, 1994), 
"Context is any information that can be used to characterise the 
situation of an entity, An entity is a person, place, or object that is 
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an 
application, including the user and applications themselves ", (Dey, 200 I), 
From these definitions, a definition of context which suits the purposes of this research 
can be developed:-
Context is: Infonnation that characterises the situation, information about the 
machine interactions used, the user's domain, and external factors applying (for 
example, environment, time, place), 
From this understanding of context how can it be shown that an application is 
taking advantage of context, i,e, is it context aware? Dey (Dey 200 I) defines an 
application to be context-aware ifit uses context to provide relevant information and/or 
services to the user. Relevancy is dependent on the user's task and infonnation that is 
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current to the user's activity. This statement is about the use of context, once the context 
has been sensed. However, Pascoe (Pascoe, 1998) states that context-awareness is more 
to do with the ability of a program or device to sense various states of its environment 
and itself. Both these attributes are necessary. Context-awareness can be defined as a 
combination of sensing context and use:-
A context-aware program or device should be able to sense the context it needs 
and use that context to help provide relevant informationihelp to the user. 
One problem with context-awareness is the complexity in using context (Pascoe, 
1998) and the lack of standards (Salber, 1999). The use of context can be split into:-
• Context Sensing - How do you obtain it? 
• Context Applications - What do you do with it? 
• Sensor Abstraction - Can you abstract the use of context from the thing that 
senses it? 
Researchers began looking into the use oflocation context sensing in the 1990s. 
The early applications showed that the use of context was a useful concept and, as such, 
supported the capture, use and robustness of context-awareness on an application by 
application basis. A number of systems were developed that made use of a single piece of 
contextual data - for example, location. 
Active Badge (Harter and Hooper, 1994, Want et aI, 1992) and ParcTab (Want et 
aI, 1995) are examples of early location systems. In these systems, the users wear badges 
that send signals to sensors. This allows an application to track the position of people in a 
building, model in/out boards and detect whether users are in a meeting or not. Such 
systems allow, for example, phone calls to be sent to the phone nearest to the user, or 
calendar entries to be automated. Context-Aware applications have extended into Cyber-
Guides (Davies et aI, 200 I, Abowd 1996), where the context of location, in a building or 
outside, is used to inform users of the features and systems available. Guide (Davies et aI, 
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200 I) uses a network of servers placed around the city of Lancaster to communicate with 
tablet based PCs that use wireless communications to give out tourist infonnation on the 
user's location. 
Location is used by Cambridge Laboratories to precisely position the user, in this 
case using sonar based location systems called ActiveBat (Addlesee, 200 I). They can 
place the user in a location to within centimetres and this spatial resolution means they 
can tell when a user approaches a terminal, or is standing by a specific poster. This is 
useful because the posters define points where the user can get help at locations in the 
office environment. At each poster the user can receive instructions and advice on using 
the infonnation and systems in that location. The creators of ActiveBat call development 
in such an environment Programming with Space, and characterise the system as Sentient 
(Addlesee, 200 I) because it can perceive the user's position and act intelligently. For 
example, it can display the user's desktop and the terminal, or transfer pictures taken by 
the user with a digital camera to the user's storage automatically. 
Adaptive location systems change their behaviour based on the context of the 
user. For example, Pascoe has worked on a limited context device for field workers on a 
two month observational study of giraffes in the African plains (Pascoe, 1998). 
Context Sensing in distributed systems will change options in the device based 
on, for example, other systems that are in the current vicinity. Speech and visual input 
could also form part of a sensed contextual environment. However, how an application 
senses the context to use is an important area for consideration. How does the device 
sense the context it needs, or avoid information overload? How does the device use the 
context once captured? 
Weiser (Weiser, 1991) defined ubiquitous computing as a state where computers 
meld into the background, even though many more computing devices will exist in the 
environment for all sorts of tasks. In such a world, computers will be ubiquitous as the 
written word, totally connected through networks, running a new breed of ubiquitous 
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applications. The goals of ubiquitous computing are only met if all software is aware, and 
makes use of, context; i.e. context is an implicit input (Lieberman and Selker, 2000). 
After the initial work on proprietary applications, such as ParcTab and ActiveBadge, 
came work on toolkits which were designed to generalise the development and use of 
context. These represent an important step in making applications that use context as 
routinely as they use input from deviccs, such as a mouse. However, aspects of sharing 
and re-use are still proving to be elusive. Context should be usable by any application, no 
matter where or for what purpose it was originally sensed. The ability to exchange 
context, or use context from a pool, is central to how computers will need to work 
together to provide the ubiquitous environments of the future. In essence this means that 
the use of context itself has to be ubiquitous. Here we look to build on the work of the 
context toolkits to define context in general ways, for sharing and reuse, to ultimately 
increase the types of context applications are able to use. 
Pascoe (Pascoe, 1998) defines a set of context-aware capabilities that a wearable 
computer should exhibit. These are presented as a set of generic capabilities, which are of 
increasing sophistication, and are used to describe context-awareness without reference to 
application, function or interface. 
Contextual Sensing - the most basic level of context-awareness. Wearable 
computers detect environmental states and present them to the user in a 
convenient form. (Sense) 
Contextual Adaptation - applications can leverage contextual knowledge by 
adapting their behaviour to integrate seamlessly with the user's environment i.e. 
the context-aware computer can tailor itself to the current situation. (React) 
Contextual Resource Discovery - Using information about the context of other 
entities a wearable computer can discover other resources within the same context 
as itself and exploit these resources - provided that they remain in the same 
context. (Interact) 
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Contextual Augmentation - Augmentation of the environment with additional 
infonnation. Tour-guides are the most prevalent applications of augmenting 
reality with digital data. (Enhance) 
Context has been used in SearchPad (Bharat, 2000), IntelliZap (Finkelstein et ai, 
200 I), Lawrence, (Lawrence, 2000) to augment search queries with extra infonnation 
about the context of the request. In IntelliZap this context is the surrounding text of a 
highlighted word or phrase in a document that the user is currently writing. Systems such 
as Autonomy's ActiveKnowledge (Autonomy, 2004) expand the horizon of this to 
include the whole document, with administrator control to fine tune how much of the 
document to use for context. Lawrence (Lawrence, 2000), identifies another level of web 
based search called the "Invisible Web". This is a web of sites dedicated to a particular 
subject that are not indexed by the main search engines, but that can return highly 
targeted results for a given domain. Augmentation of queries can use these engines once 
the context of the user query has been understood. Typically, the tools described work on 
the current document, but the context of the user interaction can also come from other 
documents the user has written/edited/read in the past. SearchPad exploits the history of 
the user's search behaviour to allow the user to use Search Context in fonnulating new 
quenes. 
In summary, as documents are edited and written, there is an easy way to sense 
the context required by examining the lines around the current one. For mobile 
applications, sensing the context of the environment, the machine, and the people around, 
with the objective of delivering functionality appropriate for the context they are in, can 
be much more difficult. 
3.7 Summary 
Methods of Information Retrieval, Image Retrieval and Just-in-time Infonnation 
Retrieval have been discussed. These methods use infonnation, mined from the 
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documents and images indexed, to match a user query for documents and images of 
relevance. These methods of indexing information can return large numbers of irrelevant 
results as a consequence of an imprecise understanding of the semantics of the underlying 
information when indexing; characterised by the synonymy and polysemy effects. 
Technologies collectively described as the Semantic Web, represent the 
underlying semantic contents of the documents as an annotated structure, either 
embedded within the original data, or stored separately. Research on the Semantic Web is 
split between the many components required to bring about a web of semantically 
described data. This involves the use of representational languages for expressing 
semantics, ontologies to express the key terms in the domain of interest, and finally 
applications which use the ontologies, to provide relevant information to users. 
To overcome many of the problems associated with information retrieval and 
ambiguity in indexed information and queries, context is required. Developments in 
context-aware computing have concentrated on how humans interact with computing 
devices in the physical world. Some examples of context aware assistants have been 
developed. These applications combine context of the user's current task with 
information retrieval to return documents which are relevant to that task. 
The use of context for information retrieval in current research is limited, and 
where context is used, the actions of the user are atomic, i.e. previous results and actions 
do not influence the presentation of new information. Furthermore, there is no attempt to 
make use of the user's historical perspective on the information they are looking for; i.e. 
new information to the user is treated in the same way as the information they have 
previously seen. In the next chapter the ideas of context augmentation of the user's 
actions with the machine are explored. In this case the emphasis is on the user trying to 
re-find information they have previously seen, rather than searching for new information. 
Some of the work described in the literature review is directly useful in the design 
of this Context Search system. For example the work on Information Retrieval for using 
---------- - --- -- -- - -
keywords during search can be directly utilised where a clarification of the content of a 
document is required. Furthermore, a mechanism for clarifying the nature of the 
document being searched for will be useful (weather report, sales forecast, CV etc). In 
this case the system can also take advantage of the work done on the Semantic Web, 
document parsing, and parts of speech identification. 
Some search systems describe the use of user interaction context in particular 
applications to provide limited feedback, as the user edits a document or navigates the 
Internet. This work would be greatly improved with the application of Machine Acts. 
Although, finding useful links and documents as the user types is not necessarily a 
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natural or useful way of finding information. Finding web sites that may also interest the 
user can be useful, but it is of limited use when re-finding information, because many of 
the systems described do not have historical stores of how the user has found the searches 
before and what is useful between invocations of the application. The search question of 
many of these systems is, "What is out there that matches these interests or keywords?". 
Whereas the search method proposed here asks the question, "Where is the information I 
was working on in this particular way?". Therefore, the literature on Just-in-Time 
information retrieval is considered not to be as relevant to this research. 
In this thesis the work of Context Based systems has been built upon and 
extended to make sensors and systems that monitor the internal state of the computer, 
rather than the real world. The thesis proposes the use of sensors, and the storage and 
indexing of context, for how the user is working with their machine, as opposed to how 
the user is interacting with their environment (for example, the office location). This is 
more like context sensing for the inner context of the machine and represents the user's 
history with the machine. This context can be used to augment information provided by 
the other context systems, and vice versa. Therefore the location context of a camera 
could be combined with the internal context of a picture stored on the user's machine, 
enabling questions to be asked that used context from both systems: e.g "Where is the 
picture I took in Loughborough that I resised last week?" 
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Therefore, much of the current state of the art research work is not being 
discarded, rather it is complementary to the proposed approach. The approach described 
here builds new context sensors that are directed at the internals of the machine, as 
opposed to the outside environment. They sense context, store context, and the context is 
utilised by the context search approach. This work builds an analogy of the research into 
context based systems where the machine is the room. 
In the next chapter the context search method proposed in this thesis is described 
in detail. 
Chapter 4 Capturing and Using Context with 
Machine Acts 
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In this chapter the method of context based search proposed by this thesis is 
defined. The sensing architecture, for system and application sensing, is outlined and the 
indexing and storage of context is described. Finally the context based search process and 
the concept of context driven navigation are presented. 
To help the user find their information quickly and effectively, there is a need to 
capture context as the user manipulates files. This context is a record of how the user has 
created, edited, or modified the information, and does not represent a way for the user to 
find new information (that is external to their system), but rather helps the user re-find 
information they have previously worked on within their system. This chapter presents 
the concept of Machine Acts for capturing context as the user works, a key feature of the 
approach adopted in this thesis. A Machine Act is any action that relates in some way to 
the act of generating or modifying the information kept in files on computer system. Such 
contextual actions could include the time the operation was carried out, the application 
that was used at that time, the sequence of menu commands used to edit the file, and the 
contents of the file generated. 
4.1 Overview 
To automatically capture context when the user manipulates files in their system, 
some form of system monitoring is required. Within the computer system there are a 
number of ways to initiate a file action or manipulation:-
• File actions, such as Copy, Delete and Create, requested using a file system 
command line prompt, or via a graphical interface, such as Microsoft 
Windows File Explorer 
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• Application Editing, using applications that are associated with the file being 
edited, for example Microsoft Word, when editing a document file 
Each action represents a piece of context that should be captured and represented 
as a Machine Act. These Machines Act should be associated with the file that they were 
generated for, and should contribute to a history of interaction for that file. That is, new 
actions should augment the existing set of Machine Acts for the file. 
The collection of Machine Acts should be indexed so that it can be used when the 
user is querying for information in their system. Also, for textual data, more conventional 
methods of indexing (such as an inverse index, word stemming and parts of speech 
processing) should be used, so that users can search using contextual information and 
keyword information taken from the repository of documents. 
4.1.1 Approach 
The approach adopted is to monitor the machine for user and system interactions 
with files in the system, and to save this context as Machine Acts. Any information which 
characterises the user's interaction with that file, is to be considered as context for a file, 
as this information could be potentially useful to the user when searching for the file at a 
later date. The types of information that could contribute to this interaction context, and 
that would therefore be useful to store are:-
• Temporal Information - The time and date of the action performed on the file. 
Files on the machine will already have a number of time and date stamps 
given to them by the operating system, which represent the time the file was 
created, last modified and last accessed. However, this does not build up as a 
history of interaction, since the next time the file is edited, the modified 
time/date stamp will be overwritten. To maintain a history of interaction for a 
file this temporal information should be considered as context, and saved for 
each file action. 
• Operating System Interaction - operations at the machine level: the file was 
Created, Moved, Deleted, Renamed etc. These types of interaction are 
performed using the underlying file system provided with the operating 
system. In modem graphical operating systems a Graphical User Interface 
(GUI), has replaced the command line tools for initiating such commands. 
• Application Interaction - Applications allow users to open files and view 
/manipulate their contents. The context of the files being read from, and 
written to, by an application should be recorded. 
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• Application Command Information - The function of the application will 
determine the commands that the user can issue to manipulate the file, i.e. the 
context of the interaction with the file. These are the application specific 
actions that modified the file in some way; e.g. resizing an image. They 
should therefore be captured. 
• Content Information - the words contained within text based files. However, 
this could be much more than a keyword list, for example, the content could 
be used to determine the type of document; e.g. is this a CV, a Balance Sheet, 
or a Ph.D. Thesis? This corresponds to the document's function (Budzik and 
Hammond, \999). 
Three categories of monitoring can be identified from the context required:-
• System monitoring - for observing file actions implemented by the 
operating system. This type of monitoring should also record the temporal 
information associated with each file action. 
• Application monitoring - for observing application interaction with the 
file. 
• Content monitoring - for indexing the concepts contained within text files 
and implying the document function from this. 
System and Application monitoring should happen as the user works with the 
files. However, content monitoring can be seen more as an indexing action, rather than a 
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real-time process. This is because on-thelly content monitoring can be time consuming, 
and this could potentially slow the operation of context capture. Therefore, two levels of 
interaction monitoring have been identified to capture File (System monitoring) and 
Application (Application monitoring) context, and one level of indexing action (Content 
indexing) has been identified to capture the context of text based documents. 
The requirement to store context in Machine Act files, and index the context for 
use in search, is common to both the System and Application monitors. Therefore, the 
sensors will transmit the context recorded to a common context receiver, which saves the 
context as a Machine Act file, and indexes the context for use in search. This has the 
advantage of removing this burden from the sensors, so that they can work at sufficient 
speed to keep up with the context generated by the user. The context receiver can queue 
the context being transmitted, so that context is not lost. Furthennore, the context receiver 
can initiate the Content Indexer for text based files independently from the interaction 
monitors. 
To enable the user to specify Machine Acts as part of a search, a query interface is 
required. This interface will allow the user to express context in a query, as well as 
standard keywords. The interface should be able to handle the expression of contextual 
actions from the system and application monitoring components, as well as from the 
Content Indexer. Therefore, the query interface should have some way for the user to 
select these different types of context, and that means the tenns that apply to different 
applications will differ. 
The design goal for the context monitoring system is that it must be fast enough to 
record the context being generated, and it should be applicable to all types of application 
that can generate context in the system. The approach of separate monitors, and a context 
receiving component, means that the sensors are not slowed by the indexing activity. 
Furthennore, because the context receiver can queue the incoming messages, as 
previously stated, the processing, storing and indexing of context can be longer than real 
time if necessary. The use of an application monitor that can be configured, means that 
the system can be easily tailored to take into account new functionality within an 
application, and new applications. 
4.2 Context Sensing 
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User 
Figure 4.1 shows the Context Sensing Architecture. Context should be captured 
by the system regardless of the application used to manipulate the files on the system. 
The capturing of context should be automatic and silent. Therefore, user intervention 
should not be required when capturing context, and the act of context capture should not 
change the way in which the user works, or the speed at which they work. The only time 
the user should be aware that contextual information has been captured, is when they use 
the context search features to find the files they have been working on. 
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The problem is to capture context at many levels of the machine operation and 
store this for use later. This means there will be different parts of the system to monitor, 
as previously described. Two types of monitoring have been identified, and each has a 
sensing component. System monitoring is achieved through the System Sensor, and 
Application monitoring is achieved by the Application Sensor. Finally, Content 
Monitoring is to be an activity assigned to the Content Receiver. 
4.2.1 System Context Sensor 
At the system level it is required to track events for files as they are Opened, Read 
from, Written to, Copied, Renamed and Deleted within the file system. The context for 
the file actions should be recorded regardless of the application in use. Therefore, 
monitoring such operations from an application perspective would be problematic as a 
dedicated component per application would be required. This is because the component 
would be required to monitor each application for file operations In addition, since 
applications usually have different mechanisms for these common tasks, the component 
will need to be written specifically for each application. Furthermore, the pathways in an 
application that can lead to a file operation can be numerous. For example, the user can 
select Open from the applications file menu, or they can press a toolbar button, or the 
application can be specified on the command line, i.e. as part of the command used to 
start the application, and the file can be dragged and dropped on to the application. 
Additionally, not all applications that contribute to context have a user interface which 
can be monitored for activity, and in some cases the interface action does not directly 
correspond to a file action. Applications that run automatically, such as virus scanning 
and file archiving etc., can run as system services, executing in the background on behalf 
of the user. Finally, the coverage of the monitoring system would only be for applications 
where a component had been written, for the reasons stated above. This means that the 
capture of context is not ubiquitous throughout the system. As a result, the monitoring of 
context for file activity needs to be done independently of the application used. 
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The solution proposed is to develop a System Sensor to monitor all disk activity 
on the machine. All applications use a standard Application Programmers Interface 
(API), to issue file commands to the operating system, when they want to interact with a 
file. The same command is issued regardless of the method used to initiate the operation; 
regardless of whether the File Open menu is used, or the file is Dragged and Dropped. 
By monitoring these requests, the System Sensor can monitor the file actions of all 
applications in a common way. This solution solves the issue of a custom component per 
application and also addresses the issue of applications that run automatically, or that 
have no user interface. By monitoring file accesses at this fundamental level, the 
coverage of the monitor will be ubiquitous throughout the system. 
The System Sensor will monitor disk activity and record the operations associated 
with file Open, Read, Write, and Create. Any other operation is ignored. The System 
Sensor should perform this type of monitoring for all drives in the system, and it should 
be able to dynamically connect to removable media, such as CDROMlDVD drives and 
Flash Card drives. In addition, when a file action has been sensed, the associated 
temporal information should be recorded; i.e. the exact time and date of each action 
should be stored at the point the file action is observed. 
4.2.2 Application Context Sensor 
At the application level it is required to gather context regarding the user's 
interaction with the application. This interaction can be defined as the application specific 
operations user to manipulate the file. The monitoring of actions for opening, reading and 
writing the file have already been described as part of the System Sensor, and are 
therefore not required to be performed by the Application Sensor. However, the user 
interactions, within a given application, occur in memory until the file is saved. Any 
actions in the application memory version of the file that are not saved are lost, and 
therefore do not contribute to the file's interaction history. Therefore, application context 
should not be indexed and saved until a file save action is observed. It is proposed to 
leave this type of processing to the Context Receiver, as this will gather context from 
both the System Sensor and the Application Sensor. 
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An application provides a user interface to manipulate the file, and it is this 
interface the user interacts with to achieve the required file editing. Therefore, it is the 
interface commands of the application that must be monitored when recording context 
from an application. As described earlier, these context actions will depend on the 
application being used, and therefore the Appli~ation Sensor will need to be configured 
for each application it is connected to. This is seen as configuration because the 
mechanism for detecting context is the same in all applications, i.e. monitoring the user 
interface, but the commands to monitor and the context recorded (from those commands) 
will depend on the application. For example, a word processing application may have the 
action to spell check a document, whereas a picture manipulation program may have the 
action to resize an image. 
This means that the Application Sensor will only work with applications that have 
been mapped in some way, so that observed interface commands are recorded as context. 
To map an application, the specific menu commands, or keyboard shortcuts, or toolbar 
buttons, and other interface elements etc., will need to be listed in the configuration file. 
Note that only the actions within the application that contribute to the context of the 
user's interaction with the file should be listed. For example, an application may have an 
Edit menu, with the option to Select All Text. This edit command does not represent a 
context action as it is a passive action that, by itself, has no effect on the underlying file. 
lt is the Cut or Paste commands, for example, that have a potential impact on the file. 
Within the Microsoft Windows environment, user interface commands are 
represented as messages, where a code number is used for the action to perform. 
Therefore, each entry in the application map, which represents a message to monitor in 
the application, should list the specific interface command code for the action to observe. 
lt is these codes that must be monitored in order to capture context on the user's 
interaction with the application. To aid the user, when trying to formulate queries using 
this sensed context, a text representation of the interface command code should also be 
recorded for each message, as this will be easier to understand than the code itself. 
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For each application being monitored, a map file will be required. Because of the 
large number of applications that potentially could be used, it is obvious that only a 
subset of applications will be mapped during the development phase of the prototype. 
However, the format of the configuration file should be designed so that any interested 
user can providing mappings to applications that have not yet been defined in the context 
system. These files could then be shared with other users to provide better coverage of 
the application monitoring sensor. As a consequence, the application map should 
therefore be readable and understandable by users and the Application Sensor. The XML 
file format will be used to represent the application map file for this reason. A further 
advantage of the XML format is that it can be parsed to make sure that definitions being 
read are well-formed and valid. The XML file should list details about the application 
being monitored and then have a list of messages to record. For example, given the 
application Photoshop for manipulating pictures, the context to sense may be represented 
in the XML file as:-
<application name="Photoshop" category="Picture Manipulation''> 
<message id=" 1234" token="Resize Image" /> 
<message id="5678" token="Rotate 90 Degrees Clockwise" /> 
</application> 
Once again the temporal context of when the action was performed should be 
recorded. 
4.2.3 Content Indexing 
For files that contain textual data, extra context can be inferred from the contents 
of the file. Firstly, the file can be indexed, using established methods found in 
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Information Retrieval research. Secondly, the document function can be implied from the 
semantic structures and keyword topics uncovered during the document index phase. 
The indexing process is not required to be processed in real-time, and should only 
be called when the user has performed an editing action on a text file. A file should be 
indexed if it contains textual data, and has been edited and saved. The Context Receiver 
can identify these files from the context passed to it by the System Sensor. The Context 
Indexer should index all relevant keywords in the file, using parts of speech identification 
to filter keywords. Additionally, a stop list of words, which do not add to the meaning of 
the file, should be used to further reduce the words that are irrelevant to the contents of 
the file. Once identified, the relevant words from the document should be placed into an 
inverse index, where each word is listed, together with the file in which the word is 
contained, and the position of the word in that file. The output from the Content Indexer 
should be a database that represents the inverse index built. 
From the index produced it may be possible to deduce the document function. For 
example, a document that contains Name, Address, Employment and Education details is 
quite likely to be a Curriculum Vitae. This characterises the document so that it is not just 
a .doe file on a disk but a CV. Whilst the potential to do this exists, it is beyond the scope 
of this thesis to implement an automatic method of document function identification. 
4.2.4 Context Receiver 
The Context Receiver orchestrates the context sensing environment. Firstly, it is 
responsible for gathering the context from the two Context Sensors. It is also responsible 
for identifying the files to index using the Content Indexer, and finally it stores the 
context received into files called Machine Acts Files. Therefore, in order to capture 
context on the user's interaction, the Context Receiver needs to be running in the system. 
If the Context Receiver is inadvertently stopped, or the user forgets to load it, then the 
context of their interactions, during the period the receiver is not functioning, would not 
be recorded. This could seriously affect the usefulness of the context system. For this 
reason the Context Receiver should be started automatically. Furthermore, there should 
be limited scope for the user to accidentally stop, or close the Context Receiver. To 
achieve this, the Context Receiver should be developed as an automatic system service, 
in the same way that applications such as virus scanners are implemented. 
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The Context Receiver saves the context sent to it in Machine Act files. For each 
user file manipulated, there will be a corresponding Machine Act file. The Machine Act 
file builds up a history of the context recorded for the file. Therefore, the Context 
Receiver must see if a Machine Act file/xists for the user file, and if it does then the new 
context recorded is appended to this file. The use of Machine Act files, rather than saving 
the context in a database, means that the context recorded can be transported with the 
user file. When the file is copied to another machine the Machine Act file can be copied 
too, and indexed on the target machine. 
Some actions available to the user are destructive, such as deleting a file from the 
disk. The context for such an action will be recorded by the System Sensor. However, the 
Machine Act file will not have a user file to associate this with, as the file would have 
been deleted. To overcome this problem, the Context Receiver needs to cache the original 
file and store it with the Machine Act file. 
The System Sensor monitors disk operations, without any regard for the 
application that is causing the disk activity. This presents a potential problem to the 
Context Receiver. For example, the writing of the Machine Act file will be sensed and 
recorded as context by the System Sensor, and leads to the potential of the system 
entering into an infinite loop, in which each write generates new context, that is read and 
then written, and then the loop starts again. Therefore the Context Receiver needs to tell 
the System Sensor not to record context for Machine Act files. However, this also 
extends to the cached copy of the user file, outlined above. Therefore, the restriction 
cannot be made on file type alone. The solution is to restrict an area of the disk, rather 
than the file types. A directory, for which context is not to be monitored, should therefore 
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be passed to the System Sensor at start up. The directory is called the Context Cache. 
Any actions on files contained in the Context Cache are not monitored. Using this 
technique, it is now safe for the Context Receiver to save the context to Machine Act files 
contained in this directory. Furthermore, the cached copy of the user file can also be 
written to the Context Cache. 
The Context Cache presents a problem when caching the user file. Although files 
in the file system can have the same name, they are uniquely identified by the fully 
qualified path to the file. However, when the file is copied to the Context Cache the path 
information will not be maintained, because it would be impractical to manage a mirror 
of the user's directory structure. Therefore, there is a potential problem of duplicate 
names. To solve this problem, the cached copy of the file should be given a unique file 
name when it is copied to the Context Cache. The Machine Act can also be given the 
same name, except with a file extension of .MA. In this way duplicates can be dealt with, 
and the problem of associating the Machine Act file with the user file is solved. 
Finally, when context is received from the context sensors that is unwanted (for 
example, Machine Act file processes) then this is called Context Noise. The Context 
Receiver will need to be able to ignore applications that contribute to Context Noise. 
Other examples of applications that contribute to Context Noise are Operating System 
processes (that the user is not aware of) and applications that read configuration files 
which represent textual data, etc. 
4.2.5 Storing Context in Machine Act Files 
A Machine Act is any contextual information that characterises a file in the 
system, which is useful when searching for the file again. The previous sections have 
detailed the kinds of context needed to be stored and the methods to be used to gather the 
context. The gathered context is saved to a Machine Act file, where one Machine Act file 
represents one user file in the system. The Machine Act file is stored to the Context 
Cache, together with a copy of the user file. 
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A Machine Act file represents the history of the user's interaction with a 
particular file. Therefore the file is a list of context actions, and should be made up of the 
following:-
• Id - a unique identifier for the action 
• Time - the time of the action 
• Application - the application that was being used to generate the context 
• File Applies To - the file the context applies to 
• Context Message - a specific token that represents the action. For example, 
Image Resize, Edit, Open 
4.3 The Context-based Search Process 
The context sensing architecture monitors the machine and stores Machine Acts for 
the actions performed by the user on their files. These Machine Acts are stored in the 
Context Cache, along with a cached copy of the user file. The Search process proposed 
relies on the recorded Machine Acts and the Inverse Index, generated by the Context 
Indexer. This mixture of context, from the Machine Acts, and keywords, from the 
Inverse Index, allows the user to form questions that use the context of their actions, or 
the contents of the files they have been working with, or a combination of both. 
4.3.1 Context driven queries 
The environment proposed in this thesis allows the user to navigate the context 
generated by querying the system for the files they have been working on. This is like a 
traditional search interface, but the user is encouraged to recall details about how they 
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used the file, and the actions they perfonned. Examples of this type of infonnation might 
be:-
• When they last thought they used the file (this can be last week, yesterday, 
about a year ago) 
• The type of file, was it a picture, document etc. Note that this is not the file 
extension but the file type. Therefore, JPG, BMP, GIF etc., are all described 
as pictures. 
• The contents of the file. The file contains the list of entered keywords. 
• The Machine Act used to modify the file. This is the action the user perfonned 
on the file. For example "it's the picture I auto adjusted the colour on, I toned 
down the brightness on" 
• The application that was used. "the Powerpoint file I was editing or the picture 
I opened with Photoshop" 
When searching for files on their computers, the users are trying to find infonnation 
they have seen before, and possibly edited before. A context driven query can take 
advantage of the user's memory of how they used the file to help retrieve it. This is 
because the context of the interaction has been sensed and saved with the file. Therefore, 
the query can contain tenns that represent the action to be perfonned on the file, as well 
as keywords from the file, if appropriate. In contrast, traditional search methods, for 
example Google, do not help the user find the files they have been working on. This is 
because they do not index context about the user's interaction with the system. Therefore, 
queries in these search engines are less expressive, and if many files exist that have 
similar content, or if the user can only remember generalised tenns for the file they are 
looking for, then the search will return many results. Furthennore, if the file cannot be 
indexed, because it is a picture, then the user can only match on the picture's file name. 
Using a context query the user can locate pictures by the action they perfonned, such as 
Image Resize. 
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4.3.2 Context driven navigation and browsing 
Users are accustomed to navigating and browsing their files graphically. This 
functionality is also desirable for the context search system; i.e. to allow the user to 
browse the files they have been working on, in chronological order. The Context Cache 
represents the files the user has been working on, with each file represented by a Machine 
Act file having a cache copy of the original file in the Context Cache. Therefore, by 
developing a system to scan and load the Context Cache, the user can be presented with a 
browser that displays the files they have worked on and a history of the actions applied. 
This visual navigation of the context generated provides a really useful way for the 
user to browse the machine. In such a system the user should be able to specify:-
• File Filters - on the file types to display, for example only Pictures, or 
Documents and Spreadsheets etc. 
• Application Filters - to restrict the results by application, for example only 
show the files I worked on using Microsoft Word, or Adobe Photoshop etc. 
• Context Filters - to restrict the results by the Machine Act action observed, for 
example only show the pictures I Resized, or the pictures I Adjusted the 
Brightness Levels on etc. 
• Temporal Filters - to restrict the timeframe of the action, for example the files 
I worked on Last Week, or Yesterday etc. 
To assist in the identification of the file the user requires, the browser should 
allow the user to launch the file, in the application used to edit the file, directly from the 
interface. 
Context driven navigation is different to navigation through the file system. In the 
file system there is no distinction made between the files the user has been working on 
and those they have not. For example, a directory on the user's machine may contain 100 
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documents, or pictures. However, from that list there may only be, say, three that the user 
has actually worked on. Furthermore, from a set of directories in which the user may 
have worked on a number of files, they must navigate each directory separately when 
browsing for those files. In contrast, the context navigator only shows the files the user 
has opened/edited on their machine. It does this without regard for the file system 
hierarchy, therefore files may be listed one after the other on the screen, but they could be 
in different directories on the machine. For these reasons it is hoped that the use of 
context navigation will be more efficient when trying to find files by browsing. 
4.3.3 Indexing for Context Search 
The Machine Act files, stored as the user interacts with the computer, are a 
portable representation of the context being applied to the underlying user file. However, 
this is not in the form of an efficient index for searching purposes. Therefore, the files 
will need to be further processed to form a database that can be effectivel y used during 
search. The database built should be an inverse index. However, in contrast to traditional 
approaches, it is not a list of keywords against files, but rather a set of Machine Acts. For 
each action in the Machine Act file the database built should index the action, record the 
timeframe of the action, and the type of application used. The database entry only needs 
to be updated when a file has changed, i.e. when there is new context to add to the index. 
4.3.4 Indexing for Content Search 
The Content Indexer is responsible for indexing text based documents using 
methods that are common to Information Retrieval systems. This index allows the system 
to behave like an ordinary search, when the search is for text based documents. But, of 
course it also has other additional context related information. The indexing approach has 
the following stages:-
• Keyword Extraction - the tokenisation of the file into keywords, ignoring 
words on the stop list, a list of words that do not add to the meaning of the 
document 
• Relevant Keyword Identification - from the words that remain, only those 
words which are likely to contribute to the meaning of the text are kept. 
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• Word stemming, using Wordnet (Fellbaum, 1998), is used to identify the root 
of the word, before it is indexed. 
• Keyword Indexing in the Inverse Index - finally, the selected words are 
stored in an inverse index, where the word is mapped to the document that 
contains the word, and the position of the word is recorded. 
Each word read from the file is first to be checked against a list of words on what 
is called the "stop" list. The stop list contains common (context free) words such as they, 
the, and, or, when. For the words that remain their part-of-speech is looked up using the 
Moby part-of-speech dictionary (Ward, 1994). The Moby part-of-speech dictionary is a 
data filc which contains 230,000 entries fully described by partes) of speech, listed in 
priority order. Each word is looked up in the file and a part-of-speech is assigned. This is 
a single, or combination, letter identifier which depends on the number of ways a word 
can be classified. The classifications are:-
• N Noun 
• P Plural 
• h Noun Phrase 
• V Verb (usu participle) 
• t Verb (transitive) 
• Verb (intransitive) 
• A Adjective 
• v Adverb 
• C Conj unction 
• P Preposition 
• Interjection 
• r Pronoun 
• D Definite Article 
• I Indefinite Article 
• 0 Nominative 
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A word that has more than one parts-of-speech is kept, as no attempt is made to 
identify the context of the word in the file. Words that only have one part-of-speech are 
then pruned according to the rules which follow. Words that are identified as Nouns and 
Verbs are kept. However, words such as conjunctions (and, but, or, after, before, since 
etc.) and pronouns (he, his, him, who, whose, whom, they, them etc.) do not help to 
specify the document in any meaningful way and are therefore ignored. Adjectives (rich, 
beautiful, tall, fat, thin, hungry etc.) and adverbs (slowly, often, frequently etc.) are also 
ignored, as they usually do not help define the document, but rather modify the verbs and 
nouns already there. 
The final step, before the word is accepted into the inverse index, is to find if the 
word has a word stem. The WordNet lexical database (Fellbaum, 1998) is used to identify 
the word stem of a word. If a word stem is found then the word to index is replaced by 
the word stem. The final word to index is added to the inverse index, along with its 
starting position in the document, and a link to the document the word was found in. 
The methods of keyword indexing are also applied when the user enters a query in 
the form of a list of keywords. Each keyword in the query is extracted, looked up for 
relevance, word stemmed and then placed in the query string for the database. Any word 
in the keyword query that fails one of these steps is ignored from the query, as it cannot 
be in the database. 
4.4 Summary 
In this chapter the principles for the proposed context architecture for searching 
personal computers have been described. The architecture has two sensors for monitoring 
context, the System Sensor and the Application Sensor. These monitor context in the 
system automatically, and silently, as the user works. A Content Indexer is used to index 
text based files, and a Context Receiver is used to coordinate the context from the 
sensors. The Context Receiver also saves context to Machine Act files in the Context 
Cache. 
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Context queries have been defined and the Context Browser interface was briefly 
described. A description of the context indexing process and the content indexing process 
has been outlined. Finally, the use of parts-of-speech identification and word stemming 
using Wordnet, as part of the content indexing has been described. 
Now that the context search method has been defined the next chapter presents a 
detailed description of the Context Sensing architecture. 
- --- ----------
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Chapter 5 Context Sensing Architecture 
This chapter presents the Context Sensing architecture for capturing context as the 
user interacts with their computer. The architecture monitors both the user's direct 
interactions with the machine (referred to as Application Conttext Sensing), together with 
the additional consequential activity happening at the system level (referred to as System 
Context Sensing), in order to build a record of the context on how the computer is being 
used. The two components which perform this activity are called the Application Sensor 
and the System Sensor, as discussed in Chapter 4. A third component, called the Context 
Service, which represents the Context Receiver suggested in Chapter 4, takes data from 
the two sensors and converts this into Machine Acts. 
Context information is gathered about user files created by applications that have 
been registered with the system and for some relevant system activities. In a fully 
developed system all types of application file would be supported. For the prototype 
system developed in this thesis, three types of application file are monitored:-
Documents - Word .doc files, Adobe PDF files 
Text Documents - .!Xt 
Pictures - .jpg, bmp, tif 
Machine Acts such as creaie a file, read a file, write a file, and delete a file are 
recorded for all these file types. Additionally, application interactions are also monitored. 
For example, Adobe Photoshop is monitored for Graphics Manipulations, including 
operations such as resizing an image and automatically adjusting colour levels in an 
image. However, the prototype system can be extended to support additional applications 
and file types. 
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This chapter summarises the general design principles used in the architecture and 
then provides an overview of the system. Following this, a detailed description of the 
System Sensor, Application Sensor and the Context Service, are provided. 
5.1 Design Issues 
Four key factors have governed the overall design of the system:-
• Coverage - the gathering of context should be for the file type and not the 
application, i.e. context should be gathered regardless of the application used. 
• Interaction - context gathering should be silent and unobtrusive. 
• Speed - gathering context should not noticeably slow down the perfonnance 
of the user's machine. 
• Portability - context should be maintained as the user moves files from one 
machine to another. 
• Security - context should be secure and regularly archived. 
5.1.1 Coverage 
To fully capture context as the user works, it is necessary that all aspects of the 
user's interaction contribute to the context generated. It is not enough to monitor a single 
program or to have the user categorise their interactions once they have finished using a 
particular application. The architecture has therefore been designed to be autonomous and 
ubiquitous for the file types and applications being monitored. 
It was decided to implement the principles of the architecture for a subset of the 
potential documents and applications the user might use. However, the architecture has 
been constructed in such as way that extending the coverage of the applications and file 
types monitored will be straightforward. 
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Full coverage is important because restricting context has the effect of 
diminishing the usefulness of the architecture. For example, if the system only provides 
context information about Emails from Eudora (Domer, 1992) then the architecture 
would not be useful to users of Microsoft Outlook (Microsoft, 2004c), Lotus Notes (IBM, 
2004), or Web Based Email systems such as Squirrel Mail (Squirrel Mail, 2004). The 
coverage of the architecture should be universal for the machine. It should work with all 
types of programs old and new, even if all applications are not implemented in the 
prototype. 
5.1.2 Interaction 
The system is designed to be unobtrusive. Users should be able to get on with 
their work without the architecture introducing extra steps - e.g. requiring the user to 
provide information to classify a document. The only interaction users should have with 
context system is when they want to retrieve information using the context search 
features. 
5.1.3 Speed 
The act of silently monitoring context should not noticeably degrade the 
performance of the machine. 
5.1.4 Portability 
A user should be able to move files from machine to machine and have the 
context maintained. Additionally, the act of moving the file should also contribute to the 
context for that file. 
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5.1.5 Security 
The infonnation recorded by the context system is very personal. It defines how 
the user has been working with their machine i.e. a set of previously private interactions. 
Hence the infonnation generated should be secure, and only accessible by the user who 
generated it, or where consent is given to others to share the information. Also, the 
infonnation generated by the system is valuable. If data is lost then the user loses the 
context of the interactions they have had with the machine. Therefore the data files 
generated should be securely archived to prevent catastrophic data loss. 
These five design principles have had a considerable influence on how the system 
architecture has been developed. 
5.2 Key Design Decisions 
When deciding on the architecture for the context sensing environment a number 
of design decisions were taken with regard to the monitoring of Application level context 
and Disk level context. Alternatives to the design used were assessed and the rationales 
for the chosen design are presented in the following section. 
5.2.1 Application Monitoring 
Context specific to a particular application is generated as the user works within 
that application. Therefore, a method of monitoring what the user is doing with the 
application is required. A number of options were considered to achieve this Application 
Monitoring. Firstly, the option of changing how the application works was considered. 
Here the application is modified so that it emits context at the time when the user 
performs the operations: as they interact with the menus and features of the application. 
This approach is not possible when the application source code is not available (as is the 
case with most commercial applications, although many open source projects exist where 
---------- ---
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the source code is readily available). Another problem is that users would be required to 
install and use the modified application. This could be problematic because the user may 
not realise that a modified version of the application was necessary and could confuse the 
user, with regard to which version they were using. An improvement on this approach 
would be to get the application vendors to directly emit context from their core products, 
through the use of a Context API. However, this would require the acceptance of the 
concepts of Machine Acts, and would need to be universal for all applications. It is not a 
viable solution to develop modified versions of the applications a user would typically 
want. This would contravene the goal of a ubiquitous method for sensing context 
regardless of the application being used. 
Another alternative considered was to provide custom applications that duplicated 
the functionality of the most commonly used programs, for example, a context aware 
Graphics Package or Word Processing application. Again, this would not provide a 
ubiquitous solution, although coverage would improve as more applications were 
developed. However, more seriously, the user would not be able to use their preferred 
applications and this method would require a significant development effort to produce 
the context aware applications. 
The chosen solution for Application Monitoring relies on the fact that a Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) application written for the Windows operating system will pass and 
process messages in order to function. The Windows Operating System has a standard 
mechanism to "hook" messages so they can be filtered by a program that is external to 
the application itself. This method provides a quick and ubiquitous way to monitor how 
an application is being used without the need for the application to emit context as the 
user interacts. An added advantage of this approach is that it can be used to deliver a 
hybrid solution in the future. In such a scenario some applications may have been 
modified to use an API to emit context. In this case legacy applications are mapped and 
monitored using the message queue approach. 
------------
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5.2.2 Disk Monitoring 
The other type of sensor in the system is required to monitor the user's 
interactions with the files on the disk. This is the everyday disk housekeeping that is 
provided by the operating system, i.e. creating, copying, moving, deleting files etc. The 
act of creating a file in the file system does not mean the file has been edited using an 
application. Equally, when a file is deleted an application may not have been involved 
during the delete. Therefore, disk activity has to be monitored and captured as context as 
well. The coverage of the monitor has to be ubiquitous within the system. Therefore, 
regardless of whether the disk command comes from the operating system or an 
application, the context should be recorded. To monitor the system in this way the 
standard method within the operating system of hooking into the disk message system 
can be used. It was difficult to think of an alternative approach. 
When hooking the operating system at a low level, a choice needs to be made 
with regard to whether the hook is implemented at the User Mode or Kernel Mode level. 
The User Mode level only allows the hooking of requests that originate from the User 
Mode itself, i.e. from applications running on the system. Whereas Kernel Mode 
hooking, implemented as a device driver, can intercept requests from both User Mode 
and Kernel Mode. However, an added complication in Kernel Mode is that one User 
Mode call, for example to create a file, may result in many Kernel Mode messages. 
Regardless of this, it was decided to intercept disk operations at the kernel level rather 
than at the user level. This decision was taken to maximize the coverage of the disk 
monitor to extend to all applications and the operating system. The chosen method of 
monitoring the disk activity was considered to be the standard method within the 
Windows Operating System for this type of system monitoring, and no other alternative 
was considered, or could be thOUght of. 
5.3 Context Sensor Architecture Overview 
As already mentioned the Context Sensor architecture consists of three 
components:-
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• System Sensor - responsible for gathering context on disk level activity. It 
records all Open, Close, Write, Read, and Delete actions and reports these 
so that full records can be kept. 
• Application Sensor - responsible for gathering the context at the user 
interaction level. It records the user actions within an application, such as 
resizing or rotating a picture. 
• Context Service - responsible for gathering the sensed context from the 
System and Application sensors and processing these into Machine Acts. 
The reported interactions are saved to the disk in a Machine Act file (or 
MA file). Additionally, the Context Service caches any files the user has 
worked on. 
All three components of the architecture work with a subset of file types, called 
the registered types, and a subset of applications, called the registered applications. These 
restrictions help in avoiding the collection of unwanted information. For example, 
applications (such as Word) often create temporary files during processing, but the 
creation of these files does not assist the user in determining the context of use so they 
should not be recorded as part of the context. This type of unwanted context gathering is 
referred to as Context Noise. 
5.4 System Sensor 
The System Sensor is responsible for gathering context on disk activity for a 
registered set of file types. This is independent of the application used to manipulate the 
file; however, application exclusions are used to ignore activity from those applications 
that contribute to Context Noise. 
5.4.1 Basic Design Principles 
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A device driver provides a software interface to a piece of hardware connected to 
the computer (Cant, 1999, Oney, 2003). The driver becomes part of the operating system 
kernel and is loaded when the operating system starts. The Windows Operating system 
has two privilege levels at which code can be executed. 
• User Mode - A non-privileged processor mode in which application code 
IS run. 
• Kernel Mode - The lowest level of operation in the machine. It consists of 
a set of device drivers and core operating system routines. 
Applications access the Kernel via a subsystem called the Win32 Application 
Programmers Interface (API). This is a set of API calls that map User Mode requests to 
the low level driver and operating system routines. These routines access files, the 
graphics system and other basic functions that reside, and are executed, in the kerneL 
Each Win32 API call may map to one or many kernel functions to carry out the task. The 
Win32 API subsystem provides services that a Windows application programmer might 
use to implement systems and is the environment used by most developers to build 
computer applications. 
The Kernel Mode is a privileged processor mode in which the operating system 
code executes. Drivers and threads running in kernel mode have access to the system 
memory and hardware, and can perform protected operations and can access system 
structures that user mode programs cannot access. Kernel mode device drivers are written 
to implement I/O, configuration, Plug and Play device loading, power management, 
memory management, and many other features of the operating system. 
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Microsoft Windows maintains a stack of drivers for each device. For example, 
these devices may include Disk Drives, Video Cards, Mice and Keyboards. A Hardware 
Abstraction Layer (HAL) provides functions to access the actual hardware. The HAL 
routines use platform-dependent code to access the hardware, but provides a common set 
of capabilities to the drivers. The drivers in the stack process user requests in stages, with 
drivers at the bottom of the stack actually interfacing with the HAL, and drivers higher in 
the stack building on that basic functionality. For example, a low-level disk driver might 
be used to interact with the HAL for the physical disk; such a device driver would 
understand how to perform the 110 operations to the disk using HAL calls. 
Higher up the stack a file system driver manages concepts such as the hierarchy of 
names in a directory, independently from any underlying device. Examples of file system 
device drivers are the File Allocation Table 32 (FA T32) and the NT File System (NTFS). 
Device Drivers are passed messages from User Mode, where user applications 
and non-privileged software is run. These messages are called 110 Request Packets 
(IRPs). Messages are passed to the appropriate device by the 110 Manager. Each driver in 
the stack of drivers for a device is given the chance to process the lRP or pass it down the 
stack. Figure 5.1 shows the interaction between User Mode applications and the Kernel 
Mode device driver. 
A Filter Driver is a Windows device driver that can monitor and modify messages 
bound for drivers lower down in the driver stack. A filter driver written to link into the 
file system driver stack is called a File System Filter Driver. These types of driver can 
provide additional capabilities above a standard file system driver, typically by 
implementing services such as virus scanning or on the fly disk compression. 
The System Sensor is implemented as a File System Filter Driver, which allows 
the sensor to monitor all file activity for the device it is attached to. When the System 
Sensor is first loaded it attaches to all available drives in the system. Furthermore, if new 
drives are mounted, such as a CDROM, then the driver is automatically attached to the 
----------- -- - - -
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Figure 5.1 Interaction between User Mode and Kernel Mode in Microsoft Windows 
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driver stack for that device too: IRP messages sent to the disk device are merely recorded 
by the System Sensor and then passed onto the next driver in the stack to deal with as 
normal. In this way the System Sensor can observe all file activity in the system without 
affecting the operation of the system. 
To develop the System Sensor, a compiler and tools written specifically for kernel mode 
programming were required. The Microsoft Device Driver Development kit (Microsoft, 
2004e) is available for this task. Also available is the Installable File Systems Kit (IFS 
Kit): a special version of the Device Driver Development Kit (DDK) used for writing file 
system and filter drivers. The System Sensor was written in c++ using the Installable File 
Systems Kit (Microsoft, 2004f). Also to facilitate the debugging of the kernel mode code 
created, a remote debugger is required, the Microsoft Windows Debugger was used 
(Microsoft, 2004e). 
5.4.2 System Sensor Architecture 
Figure 5.2 shows the System Sensor Architecture. The sensor is made up of four 
main modules: the Core Driver, Message Cache, IRP Message Processor and the Device 
Control Message Processor. 
5.4.2.1 The Core Driver 
The Core Driver is responsible for managing the integration of the System Sensor 
into the device stack for each file system device on the computer. The core driver 
registers the driver and links the driver into each available file system device. 
Additionally, dynamic linking to newly mounted file systems is also performed, for 
example when a CDROM is mounted or if a network drive is mapped. The Core Driver is 
also responsible for responding to Device Control messages and dispatching IRP requests 
and Device Control messages to the other parts of the driver. Finally, the core driver 
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passes the IRP messages received to the next driver in the stack for the device the driver 
is connected to. This ensures that the system continues to work correctly. 
IRP Messages 
I 
Kernel Kernel Actions Sent to 
Actions -... the Context Service 
Filtered Messages 
Saved in Message Cache as 
KemelActions 
I 
Cached KernelActions passed out 
When DataSync 
Requested 
• I 
Message Cache 
Core Driver 
Driver Setup And Linkin" 
Figure S.2 System Sensor Architecture 
5.4.2.2 The IRP Message Processor 
The !RP Message Processor is responsible for filtering IRP messages and storing 
those that the System Sensor is interested in. The System Sensor monitors when files 
have been Opened, Closed, Written To, Read From and Deleted. To identify which IRP 
messages to monitor, a process of action and observation was carried out. For example a 
file was opened and the IRPs received were monitored. This was repeated for each of the 
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file operations that the System Sensor was to monitor. It was soon apparent that for a 
simple operation, for example opening a file within a Windows application running in 
User Mode, many different IRP messages were sent. Additionally, the same IRP could be 
sent many times, reflecting the fact that a single operation in user mode produces many 
operations at the kernel level. 
As an example, consider the opening of a text document called Notepad Test.txt, 
using the Windows application Notepad.exe. This results in the following extract ofIRP 
messages being sent, as shown in Table 5.1. Note many more IRP messages are actually 
sent for this action but this extract is for the messages that refer to the file Notepad 
Tesuxt. 
Timc Process Namc and ID lRI' Code 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 IRP MJ CREATE 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 IRP MJ CREATE 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 FASTIO _ QUERY_BASIC _ INFO 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 IRP MJ SET INFORMATION 
- - -
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 IRP _MJ_QUERY_ VOLUME_INFORMATION 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 IRP_MJ_QUERY_INFORMATION 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 FASTIO _ QUERY _ STANDARD _ INFO 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 FASTIO _ QUERY _ STANDARD _ INFO 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 IRP MJ READ 
13:07:45 notepad.exe: 13060 IRP MJ READ 
Table 5.1 Extract of IRP's generated on FIle Open 
Notice in Table 5.1 that many different messages are sent for the same process 
name. So to assist in the prototype design, from the full list of messages for each 
operation Open, Close, Read, Write and Delete, a list of IRP messages that were needed 
to be monitored was formulated. These messages are listed below:-
• IRP _ MJ _ CREATE - request for a handle to a file. This can be a new or 
existing file. Represents Open and New File operations. 
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• IRP _MJ _READ - request for data transfer from the device, sent any time 
after the successful creation of a file handle. Represents file Read 
operations. 
• IRP _ MJ _WRITE - request for data transfer to the device, sent any time 
after the successful creation of a file handle. Represents file Write 
operations. 
• IRP _ MJ _SET _ INFORMATION - sets the end of file position. This 
message is sent for several different file operations. For example, the end 
of file can be set because the file is being Deleted or Renamed. 
• IRP _ MJ _CLOSE - handle to a file object has been closed. 
In the prototype, for each message to be stored, a Kernel Action structure is filled 
in. The Kernel Action structure holds details of the message so that it can be passed to the 
Context Service for processing. A Kernel Action is made up of:-
• Length - length of the structure 
• Id - a unique ID for this Kernel Action 
• ProcessId - process identifier of the process that generated IRP 
• ProcessName - the name of the process 
• functionCode - the IRP code recorded 
• filename - the filename IRP applies to 
• irpFlags - flags associated with the IRP 
• slFlags - flags 
• parameterOption - IRP dependent parameter providing extra information 
associated with the IRP. 
• readAccess - flag indicating if read access was requested for the file 
• writeAccess - flag indicating if write access was requested for the file 
• deleteAccess - flag indicating if delete access was requested for the file 
The parameterOption is dependent on the [RP being processed. For 
IRP _ MJ _READ and IRP _MJ _WRITE it is the amount of data to read/write. For 
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IRP _ MJ _ CREATE it is the Create Options parameter from the 
10 STACK LOCATION. And for IRP MJ SET INFORMATION it is the FileClass. 
- - - -
This determines information on the type of infonmation being set. Here we are interested 
in observing IRP _ MJ _SET _ INFORMA nON operations that signal a file is being 
removed. Several methods are available to detect if a file is being deleted. The file has 
been marked for deletion by observing either:-
• The IRP _ MJ _ CREATE with FILE_DELETE _ON_CLOSE flag set in 
Options, 
• IRP _MJ_SET_INFORMATION with the IO_STACK_LOCATION 
Parameters.SetFile.FileInformationClass set to the FileDispositionInformation 
class. 
In each case the deletion itself is done when the driver receives 
IRP _ MJ _CLEANUP and the file is "marked for deletion" by one of the previous two 
methods. The IRP Processor adds the Kernel Actions to the Message Cache. 
Messages are placed into the cache only if they meet the requirements set out in 
the System Sensor configuration. The System Sensor first checks the type of file the IRP 
is for, against the list of registered file types. To do this it reads the extension (.doc, .xls, 
etc.) and matches it with an element in the filetype list. The filelist has three fields - a file 
extension (for matching), a token and a category. The token field provides a description 
of the file content (Text File, Powerpoint Presentation), and the category field describes 
what type of file it is (Document, Picture, Web Page). So, if the File extension was "txt" 
it would assume that the file was a "text" file of category "document". A sample of the 
file types configuration file is presented below:-
<geckoFileTypes> 
<type ext="pdf' token="Portable Document Format" category="Document" I> 
<type ext="txt" token::::"Text File" category="Document" I> 
<type ext="doc" token:;:::"Word Processing Document" category="Document"> 
<excludefile name="-$" /> 
</type> 
<type ext="xls" token::::"SpreadSheet Document" category="Spreadshect" /> 
<type ext="ppt" token="Power Point Presentation" category="Presentation" /> 
<type ext="bmp" token::::"Bitmap" category:="Picture" /> 
<type ext="jpg" token="JPG" category="Picture"> 
<excludeprocess name="iexplore.exe" /> 
</type> <type ext:;:;"tif' token="TIP" category="Picturc" /> 
<type ext="html" token::::"Hyper Text Document" category="Web Page" /> 
<type ext="htm" token="Hper Text Document" category="Web Page" /> 
</geckoFileTypes> 
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In addition there are files which should not be processed for context. For example, 
a number of temporary files are created when using Word. These files contain the 
identifier -$. There are also processes which can be excluded. For example, when JPG 
files are opened with Internet Explorer much irrelevant information is created which does 
not assist any context search. Such processing should not be recorded in the context files. 
Two additional files therefore allow the user to specify exclusions. These are the 
excludefile and excludeprocess files. These files are specified in a similar way to the 
previously mentioned Gecko Filetype. 
An example of a Gecko ExcludedProcesses.xml file is: 
where 
<geckoExcludedProcesses> 
<process name="explorer" token="File System" category="OS" I> 
<process name="system" token="Operating System" category="OS" I> 
</geckoExcludedProcesses> 
• name - the name of the process to exclude. This is the name as it would appear in 
the task list. 
• token - a description of the process 
• category - the type of process this is 
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5.4.2.3 The Message Cache 
The Message Cache stores the Kernel Actions recorded by the IRP Message 
Processor. The Message Cache is implemented as a linked list. When data is written to 
the cache, or taken from the cache, memory locking has to take place. The IRP Message 
Processor and the Device Control Message Processor access the Message Cache 
asynchronously. This is because the System Sensor has no way of controlling when the 
I/O manager will send further IRP requests, as these are generated as the user works with 
the system. Also, the Context Service polls the System Sensor for new Kernel Actions at 
regular intervals. These two events can not be coordinated. The Message Cache uses a 
kernel mode mutual exclusion, Mutex, to protect the code that updates the cache. This 
sets a mutual exclusion object which blocks when the Mutex is requested again before the 
current code has been completed. The cache acquires Mutex locks when adding and 
deleting messages from the cache. 
5.4.2.4 The Device Control Message Processor 
The Device Control Message Processor is called whenever an 
IRP _MJ_DEVICE_CONTROL request is made. This standard IRP messages tells the 
device driver to act upon the control code being passed. In this way the System Sensor 
can be controlled by the Context Service. The System Sensor responds to the following 
control codes. 
• GECKO_START - Start listening for context. The driver does not capture 
information from the underlying system unless it is instructed to do so. 
• GECKO_STOP - Stop listening for context. 
• GECKO _ DA T ASYNC - Fills a buffer with cached Kernel Action structures, 
and removes them from the Message Cache. 
• GECKO_RESET - Resets the driver and clears the Message Cache. 
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• GECKO_DEBUGON - Switches on debugging mode. The System Sensor 
can output detail information on the messages it is receiving to the kernel 
debug console. The kernel debug console is an output stream only available to 
kernel level programs. The console can be viewed using a remote debugger, or 
using DbgMon (OSR, 2004). 
• GECKO _DEBUGOFF - Switches off debugging mode. 
The GECKO_START action puts the driver into listening mode. It remains in this 
mode until a stop instruction is sent. The GECKO_START action takes a string 
parameter that defines the files types to monitor and the applications to ignore. The 
format of this string is:-
<ex t><size><ext><size> I<app lication>. <application> 
For example:-
"TXT3DOC3IEXPLORER.SYSTEM" 
This string tells the driver to monitor TXT and DOC files and to ignore any file 
requests from the Explorer shell and the System process. When running the System 
Sensor it was observed that a lot of 'noise' came from the underlying system. As the 
system works, files are accessed and updated by the operating system. These files may be 
one of the registered types, and as such the file interactions are captured as context. 
However, under normal circumstances the user is unaware of the operating system file 
actions that occur as they work with the computer. Therefore this type of context does not 
contribute to the users' understanding of how they have used the system, and as such 
represent and contribute to Context Noise. For this reason the Exclude Processes option 
was developed. The driver consults a list of excluded processes and will ignore 
operations from any process on that list. It is interesting to note that a lot can be learned 
by observing the actions of the operating system as it goes about its task of running the 
system, and future applications of this architecture might aid in runtime debugging of 
processes. 
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The GECKO_STOP command switches off monitoring, when the Context Service 
is closed. Any remaining data in the Message Cache is removed. However, it should be 
noted that the driver is still connected to the device stack and is still receiving IRPs from 
the 110 Manager. To actually remove the driver requires it to be uninstalled and the 
system rebooted. A filter driver can only detach from a device when it can guarantee that 
it is on the top of the 110 stack. The driver can safely detach itself when the detach 
command is received from the 110 Manager. 
For each action observed, a Kernel Action is recorded in the Message Cache, 
which are saved when requested by the Context Service. The service asks for the data by 
sending GECKO_DATA SYNC requests to the driver. Requests are made to the driver 
via the DeviceIoControl function which allows the calling application to specify input 
and output buffers used for the request. The System Sensor fills the output buffer with a 
Kernel Action. The actions are reported on a First In First Out principle, so they are 
reported back in date order. 
5.5 Application Sensor 
The Application Sensor is responsible for gathering context on user activity as 
they work with the computer. The user can generate this type of context in a number of 
ways, for example through the keyboard, mouse, by activating menu commands or by 
using toolbars. The Application Sensor gathers context from all these sources by 
monitoring the event messages that are passed around the system. 
5.5.1 Design 
Windows Applications are event driven (Petzold, 1998). They do not make 
function calls to gather input from the system, but rather wait for the system to pass them 
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the infonnation as an event message. Each application has a message queue that it 
monitors for event messages passed by the system. The monitoring of messages is done 
by the application's Message Loop. In addition each window within an application has a 
function called the Window Procedure or WndProc. This is called directly by the system 
with messages for the window. There are two mechanisms by which messages are sent. 
Queued messages, retrieved by the message loop, and non-queued messages sent directly 
to the destination window procedure. Additionally, there are two types of message that 
can be sent to the application. System defined messages are sent when system events 
occur that affect the window or application, such as the window being resized or when 
the window needs to redraw, and when there is input for the application to process. 
Application defined messages are application specific messages that the application sends 
and processes as part of the application functionality. 
The Application Sensor is designed to intercept messages sent to an application's 
message queue and window procedure. This type of functionality is called a Message 
Hook. The Application Sensor hooks into the message loop for each application in the 
system and filters messages as they are received. It also hooks into the window procedure 
of the application to intercept messages before they are passed to the destination window 
procedure. The Application Sensor has been developed as a Message Hook Dynamic 
Link Library (OLL), which injects itself into each windows application to filter messages 
the application receives (both queued and non-queued). The message monitoring only 
occurs for registered applications, where the messages to monitor have been described in 
the application.xml file. 
The types of messages monitored depend on the application. However, some 
basic system messages are monitored regardless of the application. WM _ SETFOCUS is 
sent by the system when a window has the input focus and is used to ascertain when a 
window is being worked in by the user. This is further complicated by applications that 
have several windows open at one time. These applications manage several windows 
within one frame and are called Multiple Document Interface (MD!) applications, where 
each window represents a separate document or file. To keep track of the document that 
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the user is working on within an MD! application the Application Sensor monitors the 
WM_MDIACTIVATE messages. These are sent when an MOl window is activated, i.e. 
when a different window within the application has focus for input from the user. 
WM _CLOSE is sent when an application or window should close. The Context Service 
maintains a list of files names that are represented by each application or window open in 
the system. This message is monitored to remove the document represented by the 
window or application from this file list maintained by the Context Service. 
Each feature provided by an application to the user is represented by a command 
message within a Windows application. These command messages can originate from 
Menus, Toolbar Icons, Keyboard Shortcuts, and Interface elements such as buttons and 
list boxes. The decision regarding which command messages to monitor is recorded in 
the application.xml file, and any application represented in this file is considered to be a 
registered application. For the purposes of this thesis one application was mapped in this 
way, Adobe Photoshop (Adobe, 2004). 
To capture the menu commands, the Microsoft development tool Spy (Microsoft, 
2004d) was used. Spy allows the monitoring of a window to see the messages that are 
being sent to the window. Using this tool it was simple to select a menu command in 
Photoshop and see the code that the item emitted. For additional applications, from which 
user interaction context is required, this type of mapping would need to be applied. 
The methodology for each new application is as follows: 
• Choose the commands to capture and use tools to record menu id's 
• For each command describe and categorise the command in the applications 
xml 
How was it decided which functions of the application should be monitored? In 
the case of Photoshop, the context the system was trying to capture related to 
Photoshop's features used to manipulate pictures. In Photoshop, these types of operations 
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are arranged on the Image menu. So this menu was mapped into the applications.xml file. 
Other menus that deal with layering of images were not mapped because the environment 
is dealing with a subset of the available graphics formats, just lPGs, BMPs, GIFs and 
TIFFs. In Photoshop, features such as layers, are only applied to Photoshop PSD files. 
The decision was made to only map commands that actually change the 
underlying file. It is recognised that these menu commands are application specific and 
could be subject to change between different versions of the same application. However, 
this is easily taken care of using the application.xml, which can be adjusted without the 
need to recompile the Application Sensor or other parts of the environment. It could be 
that various copies of the application.xml file could exist on a website. These files would 
provide a list of supported applications that can be monitored for context, with specific 
versions for different versions of each support application. 
5.5.2 Application Sensor Architecture 
Figure 5.3 shows the Application Sensor Architecture. The Application Sensor is 
less complicated than the System Sensor. It is made up of three modules. The Message 
Hook Core, Communications Module and the Message Processor. 
Messages generated by the 
Keyboard 
Messages generated by Menus 
Messages generated by the Mouse 
Messages sent to the Applications 
Window Procedure 
I 
Windows Messages 
I 
Registered Messages for 
User Actions 
• 
Communications Module 
Message Hook Core 
Figure 5.3 Application Sensor Architecture 
5.5.2.1 Message Hook Core 
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The Message Hook Core is responsible for registering the Application Sensor as a 
Windows message hook for intercepting messages generated by the:-
• Keyboard 
• Menus 
• Mouse 
• Messages directed to the windows Window Procedure 
------
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The actual hooking is implemented by two functions provided by the Message 
Hook Core. MaStartMonitor sets up the sensor as a Global Message Hook. A global hook 
is one which monitors messages for all applications and threads on the same desktop. 
MaStopMonitor unhooks the sensor and ceases monitoring. These functions are used by 
the Context Service to control the Application Sensor. In addition to starting and stopping 
the message monitoring process, the Message Hook Core is also responsible for deciding 
if an application should be monitored. Because the Application Sensor is a global hook, it 
has no way to control to which applications it is hooked. However, when an application is 
loaded, a copy of the Application Sensor is linked into the application's address space. 
The Dynamic Link Library (DLL) entry point for the sensor is called and this passes 
control to the Message Hook Core. The applications process name is retrieved and 
checked against a list of applications to monitor. If the application exists then a 
monitoring flag is set and the Application Sensor will start to report message activity for 
this application to the Context Service. 
5.5.2.2 Message Processor 
When the Application Monitor starts it reads in the applications.xml file that 
defines the applications and messages to be monitored. The Application Sensor reads the 
messages for each application into a hash table that is used to lookup messages as they 
are received. Each message that is to be reported as context is then sent to the Pipe 
Communication Module. The message is then picked up by the Context Service and 
stored. 
The application.xml file details the messages to monitor and how those messages 
are described. The message descriptions are based on the menu item the action relates to, 
plus a category definition for the menu action. 
Here is an extract from an application.xml file:-
<geckoApplications> 
<application name="Photoshop" process="photoshop.exe ll category="Graphics"> 
<message id="7" token="Set Focus" category="Windows Message" /> 
<message id="I030" endActionlD="OOOOOOOI" token="lmage Size" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" /> 
<message id="I031" endActionlD="OOOOOOOI" token="Canvas Size" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" /> 
<message id="lS08" token="Auto Levels" 
category="Irnage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id=" t 81 0" token;:::"Auto Contrast" 
category-="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
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<message id=" 1817" token:::"Auto Color" category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
</appiication> 
</geckoAppiication> 
Listed for each application in the file is:-
• A user friendly name for the application 
• The process executable that generates the messages 
• A category for the application 
Then each application has a number of messages to monitor. A message is listed as:-
• Message ID is the menu code that is sent when the action is initiated by the 
user 
• endActionID is the message code to actually store the context on. This is used 
for actions that show dialog boxes and that have cancel options. 
• Token - as description for the action, as described by the application 
• Category - a category for the action. 
----------------
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For some messages it is not only necessary to record the message identifier but 
also an End Action code. The End Action code represents when to report the action to the 
Context Service. For example, when resizing an image in Photoshop a dialog box is 
displayed to allow the user to specify the new size of the image. A resize message is 
received by the Application Sensor, but at this point the resize has not actually occurred. 
Image Size [g) 
- Pixel Dimensions: 14 AM I de J 
WIdth: Im 11 pixels alJ@ I Reset I 
11944 11 pixeIs Height: al I Auto ... I 
- Document Size: 
Width: 121.95 11 an alJ Height: 116.46 11 an al @ 
Resolution: 1300 11 pixelsfD1Ch al 
o Scale styles 
o Constrain Propoo oollS 
o Resanll!e Image: 1 BiaiJic al 
Figure 5.4 Photoshop Resize Dialog Box 
As shown in Figure 5.4 the user has the option to enter a new size and then they 
must press OK to actually resize the image. The user has the option to reset or cancel this 
operation, and so no resize actuall y occurs and therefore there is no context to gather. The 
end action code is only sent when the user presses OK to resize the image. The 
Application Sensor must cache the first resize message and only commit the message if 
an end action messages arrives before another menu command message, i.e. it is the 
combination of codes that triggers the context to be reported. Note that because the dialog 
boxes are Modal, i.e. only one can open at a time, there is no need to worry about 
tracking cancel operations. If the Application Sensor has a cached Resize command and 
another command comes in, say an Auto Colour or Auto Contrast, this command replaces 
the one in the cache. Not all commands have dialogs and so the command and the end 
action are the same. For these commands the sensor reports them immediately to the 
Context Service via the Pipe Communication Module. 
5.5.2.3 Pipe Communication Module 
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The Application Sensor is linked into the address space of the application it is 
monitoring. This means that many separate versions of the Application Sensor can be 
executing, one copy for each application currently running on the system. For this reason 
direct communication from Context Service to the Application Sensor is not possible. 
Therefore communication is via a Named Pipe in the system. The Pipe Communication 
Module is responsible for connecting to the Context Service's pipe server. Once a 
connection has been established the module passes any sensed context messages to the 
Context Service. Messages for delivery are provided by the Message Processor. When 
passing information to the Context Service the following information is sent:-
• hwnd - the window the message was destined for. The monitor only passes on 
messages for window handles that belong to the processes of applications 
being monitored. 
• message - the windows message. This will be WM _COMMAND for menu 
command messages, WM _CLOSE, WM _ SET FOCUS or 
WM _ MDIACTIV ATE. The monitor does not monitor any other messages 
• wParam - depending on the message this parameter contains extra 
information. The contents for WM _COMMAND messages are only relevant, 
where it will be the menu ID for the action. This is matched to the message ID 
specified in the applications.xml 
• IParam - the IParam is passed to the Context Service but is not actually used. 
The IParam is passed to the Application Sensor as part of the message being 
monitored. It may be used by applications not yet mapped and so is provided 
for completeness. 
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5.6 The Context Service 
The Context Service is responsible for coordinating the context gathering activity 
on the machine and transforming the context into Machine Acts. A Machine Act is any 
sensed context, on the user's interactions with the machine, saved and indexed for use 
when searching for results. The Context Service is implemented as a system service that 
starts automatically when Windows loads. The context sensors, described in the previous 
sections, gather context on the user's interaction with the computer. They monitor the 
machine at the System Level, where disk operations are observed, and at the Application 
Level, where application interactions are observed. To record the context, these 
observations are fed to the Context Service. This is a system service that starts 
automatically with Windows. The service gathers context from the sensors and saves this 
as Machine Acts. This happens via a set of named communication pipes for messages 
sent by the Application Sensor and via polling for messages sent by the System Sensor. 
The service is responsible for starting the System and Application sensors, and for 
shutting them down on exit. The service starts the Pipe Server to listen for Application 
context, and kicks off a thread that polls the System Sensor for context updates. When the 
service registers context, from the analyzers, it saves the context to disk and to the 
context database. 
5.6.1 Context Service Architecture 
Figure 5.5 shows how the Context Service interlinks with the System and 
Application sensors. The Context Service is made up of three components; the 
Application Sensor Monitor, the System Sensor Monitor and the Context Builder. 
5.6.1.1 System Sensor Monitor 
To gather this context from the System Sensor, the Context Service sets up a 
polling thread. This thread is started once the service has successfully initiated the 
System Sensor, by sending the device control message GECKO_START. The thread 
sends GECKO _ OA TASYNC device control messages to the sensor, and the sensor 
responds with the next cached message, describe in a Kernel Action structure. 
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Figure 5.5 Context Sensors and Context Service Interaction 
The polling thread continues to send GECKO_OAT ASYNC messages for as long 
as a valid Kernel Action is returned, i.e. while there are still items in the sensor's 
Message Cache. When no messages are available the polling thread sleeps for 500 
milliseconds and then sends GECKO _ OATASYNC again. 
Figure 5.6 shows the flow of messages sent to the System Sensor. 
Once a valid Kernel Action has been received the action to take depends on the 
operation that was performed. Restrictions are applied first, to see if the file type is being 
monitored, or if it has been excluded via the configuration files. The following rules are 
applied, before the context is processed. 
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• Is the file type being monitored? 
• Has the process that manipulated the file been excluded for the file type? 
• Has the filename been excluded for this file type? 
The definitions for these exclusions come from the configuration files described 
in 5.4.2.2 The IRP Message Processor. 
The File Type list defines the file types that context should be captured for. For 
any files that do not appear on the list, context is not required to be recorded and 
therefore the service can ignore this type of context. 
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Figure 5.6 Message Flow and the System Sensor 
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The exclusions are useful to cut down on noise from applications. For example, 
process exclusions for a file type are useful in stopping the service from storing context 
on application setup files. In Photoshop, the application loads a number of txt files on 
startup as part of its configuration. Therefore excluding txt files from Photoshop.exe 
removes this noise from the context cache. 
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Finally, excluding filenames for a particular type also helps to cut down on 
context noise generated by applications. For example .DOC files, generated by Microsoft 
Word, when opened are copied to a file named as -<temporary filename>.DOC. This file 
is then also recorded to the context cache. However, .this is a word temporary file used by 
the application and is removed from the system upon application exit. This again 
introduces context noise, because two, or more, documents would be returned for the 
same search, the actual document and any number of word temporary documents. To cut 
down this type of noise any document that begins with a tilde ("-") is excluded. 
Although the Sensor does some exclusion processing, on file type and process, the 
main exclusion processing happens in the service to help make the Sensor as fast as 
possible. 
Once a valid observation has been received, the service routes the context 
depending on the operation expressed in the Kernel Action. For file open, read and file 
create actions (represented by IRP _ MJ _READ and IRP _ MJ _ CREA TE messages), the 
service records the Process ID and the file name for the action. If this combination has 
been seen before the action is ignored. This is because in the kernel a single file can have 
many disk operations associated with it. These can be multiple reads, to read the file into 
memory in chunks, multiple information requests, and multiple create requests, which 
can also be interpreted as file open. For the context cache we only want to store the fact 
the user opened a file once, otherwise the context for the file will quickly become 
meaningless. The service remembers the file name and the process ID that was used to 
open the file. In this way any further requests for the same file from the same process can 
be filtered out. Note that if the process is closed and the file is reopened, the process ID 
of the application used to open the file will change, and therefore the process ID, file 
name combination will not be found and therefore the file open (IRP _ MJ _ CREATE) 
context will be stored. The only other kernel mode action that causes context to be 
written is saving files (represented by IRP _MJ _WRITE messages). For this action any 
previously sensed context, recorded in a Machine Act Bucket, is simply stored. 
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Each message that is received by the Context Service is saved to a Machine Act 
Bucket. This is a cache of machine acts from both the System Sensor and the Application 
Sensor. Many buckets can be in memory at anyone time, reflecting the files the user has 
open. Actions are appended to the bucket until a trigger action is received. The only 
triggers in the system are the kemellevel actions, i.e. when a file open, read, or save is 
encountered. Then all context for the file, in the associated bucket, is saved and indexed 
by the Context Builder. 
5.6.1.2 Application Sensor Monitor 
The machine acts recorded by the Application Sensor represent activities such as 
Auto Levels, Crop and Image Size in Photoshop, and Image Rotate in Explorer. The 
messages recorded are passed to the Context Service to be processed. 
To record application context, the Application Sensor is mapped into the address 
space of each application that is loaded. Therefore, there may be several versions of the 
sensor running in memory, and unlike with the System Sensor, the Context Service does 
. not have direct control over these modules. This means that communicating via polling is 
not possible in the service. To overcome this issue the task of communicating context is 
moved to the sensor, which sends messages to the service when new context is available. 
This communication is via a named pipe and, as previously described the Context 
Service, implements a pipe server to listen for these connections. When a new connection 
is made, a thread is started to handle the communication on that pipe and a new pipe of 
the same name, is created and placed in listening mode. The communication thread in the 
service reads the message/messages from the pipe. Before any application context can be 
captured, a file will have been opened and this observation will have been made via the 
System Sensor. A Machine Act Bucket will have been created. The user interaction 
context is appended to the Machine Act Bucket for the appropriate file. This cache 
remains in memory until a save operation occurs, i.e. the update is committed to disk. At 
--- ----------
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this point the Machine Act Bucket is flushed to disk and indexed in the context database. 
If the user chooses not to save the file in the application they are manipulating the file 
with, then this represents the context being discarded. On application close, the user 
interaction is removed from the Machine Act Bucket for the file. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the communication between applications and the Context 
Service. 
Applications such as Photoshop have multiple document interfaces, i.e. more than 
one file can be opened at the same time, and the user can move between each file 
applying actions. This causes some problems for the service because the bucket to append 
the context to, cannot rely on a sirigle file per process ID. The user can change window, 
and normally there is no file operation to alert the system of the change. Therefore, the 
Application Sensor must monitor some system messages to detail such changes. This is in 
addition to the messages that are recorded, as defined in the application message map. 
These messages relate to when windows gain focus and when the user closes windows. 
When such a message is received, the window that sent the message (in the case of an 
MDI application this will be the MD! Child window and not the application window) is 
interrogated to determine the file that window is serving. Then the application context 
can be appended to the bucket for that file. The extra system messages monitored are:-
• WM_SETFOCUS - a window has been give the focus 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• WM_MDIACTIVATE - sent to a multiple-document interface (MOl) 
client window to instruct the client window to activate a different MOl 
child window. 
• WM _CLOSE - a window is being closed. 
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By acting on these messages as they are passed from the Application Sensor, the 
Context Service can keep track of which Machine Act Bucket the new context should be 
appended to. The Machine Act Buckets are stored to disk by the Context Builder. 
5.6.1.3 Context Builder 
The Context Builder saves the messages recorded by the two sensors as context. 
Messages are saved in memory, as they are received, in Machine Act Buckets until a 
trigger event occurs. A Machine Act Bucket is a list of the context messages generated 
for a file the user has been working on. Trigger events save the bucket to disk and to the 
context database. A trigger event is any action that causes the file to be saved to disk. 
When the Context Service receives an open or create file operation, from the System 
Sensor, the context of the file access is immediately saved and a Machine Act Bucket is 
setup for the file. Now any new messages received for the same file are added to the 
generated bucket. When the service receives a file save operation the Machine Act 
Bucket is saved, including any application machine acts sent by the Application Sensor. 
The context is saved to a Machine Act File and to the Context Database. 
Machine Act Files (maFiles) are recorded to the user's hard drive, stored in a 
special area ofthe user's machine called the Context Cache. The Context Cache is special 
because files in the cache are not monitored for context operations, i.e. Machine Acts are 
not recorded for files in the context cache. The cache stores the Machine Acts that the 
user has recorded along with the latest version of the file the context applies to. The 
search system and indexing algorithms operate on the context cache copy of the files the 
user has been working with. In this way extra context is not recorded about the indexing 
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mechanism, which would just be noise to the user. Also, the cache allows the user to 
search for context on files that have been deleted, or moved in the system. 
Each file in the context cache is renamed from the user file name and given a 
globally unique identifier (GUID) name, which is a unique l28-bit number, produced by 
the Windows operating system. The copied files retain their file extension, i.e .. doc, .pdf, 
jpg etc. Along with the cached copy of the user file, the context cache also contains the 
maFile that represents the context recorded for a particular user file. To bind the user file 
and the maFile together the same GUID name is given to the maFile, however the 
extension of the file is changed to .ma. The maFile and the cached copy of the user file 
are also stored in the Gecko.mdb database, more specifically in the maFiles table. This 
lookup table is used to retrieve the context cache details for the file when the user further 
manipulates a file. When the context is saved, the Gecko. mdb database is first searched 
for the file name, and if found, the context cache file name and maFile name is retrieved. 
Any further machine acts monitored are appended to the maFile, and the latest version of 
the ·file overwrites the current copy in the context cache. 
maFiles are a portable representation of the context which can be moved with the 
file it is associated to, and re-indexed. This is useful when copying files from one 
machine to another, the context travels with the file. The files represent the history of 
actions that have been applied to a file, as well as the history of when the file was 
accessed. For each observed Machine Act a Context Record is saved to the maFile. The 
maFile contains many context records, built up over time as the user repeatedly works on 
the file. The structure of a Context Record is shown below in Table 5.2:-
Field Description 
Id Identifier for this Machine Act. The maFile 
will contain many machine acts, each with 
its own unique, to the file, identifier. 
Matime Time the action took place 
Type Machine Act type. This is either a Kernel 
Mode or User Mode action. 
Application The application in use when the Machine 
Act was observed. This could the 
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application that opened the file, or the 
application the user used to manipulate the 
file. 
fileMsgAppliesTo The original file this message applies to 
mAct The machine act code that represents the 
context applied to the machine. This can be 
either a file action (Open, Edited) or 
application context (Crop, Image Size). 
originalMessage The original message received by the 
Context Service. This message is used to 
generate the mAct. In the case of user 
context this is a one to one mapping. For 
kernel level context then IRP message is 
translated to the appropriate machine act. 
fileType The type of file this context was applied to. 
This is an interpreted value based on the 
file extension ofthe user file. However, it 
can also be elicited from the contents of the 
document. For example. JPG, BMP, TIFF 
have a file type of Picture. A document, 
with the extension .DOC, can be 
interpreted as a Play, CV, Sales Report, 
depending on the content of the document 
itself. 
Table 5.2 Machme Act File Context Record Structure 
To aid searching, the context is also recorded into a Microsoft Access database. 
This is a lightweight database engine, but one that met the requirements of the 
environment. The maFile is a useful representation of the context that has been applied to 
a file, and is very portable. However, the files do not represent a practical solution to 
searching for context. For search, a method of indexing the context is required so that 
results can be returned quickly. For this reason, a database was used to index the context 
found. The Context Search system, hoanuSearch, is designed to run on the user's 
machine and as such it is not desirable to load server based software, such as SQL Server 
or the Microsoft Desktop SQL Engine. The Microsoft Access engine was chosen to store 
the context database, as no extra software was required on the user's machine. The 
performance limitations of Access were not a concern for the experiments in this thesis, 
and the environment performs at a reasonable speed. Another acceptable solution would 
have been to use an index file such as a Btrieve Index to store the machine acts for each 
file. Context indexing is further discussed in Chapter 6 Searching. 
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5.7 Debugging and other barriers to development 
Developing the System Sensor was a time consuming and error prone task. Kernel 
drivers are loaded when the operating system loads, and exist at a privilege level that 
means the programmer cannot connect to them directly with a debugger. Additionally, 
finding out information about the structures used by the kernel is very difficult. Microsoft 
do not document the kernel fully, which means the programmer has to rely on 
Newsgroups and the Internet to find information on the inner workings of structures such 
as the IO_STACK_LOCATION, or how to know when a file is being deleted or 
renamed. 
To develop the kernel mode driver a virtual machine was used to install the 
system onto. In this way any fatal crashes happened on the virtual machine and not to the 
real computer. Therefore any potential for data loss due to the sudden fail of the system 
was eliminated. VMWare Workstation 4.0 (VMWare, 2004) was used with Windows XP 
Professional as the host operating system. The driver was copied and installed into this 
environment and tested from there. 
To debug the driver the following techniques were used:-
• DbgPrint was used to send messages to the kernel debugger, for outputting 
useful status information as the driver processed the IRP requests. These were 
then viewed in user-mode using the DebugMon tool (OSR, 2004) 
• Remote debugging was used when the driver was causing fatal system 
crashes. 
To monitor the Kernel Debugger messages, the DebugMon tool was used. This 
displays the DbgPrint messages in a user-mode application and has the ability to save the 
results so that comparisons can be made when the system responds to the IRP requests. 
DebugMon allowed the identification of problems with the semantics of the driver 
execution. This is an adequate method of determining what is happening in the driver, if 
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the driver is behaving itself. It is a very slow method of problem analysis, because every 
change in the driver's code required a reboot of the virtual machine to re-install the 
driver. 
To interactively debug the driver it was necessary to use an external debugger. 
Unlike user-mode programming the process of debugging is much more complicated. An 
integrated debugging environment is not supplied with the Device Driver Development 
Kit, and there is no way to debug the program interactively in user-mode, as you would 
for a standard windows application, on the machine the driver is running on. 
To debug the driver the Microsoft Windows Debugger (Microsoft, 2004d) was 
used. This is a powerful Windows-based debugging tool that is capable of both user-
mode and kernel-mode debugging. WinDbg can remotely debug a kernel mode driver, 
and this is necessary as the driver is loaded when the operating system loads, and 
therefore a second machine is required to step through the kernel code as the driver 
installs itself. 
Rather than use a second machine it was possible to use the VMWare virtual 
machine by connecting to the machine via a corn port, which was mapped to a memory 
pipe between the two machines. When properly setup the operating system boot loader 
presents a debugger enabled version of Windows, as shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5_8 Operating System Boot Loader for Debugging version of Windows XP 
Now when Microsoft Windows XP Professional- Debug is selected WinDbg 
connects via the corn port specified and provides full source-level debugging for the 
Windows kernel, and kernel-mode drivers. As long as the correct debug symbols are 
available WinDbg can view source code, set breakpoints, view variables (including c++ 
objects), stack traces, and memory. 
WinDbg was used when the driver was crashing the system with the "Blue Screen 
Of Death", (8S0D,) this happened a lot in the early development stages. As the driver 
became more stable it was possible to only use the DebugMon on the virtual machine, 
and then eventually the virtual machine was not used, with the driver running on the 
development machine as the Context Service was developed and tested. 
5.8 Summary 
In this chapter the architecture for context sensing as the user works at their 
computer has been presented. The five design issues that influenced the developed 
system were described as Coverage, Interaction, Speed, Portability and Security. Then 
the three components of the Context Architecture were presented. These are the:-
• System Sensor - for gathering context on disk level interactions. 
• Application Sensor - for gathering context on user level interactions. 
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• Context Service - for coordinating the context gathered by the sensors and 
storing this to Machine Act files. 
Finally, details of the challenging development conditions were given, including 
details of the debugging environment used to develop the System Sensor device driver. 
Once the context has been successfully sensed, the next requirement is to be able 
to use that context for search. In the following chapter the architecture for searching with 
context is presented. 
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Chapter 6 Searching with Context 
This chapter presents the Context Indexing system for relating Machine Acts, 
sensed by the Context Sensors, to files on the user's machine. The indexing system is 
presented, together with the structure of the databases used to store the context. 
Following this is a description of the Search mechanism which translates a user's request 
into queries that return documents based on Machine Acts. Finally, a detailed analysis of 
the context search environment, hoanuSearch, is presented 
6.1 Storing Machine Acts in the Context Database 
Two databases are maintained by the Context Service (introduced in the last 
chapter) for indexing Machine Acts. The first is the Gecko.mdb database which stores an 
index of the files in the context cache. The second database is the Scratch. mdb database 
which holds a representation of the Machine Acts for each file, and also contains an 
inverse keyword index table, used later for document searching. 
6.1.1 Gecko Database 
The Gecko.mdb database keeps track of the files in the context cache. It is used to 
find files that have been cached before, so that the context can be appended to the file. 
There is a single table in the database, the maFiles table, which is shown in Table 6.1. 
A utility called Reconstruct Data has been written to re-build the maFiles table 
from the Context Cache. This allows the Context Cache to be moved from one machine 
to another and also safeguards against failure in the Gecko database, through corruption, 
user error etc. 
Dirty 
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Set when new context is appended to the 
Machine Act file. This is used by 
hoanuSearch to determine which files to re-
index. 
Table 6.1 maFiles Table Structure 
6.1.2 Scratch Database 
The Scratch.mdb is a temporary database used to index context and to index 
document files. The database consists of two tables, the maMessages table for indexing 
context, and the docReferences table for indexing text based files. 
When the context is written to the maFile it is also appended to the table 
maMessages in the Scratch database, and during searching it is this table that is 
interrogated, rather than searching through the maFiles themselves. The scratch database 
is built on-the-jly, but it can also be re-built from the contents of the maFiles themselves. 
The hoanuSearch environment has a menu option that will do this if the scratch.mdb is 
damaged or deleted. 
The data stored in the maMessages table is an exact copy of the Context Record 
stored in the maFile, with two extra fields:-
• the maCopyFile field defines the context cache copy of the file. This is not 
required for the maFile as this file is inferred from the name ofthe maFile 
and the type stored in the maFile. 
• the dirty flag field tells the context search environment to re-index the 
updated maCopyFile. 
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A detail list of the contents ofthe maMessages table is shown in Table 6.2. 
Type 
Message 
Application 
maCopyFile 
fileType 
Dirty Flag 
maMessages table structure 
Type of Machine Act, this is either System 
Context or Context. 
The Machine Act code that represents the 
context applied to the machine. This can be 
either a file action (Open, Edited) or 
. . context 
The original message received by the 
Context Service. This message is used to 
generate the Machine Act. In the case of 
user context this is a one to one mapping. 
For kernel level context then IRP message 
is translated to the machine act. 
use the Machine 
Act was observed. This could the 
application that opened the file, or the 
application the user used to manipulate the 
file. 
copy 
required here because we can not infer the 
file name as we do not have the maFile 
name. Note from this filename the maFile 
name can be inferred. 
This is an interpreted value based on the 
file extension of the user file. However, it 
can also be elicited from the contents of the 
document. For example. JPG, BMP, TIFF 
have a file type of Picture. A document, 
with the extension .DOC, can be 
interpreted as a Play, CV, Sales Report, 
depending on the content of the document 
itself. 
Is this file dirty, i.e. has it been edited and 
therefore needs to be re-indexed. 
For files that represent textual data, extra indexing is used to allow users to search 
those documents using more traditional keyword searching, as well as using Machine 
J 
, 
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Acts. This is provided to improve searching for documents and is a typical feature that 
users are already accustomed to. 
The Scratch.mdb table docReferences, shown in Table 6.3, stores a keyword 
index of the documents in the maMessages table. This index is updated by hoanuSearch. 
Since this process can take some time, the Dirty Flag is used in the maMessages table to 
indicate that the indexer need only index those documents that have been changed since 
the last index. A document is only marked as dirty if the document is saved to the disk. 
This means that opening and reading a document will not affect the Dirty flag. 
Pos 
Frequency 
structure 
word was found in. This 
is an index into the Gecko.mdb table 
maFiles. This is the user file to index. 
The position in the document that the word 
was found. 
Number of times this word has been 
in the document. 
Document indexing is performed by hoanuSearch. When hoanuSearch is loaded it 
builds a series of HTML pages based on the data stored in maMessages. These pages 
allow the user to browse the files that they have manipulated. When processing the 
maMessages table any document file, i.e. a PDF, DOe or TXT file, is submitted for 
indexing if their Dirty Flag is set. When displaying PDF, DOe and TXT files the 
generated HTML file contains the first five lines of text from the file to aid the user in 
identifying the file contents. 
Pictures are indexed by the context of the action that the user performs, for 
example in Photoshop. However for documents, no extra context is recorded other than 
the fact that the document was accessed at a particular time and date. This date tagging of 
documents is an improvement over the Windows filing system approach because it 
enables a file usage history to be built, rather than simply recording a point in time when 
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the file was last accessed. When searching for documents, this extra context is of limited 
use if the contents of the document are not indexed. Three types of document are 
currently monitored by the Context Sensors and are candidates for indexing:-
• TXT - regular text files. 
• PDF - portable document format documents, generated by Adobe Acrobat 
and viewable by either Acrobat, or the freely available Acrobat Reader. 
• DOC - Microsoft Word documents. 
(The prototype is limited to this set of documents, however, in fully implemented 
system the document set would be considerably extended.) 
For the purposes of indexing, all documents are treated as a text stream. For TXT 
documents this is straight-forward, as the TXT file can be opened as a text stream 
directly. However, for PDF and DOC files, the files must first be converted to text before 
they can be opened. PDF and DOC files are proprietary formats which are more complex 
to decode. There is also extra complexity because the format of the files has changed 
between versions of the applications used to generate them. Therefore, third party 
solutions were used to perform the conversion of these file types, i.e. the PDF and DOC 
files were converted into TXT files, which could then be processed as a text stream. The 
process of conversion removes the extra formatting stored in the PDF and DOC files, 
such as text styles. Also the conversion process removes pictures from the PDF and DOC 
files. However, the text is preserved, and it is the text which interests the indexer. 
The indexing mechanism is triggered when hoanuSearch is loaded. hoanuSearch 
takes a snapshot of the context cache, converting the files and context into HTML pages 
which the user navigates within the search environment. For each document file, the 
snapshot process checks if the file is dirty, i.e. if the Dirty Flag is set in the maMessages 
table. If so, this indicates that it has been updated since the last snapshot, in which case 
the file is submitted for indexing. 
For PDF files, the utility PDF2TEXT (XPDF, 2004) is used to convert the file 
(PDF2TEXT is part of the XPDF open source PDF viewer project for Linux and 
Windows). This command line utility converts the PDF file to a TXT file, minus the 
formatting and graphics. 
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For DOe files, the utility wvWare (Lachowicz, 2004) is used to convert the file 
(wvWare is an open source project that is designed to allow access to Microsoft Word 
files, for the purpose of conversion to other formats (http://wvware.sourceforge.net)). 
This utility converts the word document to a text file and could also extract any graphics 
as PNG files. However, this feature is not currently used in the prototype. Therefore, this 
utility is used to convert the DOe file to a TXT file, minus the formatting and graphics. 
The complete indexing process is shown in Figure 6.1. 
POF2TEXT 
Text File Produeed 
maFil. represents e doe RIe 
Figure 6.1 Document Indexing Process 
Once all the files have been converted to TXT files, the file indexer can be 
executed. The indexer reads the text files and indexes the file as an Inverse Index. The 
stream is tokenized as a series of words. Each word is stored in the docReferences table, 
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with a pointer to the document in which the word was found, as shown in Figure 6.2. The 
location of the word within the document is also stored. 
For each word read from the file, its Parts of Speech are looked up and only 
words that are Nouns and Verbs are kept. Words are therefore, selected according to their 
Parts of Speech, as described in Chapter 4. For example, words such as conjunctions and 
pronouns do not help to specify the document in any meaningful way and are therefore 
ignored. Adjectives and adverbs are also ignored, as they usually do not help define the 
document, but rather modify the verbs and nouns already there. 
Document A 
Document B 
OocumenlC 
Figure 6.2 Inverse Document Index 
6.2 The hoanuSearch Context Search Environment 
Context Search Interface 
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Figure 6.3 Context Sensor, Context Service, and Search Interface Interaction 
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The Context Sensor collects context by monitoring disk operations and 
application interaction as the user works. This context is passed to the Context Service, 
which stores the context in ma files in the Context Cache, and in the Context Database 
described earlier in this chapter. To make use of this context in the searching process, the 
user interacts with the hoanuSearch interface. 
The hoanuSearch indexes the context cache each time the program is started by 
the user. To speed this indexing up the hoanuService sets a Dirty Flag for files that 
already exist in the context cache that have been updated since the last invocation of 
hoanuSearch. This flag signals that the files need re-indexing. All new files are 
automatically indexed by default. Using the Dirty Flag prevents the environment from re-
indexing the entire context cache each time it loads. When a file is indexed the context is 
recorded read from the maMessages table and converted into web pages that the user can 
navigate. If the file is a document (DOC, PDF, or TXT file), the file is indexed by the 
document indexer, using WordNet as described above. 
Using the context search described earlier the user can search the context recorded 
in the cache. Each time the user enters a search a subset of web pages is generated to 
represent the files that match the results of the search. The pages that represent the whole 
set of files in the context cache is maintained separately to the search subset pages. This 
way the user can return to the full set of files without re-building the web pages. Web 
pages were chosen as the results format to allow the user to interact with the results 
independently of the context system, as the web pages represent a static view of the 
results. The context analyzer will continue to register file opens, and machine actions as 
the user searches. This would change the order of the results in the view, if the context 
was not static for that particular session. Additionally, the user is familiar with the 
interface metaphor of the World Wide Web. The pages presented by hoanuSearch look 
like the results returned by any search site on the internet, and hopefully the user should 
be used to this type of presentation. 
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hoanuSearch allows the user to interrogate the Context Cache when searching for 
files on their hard drive. The files found are the result of a Context Search rather than just 
a keyword based Boolean search. As described in Chapter 4, a Context Search is a 
method for narrowing down the scope of the results returned by the search. A Context 
Search is characterised by the inclusion of Machine Acts in the query, in addition to 
keywords. These Machine Acts are representations of how the file was used, therefore the 
search is not based solely on the file contents. A Context Search also takes advantage of 
the temporal frame of the action, as another way to narrow down the search space. 
Where context is used the user must extract the context from the search query and 
enter that information into the interface. A typical question that the user may want to 
answer might be:-
Where is the PDF of my CV? 
In a Boolean search the user would enter patterns to match against the file name, 
the file contents, or both; assuming the user cannot remember where the file is located in 
the first place. Typically the user would enter regular expression search strings, into the 
file system search panel. Example strings to locate the user's CV might be:-
*.pdf 
*. pdf and "CV" 
*cv*.pdf 
Assuming that the user has a number of versions of the CV scattered about the 
user's hard drive, these queries can return more than one result. In such a case it would be 
necessary to narrow down the results returned by adding extra terms to the query i.e. to 
exploit extra context in the query expression as well. One simple addition to the query, 
that could help reduce the number of files returned, is the addition of a timeframe. This 
kind of context can be expressed when searching using the file system, although not 
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when searching the web, where specifying the date of a file is not usually possible. 
Although it is possible to specify the date of an event (for example, football results for 
the season 2003/2004) this is not associated with a particular file, such as the user's CV. 
In the CV query above, the search space can be narrowed down by adding some concept 
of time. For example, a better question might be:-
Where is my CV that I edited last Wednesday? 
This assumes the user can remember the fact that they were editing the CV last 
Wednesday. This additional context can dramatically cut down the search space when 
locating files. From the thousands of files on the user's hard drive there is a small subset 
that were actually worked with on a particular day. hoanuSearch makes temporal filtering 
intrinsic to the search interface, so that all users can take advantage of it. 
When searching with context it is necessary to utilize other facts about the file 
being searched for, such as the fact that the file was edited last Wednesday, or the type of 
action last performed on the file. This set of contexts can then be used to augment the 
question a user might ask, in order to narrow down the results returned. Therefore the 
user's question:-
Where is my CV? 
with added context becomes:-
Where is my CV I edited last Wednesday with Microsoft Word? 
In this case the following context can now be identified:-
• CV - subject matter of the file being searched for. 
• Edited - Machine Act, the action the user performed with the file. 
• Last Wednesday - Temporal Context. 
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• Microsoft Word - the application that the user used to perform the Machine 
Act. 
In hoanuSearch the user expresses the context of the query by filling in the 
Context Query Interface, shown in Figure 6.4. The Context Query Interface is made up of 
the following fields:-
• A set of Keywords contained in the document - for example CV. 
• The File Type - such as Document. 
• The Machine Acts used on the file - such as Edited or Image Resize. 
• The Temporal Timeframe - such as Last Wednesday, or Last Night. 
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Figure 6.4 hoanuSearch Context Query Interface 
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such as Auto Levels 
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related words 
This information is used to match the context recorded by the Context Sensor and 
Context Service with the context in the query. The Context Query can be used to search 
for documents and pictures. In this prototype the hoanuSearch environment is more 
expressive when looking for pictures, because a larger number of Machine Acts have 
been mapped. For example, when searching for pictures the user can enter Machine Acts 
for image manipulations such as Crop, Resize, Adjust Colour etc. as part of the Context 
Search. 
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6.2.1 Temporal Taxonomy 
A method for expressing times such as Last Week, Yesterday etc, has been 
defined and stored in an XML setup file, called TemporaITaxonomy.xml. A timeframe 
expression is represented in XML as a time term:-
<term 
name - the name of this time term 
start - the start time 
end - the end time 
display - the screen name for this time 
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unit - the units for a delta change to the start and end time, where d = day, 
m = month, y = year 
/> 
delta - the number of units to displace the start time and end time by. A + 
represents the end time, and a - represents the start time. Therefore, 
assuming the units are days then, -I means subtract one day from the start 
time, + I means add one day to the end time. A value of +-1 means 
subtract one day from the start time and add one day to the end time. 
Some example timeframes, taken from the TemporaITaxonomy.xml configuration 
file are:-
<term name="moming" start="OO:OO" end=" I1 :59" display="This Morning" /> 
<term name="afternoon" start=" 12:00" end=" 17:59" display="This Afternoon" /> 
<term name="evening" start=" 18:00" end=" 19:59" display="This Evening" /> 
<term narne="night" start="20:00" end="23:59" display="Tonight" /> 
<term name="last night" delta="-I" unit="d" start=" 18:00" end="05:59" 
display="Last Night" /> 
<term name="yesterday" delta="-I" unit="d" start="OO:OO" end="23:59" 
display="Yesterday" /> 
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<term name="lastmonth" delta="-30" unit="d" display="ln the Last Month" /> 
This file defines more natural ways for the user to enter expressions of time into 
the system. The definition recognizes that users express time more generally than is 
typical in a calendar definition. For example, a user may ask for documents that were 
edited:-
• Last Week. 
• About two weeks ago. 
• Last Month. 
• Yesterday afternoon. 
• A couple of months ago. 
• Between two calendar dates. 
These 'fuzzy' time expressions are selected by the user when formulating the 
query, and these are decoded into absolute time when the search query is fonned. The 
XML setup file can easily be augmented and adjusted based on the preferences of the 
user. 
6.2.2 Document Indexing 
Figure 6.5 shows the hoanuSearch document indexing architecture. As has 
already been explained, for text based documents honauSearch provides more traditional 
search techniques, in addition to the context search features. These facilities are provided 
to make the environment perform in a consistent way for the users. To help the user with 
keyword searching the hoanuSearch environment contains the following standard search 
features:-
----------
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• Word Stemming - augmenting the query with the root of the word in the 
query. For example searching would add the keyword search to the query as 
well. 
• Inverse Keyword Index - as described previously, the inverse keyword index 
makes it faster to find documents. Each document is broken down into the 
words that make up the document, and those that are Verbs or Nouns are 
added to the inverse index table (docReferences table). Each word maps the 
list of documents in which the word can be found. Now, when searching for a 
keyword the index returns a list of documents that contain the keyword. The 
actual file name of the file is added to the docReferences table too. In this way 
when the user searches for a word it automatically searches for the file name 
too. 
These features make standard keyword searching at least as effective as other 
search environments, such as Google, and provide better results than currently provided 
by files systems such as that used in Microsoft Windows. However, new file systems, in 
particular WinFS (Microsoft, 2004g) and Apple's Spotlight (Apple, 2004), provide 
similar features. 
As an aid to the user, hoanuSearch also displays a synonyms window. This shows 
the different meanings that a word can have, and a list of synonyms for that meaning. The 
user can select the meaning and have the synonyms added to the query automatically. 
This can help the users find useful keywords for their search requirements. 
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), is used to support the keyword indexing process, to 
build the inverse index table and to identify the correct part of speech a word belongs to. 
As described in Chapter 4, WordNet is a lexographical database built at Princeton 
University. 
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Figure 6.5 Document Indexing Architecture 
To support the search environment, a Re-build tool was developed. If the 
maMessages table becomes corrupt, or gets out of sync with the context cache, then it is 
necessary to re-build this table from the context cache MA Files themselves. The Re-
build tool does just this, reconstructing the data in the Gecko.mdb and Scratch.mdb 
databases directly from the context cache. This feature can also be used to import context 
into the context cache. This extra context may be from another machine, or be a backup 
of context that the user wants to restore. The Re-build tool reads each MA file in the 
context cache and re-indexes the file by extracting each individual Machine Act from the 
file and storing these in the maMessages table. 
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6.2.3 Context Noise 
The hoanuSearch application also has a number of features which are designed to 
deal with Context Noise. Context Noise is any unwanted context recorded by the Context 
Sensor and saved in Machine Acts by the Context Service. This can be from applications 
that have not been excluded in the excludeprocesses.xml file, and may include operating 
system processes, or from applications that are appropriate but the files opened are 
automatic and not of any interest to the user. A good example of this would be Adobe 
Photoshop. Photoshop uses a number ofTXT files, valid files to record context for, to 
configure the application at startup. These are obviously not of any use to the user and as 
such constitute Context Noise. 
Context Noise can arise from:-
• Unwanted Applications opening registered file types, such as TXT, PDF, JPG 
files etc. 
• Registered Applications opening registered file types for configuration 
purposes 
• Registered Applications opening registered file types, where the file type has 
no relevance to the user query. For example, Adobe Acrobat uses ACSII TXT 
files for configuration, that the user would not be interested in. 
To minimize application noise the Context Sensor can be configured to exclude 
processes and file types using XML configuration files, as described in Chapter 5. 
However, there are many applications for which the prototype environment has not been 
tested, and therefore the potential for Context Noise is still significant. 
To help the user filter out Context Noise, where it is incorrectly recorded, the 
hoanuSearch application has the ability to apply filters to the indexing process to 
dynamically exclude processes and file types when building the interface web pages. The 
user can exclude the processes permanently by adding the process, or file type restriction, 
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to the configuration xml files. The hoanuSearch filter therefore provides a mechanism for 
dealing with the noise problem when it is encountered in new and untested applications. 
A real world example of the need for Context Noise filtering was illustrated by 
the use of the musical score application Sibelius. It was noticed that a large number of 
JPG pictures were placed in the context cache whenever Sibelius was used. This is 
because Sibelius writes a temporary JPG image on-the-fly for each page in the musical 
score, as it is displayed graphically. The context analyzer correctly recorded the context 
of the generation of these files. The number of files was very large, as each page view 
generated another JPG file. This Context Noise served to clutter the query results with 
unwanted JPG files. As a result, a filter was put in place so that the application Sibelius 
could be excluded from the context indexing. The application was also added to the 
standard configuration files to exclude JPGs from being recorded by Sibelius. 
6.3 Query Building System 
The query building system is responsible for processing the context expressed by 
the user into an SQL query, which uses the maMessages and docReferences tables. 
Additionally, the system adds synonyms for any keywords that may have been entered by 
the user, to generate further document matches. The sequence of events in the query 
system is as follows:-
• Keyword breakdown - the keywords expressed by the user are looked up to 
determine their parts of speech. 
• Any words that do not represent Verbs or Nouns are discarded, on the basis 
that the inverse index only stores verbs and nouns. 
• Any word stem forms are looked up using WordNet, and any synonyms are 
looked up for each meaning of the word discovered. For example the word 
track has many meanings, some of those extracted from WordNet are:-
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• a line or route along which something travels or moves; 
o the hurricane demolished houses in its path 
o the track of an animal 
o the course of the river 
• carry (as mud) on the feet and deposit 
These definitions, along with the synonyms found are added to the meanings 
combo box, to allow the user to select different sets of synonyms based on the meaning of 
the word they are interested in. WordNet is also used to lookup any word stems for the 
words in the query. These are added to the keyword list and are treated as a Boolean Or 
combination. Therefore, a query with Searching in will also return documents that have 
the word stem Search in the text. 
The file type requested is mapped against the field fileType in the maMessages 
table. In hoanuSearch, a file is a Picture, or a Document, or a News Report rather than a 
file type based on extension. When context actions are added to the maMessages table the 
file extension is used to determine the file type. This type is derived from the file 
extension and the registered types configuration file. In addition, special file types can be 
selected by the experiment add on. The file types are shown in Table 6.4. 
File Type Types Included 
Picture JPG, BMP, TIF 
Document DOe, PDF, TXT 
Spreadsheet XLS 
Presentation PPT 
News Report News articles 
Speech Famous Speeches 
Play Plays 
Brochure Product brochures 
Table 6.4 maMessages P,les Types 
The Machine Act selected by the user is matched to the message field in the 
maMessages table. The temporal frame is also decoded. For example, the timeframe Last 
Week, is decoded into a time clause between the time now and one week ago. 
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Given the question:-
Find the Pictures that have tracking in the file and have had the Machine Act Auto 
Levels applied in the Last Week. 
The final SQL query generated is:-
SELECT 
maMessages. *, docReferences.pos as pos, docReferences. word as word 
FROM 
docReferences INNER JOIN maMessages ON 
docReferences. docReference = maMessages. id 
WHERE 
((maMessagesjileType) in ('PICTURE~) and 
(maMessages.message = 1808) and 
(maMessages.maTime Between #111091200400:00:00# and#J 111 612004 
/3:53:41#) and 
((docReferences. word LIKE '%tracking%~ or (docReferences.word LIKE 
'%track%~) 
order by maTime DESC 
This SQL query can be broken down as follows:-
SELECT maMessages. *, docReferencespos as pos, docReferences. word as word 
The first part of the select statement lists the fields to be extracted from the maMessages 
and docReferences table. 
FROM docReferences INNER JOIN maMessages ON 
docReferences.docReference = maMessages.id 
The from clause specifies that data is required from the docReferences and 
maMessages table, returning rows joined on docReferences.docReference = 
maMessage.id 
WHERE ((maMessagesji/eType) in (,P1CTUREJ) and 
The first restriction, in the Where clause, specifies that PICTURES are being searched 
for. 
(maMessages.message = 1808) and 
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The second restriction is on Machine Act. The code 1808 represents the Machine Act for 
Photoshop Auto Levels. 
(maMessages.maTime Between #1110912004 00:00:00# and #1111612004 
13:53:41#) and 
The time the Machine Act was recorded should be between the two dates. This is a 
temporal restriction, i.e. a search in the Last Week. 
((docReferences. word LIKE '%tracking%J or (docReferences. word LIKE 
'%track%J) 
The last restriction searches for only those Machine Acts that join with the docReferences 
table where the word is either tracking or the work stem track. 
order by maTime DESC 
Finally the results are ordered by time, in descending order. 
Where no keyword, or a single keyword is used in the search, the result of the 
search is a time ordered list. This list is based on those Machine Acts which match the 
message restriction in the where clause. When multiple keywords are used then the result 
of the query is a Boolean Or search of the database. However, to be consistent with other 
search engines the results are required to be a Boolean And, i.e. the search should return 
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all those documents that contain all the keywords. However, where synonyms have been 
added to the query any documents that match these should be reported according to the 
rules of a Boolean Or. To cope with this complexity the search system maintains a list of 
terms added by the user and those that are added automatically. The results are ordered so 
that files matching all the user's terms are presented first, then those that match the user's 
terms partially, and then those that match synonyms for the user's terms. 
6.4 Summary 
In this chapter the Context Indexing system has been described in detail. The 
hoanuSearch environment has been presented and a detailed explanation of the context 
query mechanisms has been given. Context Indexing is performed by the Context Sensors 
and the resulting databases are used by the hoanuSearch environment. The environment 
allows the user to input queries using both context and keywords, where the inclusion of 
Machine Acts in the query characterises it as a context query. This expressed query is 
broken down into an SQL search of the context database, which is used to return results 
to the user. 
A system has now been developed which can sense and index context as the user 
works. The next chapter presents the design of the user experiments to test the developed 
system. 
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Chapter 7 Description of the User Experiments 
This chapter describes the user experiments that were conducted to test the 
context system prototype. Two tests have been designed to analyse the context system as 
a personal search engine:-
• Experiment One - a simulation of heavy computer use over time, in which the 
users are asked to manipulate files and then re-find them using either the file 
system search method or the new hoanuSearch context method. 
• Experiment Two - a longitudinal test, carried out in real world conditions, which 
looks at the overall feasibility of using the Context Sensing architecture. More 
specifically this test examines the issues of Usability, Speed, Context Noise and 
the long term Storage Requirements for the Context Cache. 
A detailed description of both experiments is presented together with a 
description of the environments in which the experiments have been carried out. At the 
conclusion of the experiments the users filled in a questionnaire and the design of this 
questionnaire is discussed. This section concludes with an analysis of the main issues and 
difficulties encountered during the experiments. The results of the experiments and their 
analysis are given in Chapter 8. 
7.1 Experiment One 
Several problems exist when trying to design experiments to test the use of 
context in search. 
The first problem with testing context-based systems, is the length of time 
required to build up a repository of meaningful context, which can then be used for 
experimentation purposes. In such an experiment, this context would be built as the user 
works on their machine. Therefore, during the experiment the user is required to 
manipulate files of differing type using various applications. However, the amount of 
context generated in such an experiment cannot be guaranteed to be the same for each 
user, and the applications and file types manipulated will vary between users. 
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A second problem with experiments where the user is searching for files they 
have been working on, is the reliance on the user's memory as to where the file is 
located. Therefore, the duration of the experiment must be long enough to ensure that the 
search problem is realistic, i.e. the user more than likely to have forgotten the location of 
the file. To minimise these problems a long enough time is needed over which to conduct 
the experiments to fully test the effect of context on retrieving information. 
Furthermore, the users would be required to install the Context System and should 
be instructed to edit files of a common type, to maximise the opportunities for 
comparison in the experiment. Obviously, this type of experimentation would take a long 
time, would be difficult to conduct, and consistent results would be hard to achieve. 
To overcome these issues, Experiment One has been designed as a simulation of 
heavy computer usage over a relatively short period of time. The advantage of this type 
of test is that it can be carried out by a significant number of users, in a reasonably short 
period of time. During the test the user is asked to complete a large number of actions, on 
a standard set of pictures and documents, stored in various locations on the machine's 
hard drive. The types of action range from simply opening the file, to manipulating the 
file using Photoshop. The high volume of actions, pictures and documents are designed to 
test the user's memory, i.e. to limit their ability to recall the location of files because of 
the recency of the interaction. 
The user is asked to manipulate pictures and documents in various ways, one after 
the other, thus simulating sustained computer use over time. In Experiment One, the user 
is required to access and manipulate 34 different files, 24 pictures and 10 documents, 
using nine Machine Act operations. Eight of the Machine Act operations are picture 
manipulations and one is a document manipulation. Once the 34 file manipulations have 
--------------------------
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been completed, the user is then asked to search for the pictures and documents they have 
just worked on. 
The nine Machine Acts used during the experiment are detailed in Table 7.1. 
Machine Act File Type Operated On Application 
Crop JPG Adobe Photoshop 
Auto Levels JPG Adobe Photoshop 
Auto Contrast JPG Adobe Photoshop 
Auto Color JPG Adobe Photoshop 
Rotate 90 Degrees JPG Adobe Photoshop 
Clockwise 
Rotate 90 Degrees Counter JPG Adobe Photoshop 
Clock Wise 
Image Size JPG Adobe Photoshop 
Manual Levels JPG Adobe Photoshop 
Open Document PDF,DOC Adobe Acrobat, Microsoft 
Word 
Table 7.1 MachIDe Act Mampulahons Matrix 
Two applications are used for the experiment, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe 
Acrobat Reader. The number of pictures and documents were chosen so as to provide an 
experiment that would last about one hour for the average user. The user requires about 
forty minutes to complete the operations section of the test, and twenty minute to 
complete the questions section. These timings will, of course, depend upon the user's 
capabilities. 
The file material for the experiment was taken from a number of sources. The . 
pictures were donated by work colleagues and are a mixture of different shots taken of 
Calgary, Houston and Pittsburgh. (See Appendix C Pictures used in the Experiments). 
The documents are news reports found on the internet and converted to PDF documents, 
two plays by Shakespeare, two speeches (J.F Kennedy and Winston Churchill) and a 
product brochure for an Aston Martin DB9. 
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7.1.1 Experiment Monitor 
When carrying out an experiment, user actions need to be monitored and 
recorded. The question to be asked, the time taken to answer the questions and how many 
errors were made by the users, all need to be determined. Although the Context Service 
monitors application and system messages, it does not associate them with particular 
questions asked during an experiment. Additions to the Context Service system were 
therefore necessary to provide this type of monitoring. A module was developed, called 
the Experiment Monitor. This is linked into the Application Sensor Monitor and the 
System Sensor Monitor of the Context Service. The Context Service is passed a 
parameter to tell it that an experiment is being run. When this occurs the Context Service 
passes any messages it receives, by its two monitors, to the Experiment Monitor, as well 
as carrying out the normal actions of recording the messages as Machine Acts. 
The Experiment Monitor reads in an experiment file on start-up, and from this it 
builds a list of actions to perform and a list of questions to ask. The monitor presents 
experimental information to the user via a window that is always on top of the desktop, as 
shown in Figure 7.1. 
The monitor displays a question and then enters a wait state. Each message sent 
from the Context Service is checked against the current message the monitor is waiting 
for. The Experiment Monitor waits for messages on system activity regardless of whether 
it is waiting for an action to be complete or a question to be answered. 
Figure 7.1 Experiment Monitor Window 
When a message is received by the monitor that corresponds to the message being 
waited for, the monitor progresses to the next sub-action or question. For questions in the 
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experiment there is a one-to-one correlation between the message required and the 
question. For example, the user might be asked to open a file. The Experiment Monitor 
waits until an Open File Message is received for the file and then moves to the next 
question. However, for actions the sequence of events is more complex. A single action is 
represented by an Open, Act, Close sequence of user interactions. In this case the monitor 
progresses the action until the close operation is completed. For a document this sequence 
is the opening of the file followed by a request to the user to close the file. For an image 
action the sequence is open the file, perform the application operation (for example resize 
the image), save the file, and close the application. 
The Experiment Monitor alerts the user via its output window. When the user 
opens a file in error, or does not perform the correct action, the window displays an error 
message to the user; and plays an error sound. Each time the user performs the correct 
action a success sound is played. At the end of an action or question, an end sound is 
played. 
Once all actions have been completed, the Experiment Monitor presents a series 
of questions. When questions are presented to the user a timer is started, and when the 
question has been answered correctly the timer is stopped. The time taken to answer each 
question is therefore recorded. At the end of the question section, when all questions have 
been answered, the Experiment Monitor writes the timings for each question to a comma 
separated (CSV) file. In addition to the per-question timer, an overall experiment timer is 
maintained. This timer is started when the experiment begins, with the first action that the 
user performs. The experiment timer is stopped when the last question has been asked. 
The numerical value of this timer is also written to the CSV at the end of the experiment. 
7.1.2 Test Objectives 
Experiment One is designed to test the effectiveness of Machine Acts in 
information retrieval. A Machine Act (defined in Chapter 4) is an expression of what the 
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user has done with a file (and when) and represents the context of the user's action. 
Machine Acts allow users to find information based on the user's history of machine use. 
Machine Acts are expected to a make the finding of a document which a user had 
previously written, or a picture which the user had previously manipulated, much more 
straightforward. The experiment attempts to answer the question "does using the context 
of the user interaction enable information to be found more quickly and easily? 
The nature of information stored on our computers is unstructured (Lieberman 
and Selker, 2000), this is one of the reasons why it is difficult to find information when 
required. Files that have been recently worked on can usually be located easily. The 
applications and operating systems offer ways to locate the most recent files used. Some 
examples of this functionality are the:-
• Recent File menu found in many applications, such as Microsoft Word, Adobe 
Photoshop. 
• My Recent Documents on the Start menu in Microsoft Windows XP 
However, as the files are worked on less, or they drop off the recent use menus, it 
becomes more difficult to find the files again. 
This experiment therefore simulates this situation over a short period of time, and 
compares the effectiveness of Context Search in retrieving such files with more 
traditional methods of search, for example, file and keyword based searching. 
7.1.3 Experiment Description 
Experiment One is broken down into two separate sections - the Operation section 
and the Question Section. During the Operation phase the user manipulates pictures and 
documents on their machine according to a specified Machine Act. After this they are 
asked questions on the files that they have just manipulated. All timings, the monitoring 
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of Context, all File accesses and application monitoring, is done automatically during the 
experiment, using the features of the Experiment Monitor. 
7.1.4 The Experiment Setup 
To accommodate different experimental environments, and to test different 
responses to the system, the experiment is defined in an XML file. Each experiment is 
represented by:-
• Operations - a set of Operations that represent the Machine Acts to use 
when manipulating files. 
• Deployment Map - details of the locations for the files used in the 
experiment. 
• List of Files - the actual files the user will be asked to manipulate and 
find. 
The experiment can either be run randomly or as a predefined experiment, where. 
the order of the actions and questions is fixed. During the question section the user is 
asked to find the files which were manipulated in the operation section, either using the 
file system, or using the context search environment, hoanuSearch. The experiment XML 
file defines the search method to be used for each question. Also within the XML file the 
experiment as a whole is described by an Overall Experiment Descriptor, which details 
how many questions there will be, whether the question order is generated randomly (or 
as defined in the file), and whether the method of search is to be inverted. 
To make the experiments seem less contrived, a small utility, called the 
Experiment Generator, was developed to produce an experiment XML file randomly. 
Presented with a standard set of operations, a deployment map, and a list of files, the 
utility produces a random Operations Section, where the order of the files presented to 
the user, the location the file is placed in, and the Machine Act to be used when 
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manipulating the file, are generated randomly. For the Question Section, the method of 
search is generated randomly. However, the utility ensures that half the questions are 
asked using the file system search method, and the half the questions are asked using the 
Context Search method. The resulting experiment XML file was used with all users in the 
test. 
7.1.4.1 The Set of Operations 
The experiment contains a set of Operations that are the Machine Acts to apply 
and will generate the context the user will search on. In XML, the operation is defined in 
terms of an Operation Identifier, the Application used, a Description of the operation, a 
description of the menu command to be used, the Category of the operation used, an 
internal description of the Machine Act and a Token which is a textual description of the 
machine act. Here is an example: 
<operation id=" I" application="photoshop.exe" description="Using Photoshop Crop the 
picture" menuCommand="Select the Crop Tool from the Tool Box, Select an area of the 
picture then use Image, Crop" category="lmage Adjustments" machineAct="I044" 
token="Crop" I> 
• id - the operation id, used by the file definition to apply actions to those files 
• application - the application is Photoshop, used to manipulate images. 
• description - the onscreen description of the operation understandable by the user. 
• menu Command - the menu command sequence that performs the operation, in 
this case, Cropping. 
• category - the detailed category of this operation, in this case an Image 
Adjustment. 
• machineAct - the Machine Act that the Experiment Monitor waits for. The 
Machine Act is passed to the Experiment Monitor by the Context Service, as part 
of the Application Sensor Monitor and the System Sensor Monitor 
• token - a textual representation of the Machine Act, i.e. Crop. 
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7.1.4.2 The Deployment Map 
Each entry in the Deployment Map represents a location on the test machine's 
hard drive. The actual files used in the experiment are copied to the locations defined in 
the Deployment Map. The file locations expressed in the Deployment Map were chosen 
to represent the places users would typically store their files, based on Lieberman's 
assertion that most information on computers is unstructured. When the experiment 
commences, the deployment map is read in and the files for the experiment are copied 
across from the program directory to the locations specified in the Deployment Map. 
These locations range from My Documents to the local hard drive root directory. 
In XML the deployment Map is defined in terms of a Deploy Identifier, a Source 
Directory and a Destination Directory. An example directory map is:-
<deploy deployld="2" source="houston" destination="IMy Documents)\houston" I> 
<deploy deployld="9" source="2004-07-29 022.jpg" destination="IMy Documentsl" /> 
• deployId - the ID for this deployment location. This ID is used in the File section 
to associate a deployment location with a file. 
• source - the source directory/file to copy. In the example above the source 
location is the directory Houston. 
• destination - the location to copy the source directory/file, in this case it is My 
Documents. The destination can be an absolute location, or include virtual 
locations, such as My Documents, Desktop, My Pictures, etc. The physical 
location is worked out when the experiment starts, and the Deployment Map is 
executed. 
For the experiment XML file used for this user test, the various experiment files were 
placed into the follow directories:-
• [My Pictures ]\animals 
• [My Documents ]\houston 
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• [Desktop ]\1 03Nikon 
• [My Pictures ]\pitlsburgh 
• C:\calgary 
• [Desktop] 
• [My Documents] 
• [My Documents]\news 
• [My Documents ]\plays 
• [My Documents]\speeches 
• [My Documents ]\brochures 
7.1.4.3 The Experiment Files 
The actual files used in the experiment are listed in the Experiment Files section 
of the experiment XML file. This is the list of pictures and documents that the user will 
manipulate. In the experiment XML file each file is defined with a File Identifier, a 
FileName on which the action will be performed, a Textual description of the file, a 
Deployment identifier, an Operation to apply to the file, and a Classification of the type 
of file, and a parameter which defines whether the user should use the hoanuSearch or the 
file system search method. An example experiment file definition is:-
<file id="19" name="2004-07-29 022.jpg" text="Durham Cathedral" deployld="8" 
operation="7" classification="Picture" contextSearch="False" I> 
• id - the Id for this file. 
• name - the filename the user must perform the action on, or the file to find 
during the question section. 
• text - a text description of the file. 
• deployld - the deployment ID for the file. This defines where the file will be, 
and is used by the experiment to ensure the user has opened the correct file, 
from the correct location at runtime. 
• operation - the operation to apply to this file. 
• classification - the type of file represented. 
• contextSearch - used during the question section to detennine if the user 
should be directed to use hoanuSearch or the file system to locate the file. 
"True" represents hoanuSearch and "False" represents the file system. 
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The Text description is a short description which is used as a reminder of the file 
contents during the question section. Because the experiment is a simulation of computer 
use, the actual files used in the experiment were not created and owned by the user. This 
means that without some additional prompting the user has a limited contextual reference 
point on which to base their search. However, this situation is quite realistic because 
when files have been created some time ago, the user only has some rather vague 
specification of what needs to be retrieved. For pictures, for example, the user might 
recall that a certain picture is captioned, in their mind, as:-
Me and Caroline on the beach 
London in the rain 
Suneil's graduation photo. etc. 
The description, in the file definition, allows a short descriptor to be added to each 
file, so that the user has some reference point. For example, some files in the experiment 
are locations such as Calgary, Houston, Pittsburgh and the user may not recognise the 
skyline for each of these cities. This additional infonnation is presented to the user during 
the operation section (at the time the action has to be applied) and during the question 
section the file is requested by this description. 
Document files are further classified to define the context of the document. For 
example, documents that are news clippings are defined as News Reports, in addition to 
being described as documents. The experiment has further document classifications such 
as Plays, Speeches, and Brochures. The classification is a manual representation for the 
purposes of the experiment only, and the automatic classification is seen as a possible 
future development of using Context and Machine Acts, but is outside the scope of this 
Ph.D. These classifications are used in the question section so that the user can define 
News Report or Play, as part of the context search. 
7.1.4.4 The Experiment Descriptor 
Each experiment file starts with an experiment description. 
<experiment narne="Experiment One" actionCount="34" random="false" invert="true" > 
• name - the name for this experiment 
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• actionCount - the number of actions in the experiment. This field is useful for 
executing a subset of the experiment, and this was used extensively during testing 
and debugging of the Experiment Monitor. 
• random - should the actions/questions be randomly organised for this 
experiment? If this field is false then the actions/questions are presented in the 
order they are listed in the experiment XML file. Otherwise, the order of each 
action/question presented to the user is generated randomly. If the action/question 
has already been asked then the random number generator tries again. This 
process continues until all actions/questions have been completed. 
• invert - Is this an inverted experiment? The search method to use, as defined in 
the experiment XML file, is considered to be the Normal experiment for a given 
experiment XML file. This flag allows the search method to be inverted, i.e. 
where the experiment XML file defines the use of the file system search method, 
then the Context Search method is used, and vice versa. When conducting the 
experiment half the users in the test took the Normal experiment and the other 
half took the Inverted experiment. This was to ensure that each question in the 
experiment has results for both the file system method and the Context Search 
method. 
7.1.5 Experiment Execution 
Experiment User 
Aease enter your details to start the Experiment 
N~ rl------------------------------
Age r-----
r. t.4D1o 
rFem* 
Experiment Overview 
welcome to the hoaruSearch E>:periment In ths experiment you wi be g.Jded trr~ a series of tasks, such 
as cr~ a plCbJe, and men yo.J wI be asked a ~t of Q.JeStlOns about those tasks. C>n::e ttif'! e):'perim~ Is. 
over omng data is saved and used n the analySiS phase of !he hoan...6earch. The experiment is cror:en down 
nto two secoons. 
1. ActlOns - where you perform a senes of actIOns on piCll.res co::! documents. llis secom is not tlmed 
2 queStIOns - you are asked to tnd the ties you have)JSt edited. The tlme til',er\ to ii1d e~h fie is 
. recorded 
Question Window 
Mways vtSole, at the top oftl1e screen, is the QuP-SbOn Wrdow. It is this 'NIldow that gUdes you tlYOlIIj"J the 
e:x:penm€Jlt. Solrlds are used to let you know new nformatJon Is berqasplayed n the WIldow .. 
Q IQuestlon 
ID Houston Skyline 
, li>catethe Picnre < <2003'10~16 235.pg> >, arl(Mheh ilOuble did< to oPm 
:USii'\lBxpIOiei "'" M,; c(;l1lp<Jt<3' .'N;;;Ig"te· tri·[~IVOoa.il'n"nts j\HOOst"" 
- . -.' - - . . - - . - -
Figure 7.2 User Sign-on Form 
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At the start of the experiment the users enter their details into the experiment sign-
on form shown in Figure 7.2 above. On this form, the Experiment Overview window 
describes the experiment screens and the sequence of events that will unfold during the 
experiment. Once the user has entered their details they press OK to progress to the first 
question. At this point the deployment map is executed and all the experiment files are 
moved into their correct locations, as defined by the deployId assigned to each file. This 
is done every time the experiment is started, and any files that already exist are 
overwritten. In this way it is ensured that the experiment files are not left over from a 
previous user's experiment. Once the deployment map has been executed the first action 
is presented to the user. 
At the top of the screen, always visible, is the experiment window, as shown in 
Figure 7.1. This window instructs the user on the Machine Act to perform during the 
Operation section of the experiment, and tells the user which file to find during the 
Question section. The user is given an audible alert when a new operation is starting. 
Alerts are also sounded as the user progresses through the actions that make up an 
operation, makes a mistake, or completes an operation, or question. 
7.1.5.1 Operation Section 
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Each Operation is displayed to the user in the Experiment Monitor window. The 
Operation is displayed as:-
• A simple caption describing the document/picture to be operated on, shown as 
the File Description, "Houston Skyline", in Figure 7.3. 
• An action line, which defines the action the user should perform, in Figure 7.3 
the Action Line instructs the user to Locate and Open the required file, and in 
Figure 7.4 the Action Line shows the Edit to Apply for this operation. 
• A help line that gives extra information clarifying the action to be performed, 
such as the menu commands to use to achieve the action, shown as the 
Location of the File in Figure 7.3 and the Help Line in Figure 7.4. 
Additionally, when the user makes a mistake an error line displays the error, see 
Figure 7.7). 
Each operation the user is asked to perform can be made up of a number of 
actions. Figures 7.3 to 7.6 show a typical sequence of actions that make up an operation. 
I. Locate the Picture Action - the user is instructed to open the required file by 
navigating to the correct directory and double clicking the file (see Figure 7.3). 
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Houston 
Locate the Picture «2003-10-16 23S.jpg», and then double click to open~Action 
UsincJ Explorer or I\-ty Computer. Navigate to [My Doclunents]\holJston 
Help Line, showning the location of the file to open 
Figure 7.3 Locate the Picture Action 
2. Edit to Apply Action -the user is asked to perform an edit on the file. This is the 
Machine Act for the operation. In Figure 7.4 the picture is to be rotated 90 degrees 
clockwise, using Photoshop. 
Houston Skyline 
Using Photoshop Rotate the picture 90 Degrees Clockwise ....... t---- Edit to apply 
fl.1enu COITlJnands :::: Image, Rotate canvas, 90 CW 
Help line, showing"menu commands to use 
Figure 7.4 Edit to Apply Action 
3. Save File Action -the user is asked to save the file. 
1 Houston Skyline 
Now save the file 
Menu Commands = File, Save - or press CTRL +5 
Figure 7.S Save the File Action 
4. Close the Application Action -the user is asked to close the application before 
progressing. 
Houston Skyline 
Now Close Photoshop 
Close the Photoshop window to progress to the next question 
Figure 7.6 Close the Application Action 
At anytime during the operation the user is infonned of errors via the error line. 
Houston Skyline 
Locate the Picture «2003-10-16 235.jpg», and then double click to open 
Ush)(J Explorer or rvly Computer. Navigate to [MV Documents]\houston 
Sorry that was the Wrong File 
ElTor line tells user when they make a mistake 
Figure 7.7 Experiment Monitor Window Error Reporting 
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The user progresses through each operation, processing the actions, until all thirty 
four operations have been completed. This completes the Operation section and the user 
moves onto the question section. 
7.1.5.2 Question Section 
The Question section of Experiment One detennines how quickly the user can 
find the files that were manipulated in the first part of the experiment. Since one of the 
main attributes defining the efficiency of a search is speed, speed is used as the primary 
metric for measuring how effective the use of context is and to estimate the impact of the 
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Machine Acts approach. As in the operation section, all document sensing and operation 
timings are automatic, using the built in capabilities of the Experiment Monitor. 
For each Operation previously asked, a question is formed. The question is 
presented to the user as:-
•. the Search Method to use to find the file. This will either be the file system 
search method (My Computer or Explorer, as shown in Figure 7.8), or by 
using hoanuSearch, as shown in Figure 7.9. 
• the File Description used when the user performed the operation on the file is 
displayed. For example, in Figure 7.8 this is the description Houston Skyline, 
and in Figure 7.9 this is the description Downtown Calgary. 
• A line describing what actions to perform once the user has found the required 
file. For example, in Figure 7.8 this is double click to open in Photoshop. 
• The Action Applied shows the Machine Act used to modify the file in the 
Operation section. In Figure 7.8 this is Rotate 90 Degrees Counter Clock 
Wise, and in Figure 7.9 this is Auto Levels. 
Search Method File Description 
1 Using My Computer or Explorer can you find the picture described as Houston Skyline? 
Once located doWle click to open in PHOTOSHOP .. Action Li ne 
Action applied: Rotate 90 Oegrees Counter Clock Wise 
Action Applied, the Machine Act Used to Modify the File 
Figure 7.8 A File System Question 
, 
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Search Method File Description 
Using hoaruSearch can you find the Picture described as Downtown Galgary? 
Once located click the link to open in Explorer .. Action Line 
Action applied: Auto levels 
Action Applied 
Figure 7.9 A hoanuSearch Question 
The Experiment Monitor checks the application used to open the file against the 
action the user was asked to perform. For example, if the action is "Open in Photoshop", 
then the Experiment Monitor will report the opening of the file with any other application 
as an error to the user. In this way the monitor can prevent users from cheating in the 
experiment, i.e. using hoanuSearch to locate files where the user has been asked to use 
the file system. Errors are reported to the user using the error line, as previously shown 
in the operation section. 
When each question is shown, a question timer is started. When the user 
successfully locates the required file, the question timer is stopped. All question times are 
stored by the Experiment Monitor and saved at the end of the experiment. 
A question is asked in respect of each of the thirty four files in the experiment. 
The first four questions are used for training purposes and timings from these questions 
are not used in the final experiment results. The training questions consist of two file 
system search questions and two hoanuSearch questions. The user is given instructions 
during this time on what to do, such as open Explorer, or load hoanuSearch from the Start 
menu. For hoanuSearch operations extra information is given on how to form a context 
search based on the information in the question. 
The questions are asked in the order the user initially did the operations in the 
operation section. Therefore the first question will be the first operation carried out; this 
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being the operation that is oldest in the user's memory. Of the remaining thirty questions 
(excluding the training questions) fifteen searches use the file system, and fifteen 
searches use hoanuSearch. The distribution of questions across this split is generated 
randomly at the time the experiment was created, using the Experiment Generator utility. 
This means that question clustering, on search type, will occur. This is when several 
questions of one search type are asked successively. For example several file system 
searches, or several hoanuSearchs are asked one after another. 
7.1.6 Experiment Results File 
At the end of the experiment the timing information recorded for each question is 
saved to a CSV file for processing in Excel. There will therefore be one CSV for each 
user who takes the experiment. Figure 7.10 shows a sample CSV file containing the 
experiment results for Suneil Curwen. From this sample it can be seen that the first four 
questions are not included in the statistics for the experiment. The main statistics are at 
the page shown. These are the Average Search Time using Context Search, Average 
Search Time using File System, Error Frequency Using Context Search, and Error 
Frequency Using File System. Also a percentage difference between the average search 
time of the two approaches is calculated. 
7.1.7 Test Conditions 
Whilst taking the test, each user was supervised and helped as they worked 
through the operations and questions that make up the experiment. During the first four 
training operations the experimenter helped the users by initially explaining the action 
required, and then by providing advice if the user became confused. Typically this was to 
help the user find locations on the machine with which they were unfamiliar, such as the 
Desktop or My Pictures virtual directories. 
Experiment Duration 
Oh59m41. 
User Name Ago 
User 22 31 Male 
Question No Contaxt Search 
1 False 
2 True 
3 False 
" True 
5 True 
6 True 
7 False 
8 True 
9 True 
10 False 
11 True 
12 False 
13 True 
14 False 
15 True 
16 Fal .. 
17 Fal .. 
18 Fal .. 
19 Fal .. 
20 True 
21 True 
22 Fal .. 
23 True 
24 False 
25 False 
26 True 
27 False 
28 False 
29 True 
30 Fill .. 
31 True 
32 False 
33 True 
34 True 
File Name Action 
lDocuments and SettingslRaj CurwenIMy Documents\speeches\lnaugurat Address of John F. Kennedy.pdf Open Document 
lDocuments and SettingslRaj CUMellIMy Documents\newslBBC NEWS _ Science_Nature _ Particle lab cell Open Document 
lDocuments and SettlngslRaj CurwenIMy Documents\My PictureswnimalslSNAILJPG Rotate 90 Degrees Clockwise 
lDocuments and SettlngslRaj CUMeIl\My DocumentslMy PictureslanimalslFRQG,JPG Auto Levels 
lDocuments and SettingslRaj Curwen\My QocumentslnewslBBC NEWS _ Busineq _ Does GoogIe feel luck: Open Document 
1ca19aryl2OO4.Q6-20 037.jpg Rotate 90 Degrees Counter ClocI<. Wise 
Icalgaryl2OO4·Q6.20 104.jpg Auto Contrasl 
lcalgary\2004-06-20 082.jpg Image Siza 
lDocuments and Sattlngs\Raj O,uwenIDesktoplGreenland,jpg Auto Contrasl 
\Documents and Satllngs\Raj CwwanlMy OocumentslnawslBBC NEWS _ Business _ GoogIe shares reeket' Open Documel'1t 
lDocuments and Set~ngslRaj CurwenlMy Oocumentslhoustonl2004-06-11 OQ6,jpg Auto Calor 
lDocumants and Set~ngsIRaj CurwenlDesktop\l03Nikonl2OO4.Q6.20 O6O.jpg Auto Levels 
lDocuments and SalnngslRaj CUfWef1lMy OocumentslMy PictureslpittsburghlOSC_OOl9 JPG Auto Contrast 
lDocuments and Sattlngs\Raj CurwenlDesktop\103Nikonl2O()(..06-20 033.jpg Crop 
\Documents and Seltlngs\Raj C\IIWOO\My Documentsl2003-{l6-03 047.jpg Auto Calor 
lDocuments and SetllngslRaj CurwenlMy OocumentslspaechaslTha Few· The ChuiVIitl Canlnl,pdf Open Document 
\Documents and Satbng$\RaJ Cutwef1IDasklopll03Nikonl2OO4-06-20 069,jpg Auto Calor 
lDocumants and SaltingslRaj CurwenIMy DocumentslMy Pictureslpittsburghlsmithfield slraet bridge.jpg Crop 
\Documents and SaltingslRaj CurwenIMy Documants\2004-07·29 022,jpg Image Siza 
\Documents and Sattll'lgslRaj CurwonlMy Doc:umentsl2003-{l6-13 012,jpg Crop 
\caJgaryl2OO4-06-20 112.jpg Auto Calor 
\calgary\2004-06-20 106.jpg Image Size 
\Documents and SeWngslRaj CurwanIMy Documants\ptayslhamlat extract.pdf Open Document 
lDocuments and SettingslRaj Curwon\My Documentslhoustonl2OOJ.10-16 235 jpg Rotate 90 Degrees Clock'MiSe 
lDocuments and SettingsIRaj Curwan\My Oocumants\My Pi<;tul1l$lpittsburgh\QSC_OOI8,JPG Auto Lavals 
lDoc:uments and SettingslRaj Curwon\Oesktopll03Nikonl2004-06-20 102.jpg Auto Calor 
lDocuments and SattingsIRaj Curwen\My Oocumentslnaws\8BC NEWS _ ScIence_Nature _ US mission lal1< Open Documant 
\calgary\2004·06-20 051.jpg Aula Levels 
lDocuments and SatbngslRaj CUMell\My Oocumentslnews\BBC NEWS _ ScIence_Nature _ Hubbles daepeo Open Document 
lDoCIJment:lllnd Setbn9$\Raj Cutwo:>nlMy DocumentslbrochuresIBrochure_I50_DB9,pdf Open OO(:Ument 
lDocuments and SettlngslRaj Curwen\Qe$ktopll0lNikonl2004-06-20 061.jpg Auto Contrast 
lDocuments and SetbngslRaj Cwwef110esktopll03Nikonl2004-06-20 068,jpg Image Siza 
\Documents and SeltlngslRaj Curwen\My Documantslplayslmacbelh extract,pelf Open Document 
lDocumenls and Set~ngsIRaj Curwen\My OocumentslMy PiclureslpittsburghlOSC_OO24,JPG Auto Levels 
Average SeaiVI TIme using Context Seardl 
Average SeaiVI Tima using File System 
Error Frequency Using Conled SeaiVI 
Error Frequen.cy Using Fila System 
Figure 7.10 Sample Experiment Results 
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Time File Error Frequency Appfica~on Error Frequency 
66,07 0 0 
92,51 0 0 
53."9 0 0 
3965 0 0 
34,33 1 0 
27.73 0 0 
63,63 1 0 
34.82 0 0 
27.09 0 0 
2998 0 0 
26.83 0 0 
2"5.15 , 0 
29" 0 0 ,,,, 1 0 
20.03 0 0 
25,"6 0 0 
125.7 3 0 
37,78 0 0 
25.13 0 0 
21.6<1 0 0 
17.82 0 
167.59 0 
29,06 0 
32.16 0 
192.27 0 
28,91 0 
18,93 0 
3241 0 0 
2608 0 0 
27.3 , , 
19,27 , 0 
126.69 0 0 
3067 1 0 
35.81 0 0 
27.339 
82.378 
, 
201.32 
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As the user progressed through the operations the required input from the experimenter 
became less and less, with most users working confidently in the system by operation 8/9 
of the 34 required. This does not affect the results of the experiment since the help given 
simply ensured that the users could perform the first part of the test. Timings are only 
recorded for the second part of the test, the Question Section. 
During the four training questions the experimenter explained what the question 
required the user to do, and directed the user towards the correct search method; i.e. the 
file system or hoanuSearch. For the hoanuSearch environment the experimenter 
explained how to use the Context Interface. Figure 7.11 shows the main hoanuSearch 
screen, as presented to the user when first loaded. It was explained to the user that a 
context search was different from performing keyword searching, or searching via 
browsing, and that it was necessary to extract the context from the question and input this 
into the context interface. The search is entered by picking values from drop down 
Combo-boxes in the search interface. Therefore, the user was given instructions on how 
to extract the file type and Machine Act from the question. For example:-
Find the picture described as Houston Skyline, where the Action Applied was 
Auto Levels. 
The user specifies the file type as Picture, using the Pick a File type list, and sets 
the operation to Auto Levels, using the Select an operation Combo-box. With this context 
the system returns only the pictures that match the operation. Although not used in 
Experiment One, the added dimension of time can be used to further narrow the search 
space in a real world scenario, by selecting a timeframe in the interface. 
.., - ""'KeY")lOrd to search for 
w...v-I '_"-I c-I 
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Figure 7.11 hoanuSearch Context Search Screen 
7.2 Experiment Two 
Experiment One is a constrained test on a limited number of files with a limited 
number of operations. However, the Machine Acts approach has been designed to be 
used everyday in real computer environments. Experiment Two is a longitudinal test to 
ascertain the problems of using the Context System over an extended period of time. 
7.2.1 Test Objectives 
The objective of Experiment Two is to test the context environment in every day 
use over an extended period of time. Specifically, the experiment is looking to see if 
context gathering affects the computer speed, the problems that Context Noise can have 
on the usefulness of the context generated, and finally how much context is gathered 
during normal computer operation. 
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During Experiment Two the user is not constrained by the operations they can 
perform or by the types of files they can open. Users are free to manipulate pictures, 
documents, spreadsheets and Powerpoint presentations, etc., in their normal environment. 
From the information gathered an analysis is made of the types of file the user has 
. been working on, which applications have the potential to contribute to context noise, and 
the volume of data generated in the context cache by the context monitoring. 
7.2.2 Test Results 
The results of Experiment Two are an analysis of the context generated by the 
system over the time period of the experiment. This information, coupled with the user 
experiment and feedback on experiences, forms the main body of the results. From the 
analysis of the users Context Cache, the Context Gathered, the kinds of activities the user 
did whilst the experiment was running and the types of manipulations the user did to their 
files in the system, can be seen. Also, this experiment gives a measure of the noise 
generated in the context system, i.e. what extra irrelevant information has been gathered 
which needs to be filtered out. 
7.2.3 Test Conditions 
The Context Sensor and the hoanuSearch environment were installed on each of 
the candidate's machines. There were no special instructions given to the users, except to 
use the machine as normal, to run the hoanuSearch environment periodically, and to 
report any unusual system behaviour and any loss of data. By running hoanuSearch, the 
user could report any spurious data that was being collected, i.e. it would provide an early 
indication of Context Noise. 
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It was decided to run the experiment for the longest period possible and then to 
analyse the results. At the end of the experiment the context cache of each machine used 
was saved to DVD for analysis. 
7.3 The Test Questionnaire 
Each user is required to answer a questionnaire at the end of the experiment. 
For the file system searching technique the user is asked:-
• How difficult was it to find files in general using the file system? 
• How difficult was it to find pictures using the file system? 
• How difficult was it to find documents using the file system? 
For the hoanuSearch context search the user is asked:-
• How eITective was using context in the Hoanu search approach? 
• How easy was it to use the context specifiers? 
• How difficult was it to find files, in general, using the context system? 
• How difficult was it to find pictures using the context system? 
• How difficult was it to find documents using the context system? 
• Was the classification of documents as News Report, Play, Speech, Brochure 
etc, useful when finding documents? 
• Was the context presented useful in the file system? 
• How useful did the user find the context system to be? 
A seven point scale for the user responses was chosen. The values associated with the 
scale were changed from question to question, in order to ensure the user was not just 
picking the same value each time without reading the question and answers properly. The 
questions and valid responses used in the questionnaire were:-
---------- . --
• How did you find using the hoanuSearch? 
CIC2C3C4CSC6C7 
I = Confusing, 7 = Easy 
• How easy was it to use context in the search? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Totally Confused about Context, 7 = Context is a natural way to find files 
• Did you think that using context in search is useful? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Not at all, 7 = Using Context really made a difference 
IS3 
• Did you start to use context when searching using Explorer, for example did you 
use the fact the picture had been rotated to help identify the correct picture? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Not at All, 7 = For Every File 
• How often did you search using keywords or file names when using 
hoanuSearch? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Not at all, 7 = All the time 
• How difficult was it to find files using the file system? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Difficult, 7 = Easy 
• How difficult was it to find files using hoanuSearch? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Difficult, 7 = Easy 
• How difficult was it to find pictures using hoanuSearch? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Difficult, 7 = Easy 
• How difficult was it to find piciures using the file system? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Difficult, 7 = Easy 
• How difficult was it to find documents in hoanuSearch? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
--------- -
I = Difficult, 7 = Easy 
• How difficult was it to find documents in the file system? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Difficult, 7 = Easy 
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• How useful did you find the classification of documents e.g. as a News Report or 
Playetc? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = Not at all, 7 = Very Useful 
• What are your impressions of the hoanuSearch environment? 
Cl C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 
I = No Real Advantage, 7 = This Changes how I Search 
The questionnaire assesses how the user found the experiment and whether their 
perception of how di fficult the search operation matched up with the actual timings saved 
for that user. Also, the questionnaire asks if the user started to use context in the file 
system when searching. This recognises the fact that not all context is created equal 
within the system. For example a file that has been rotated is easier to spot in a picture 
thumbnail in the file view than one that has had its colour levels adjusted. This type of 
observation can give some insight into how pervasive the use of Machine Acts will 
become. 
7.4 Summary 
In this chapter the designs for two user experiments, Experiment One and 
Experiment Two, have been described. 
Experiment One is a simulation of heavy computer use that uses an extension to 
the Context Service, called the Experiment Monitor, to automatically record user 
interactions and take timings. The setup and execution of Experiment One has been 
described in detail, together with a description of the result file produced. The test 
conditions for the experiment have also been provided. 
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Experiment Two is a longitudinal test that examines the use of the context system 
over a long period of time. The objectives of the this test and the results expected have 
been described. 
Finally, the user feedback questionnaire has been described. All the results are 
presented and analysed in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 8 Experiment Results 
This chapter presents the results from the two experiments used to assess the 
hoanuSearch system. Firstly, the results for the one hour experiment are presented, in 
which twenty two users took part in a simulation of heavy computer use before answering 
questions on the location of files they had manipulated. Secondly, the results of the 
longer term test are presented, in which three users were asked to use the system for an 
extended period of time in order to obtain longitudinal results. Also, the long term test 
assesses the problems of Context Noise and the applicability of the information gathered 
by the environment. A profile of each user that took the tests is presented, as well as a 
method for grouping the users into Novice, Intermediate and Expert categories. The 
results of each of the experiments are described in detail. 
8.1 User Groups 
At the start of the experiment each user was categorised into one of three groups, 
depending on the ability of the user and how often they used a computer. The categories 
are as follows:-
• Novice - people who use a computer occasionally, where the computer is not 
used as part of their day job. They use applications such as the Internet and 
Email.This type of user can operate the machine and peripherals. However, 
they would find installing a printer a daunting task. 
• Intermediate - An intermediate user works with a computer as part of their 
day job. They are comfortable with a range of applications from Email, and 
Word processing to Presentation generation and the Internet. Intermediate 
users would be comfortable with installing a printer driver, and often manage 
their own PCs at home. 
• Expert - expert users have a deep understanding of the underlying principles 
of the computer. They can perform complex tasks such as configuration of 
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networks, installing services and software, operating system installation, 
programming and fault diagnostics. These users tend to be programmers or IT 
support staff. 
8.2 The Users 
The users for both experiments came from a pool of 22 users who volunteered to 
take part. In choosing the experimental subjects an attempt was made to provide a 
reasonably representative group of users. For example, taking 40 as the median age there 
were 12 users under 40 and 10 users of 40 or over in the test. Genderwise the sample, was 
heavily biased towards the male (16 male and 6 female). Based on the kinds of jobs and 
the experience expressed by the participants of the experiment they were c1assi tied into 
the three groups of differing experience - Novice, Intermediate and Expert. These were:-
• 6 Novice Users 
• 12 Intermediate Users 
• 4 Expert Users 
The majority of users were work colleagues and friends and family. The detailed 
background of the users who took the test is listed in Table 8.1 below. 
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User Name Gender Age Occupation Group Assigned 
User I F 33 House Wife Novice 
User 2 M 48 IT Support Intermediate 
User 3 F 36 Accountant Intermediate 
User 4 F 42 Secretary Novice 
User 5 M 56 Senior Analysis Intennediate 
Engineer 
User 6 M 36 Manager Intennediate 
User 7 M 30 Developer Expert 
User 8 F 52 Application Intennediate 
Support 
User 9 M 44 Scientist Intennediate 
User 10 M 32 Chemical Intennediate 
Engineer 
User I1 M 65 Professor Intermediate 
User 12 M 32 Developer Expert 
User 13 M 54 Business Intermediate 
Manager 
User 14 F 38 Solicitor Novice 
User 15 M 41 Financial Advisor Intermediate 
User 16 M 37 Developer Expert 
User 17 M 48 Manager Intermediate 
User 18 F 24 Solicitor Novice 
User 19 M 34 Chief Financial Intermediate 
Officer 
User 20 M 40 Businessman Novice 
User 21 M 38 Intermediate Novice 
User 22 M 31 Expert Expert 
Table 8.1 Experiment One Users 
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8.3 Experiment One Results 
The primary metric for assessing the effectiveness of the context approach is 
speed, i.e. does the use of the context search prototype allow the users to find their files 
quicker (than using the file system approach)? The results for Experiment One show that 
the use of context provides a significant improvement in search time over the file system 
search approach. Figure 8.1 shows the average time a user spent searchjng using the File 
System versus using hoanuSearch. From the results it can be shown that the context 
search approach is on average 131 % quicker at finding files in this test than the file 
system search technique. 
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Figure 8.1 hoanu Sea rch vs the Pile System for each Question 
Twenty two users took the test, where 20 users answered a standard set of 
questions, and 2 users (User 6 and User 16) took a variation of the test where the 
questions where asked in a different order (to test if the ordering of the questions was 
affecting the results). No significant differences were detected between the two tests. For 
each test the same searches were carried out using both hoanuSearch and the file system, 
with half of the users taking the standard test and the other half taking the inverted test 
(where the search method was inverted, i.e. for hoanuSearch questions the user was asked 
to use the file system and vice versa) . The average time required to answer each of the 30 
questions used in the results for all 22 users is shown in Figure 8.1, where the result for 
each question is the average of all users who attempted that question, for hoanuSearch 
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and the file system. The questions are shown starting from question 5 and continue in 
order to question 34. Note that the questions 1 to 4 were used for training purposes and 
are not incorparaged in the end results. From Figure 8.1 it can easily be seen that the 
hoanuSearch context approach produces much lower search times than the file system 
approach. 
The frequency distribution of the search time results for hoanuSearch and the file 
system are shown in Figure 8.2. 
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Pigure 8.2 Time Distribution of Results for hoanuSearch and the Pile System 
From Figure 8.2 it can be seen that the distribution of search times for 
hoanuSearch are much less spread out than those for the file system. This indicates that 
users were more consistent when using hoanuSearch. Therefore, users did not only get a 
speed benefit but more of the users received that benefit with less variability in results 
from user to user, or expert to novice. In contrast, the distribution of search times for the 
file system shows that the users had more difficulty in finding files, and that there was a 
larger range of variability within the user groups when taking the test. 
A Mann-Whitney analysis was carried out on the times taken to complete 
searches. The fact that there is a difference between hoanuSearch and the standard 
approach search times is highly significant (N=300, P < 0.0001 ) . 
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Figure 8.3 hoanuSea rch vs. File System User Results 
In Figure 8.3 each user's result for the file system and hoanuSearch is plotted. 
This diagram clearly shows that all users achieved faster search times using hoanuSearch, 
indicated by the inner circle of results. Thjs djagram also shows that some users achieved 
much larger gains than others and the potential reasons for this are djscussed later. 
Experiment One is designed to make findjng documents logical, as their locations are 
organised into specific locations that represent the contents of the document themselves. 
Therefore, the Hamlet document is stored in My Documents, Plays, and News Articles 
about Google and the Spirit Mars Lander is stored in My Documents, News. This is 
because Experiment One tests the use ofhoanuSearch on files that are traditionally hard 
to find using other search methods, i.e. Pictures. Rather than leave document searchjng 
out of the test they were used to increase the complexity of the test as a memory exercise, 
and also, during the question section, they were used to increase awareness of context in 
search by providing different contextual clues than for pictures. For example the user was 
encouraged to search by the context of the content of the document, i.e. Play, News 
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Report etc., rather than by document type or keyword searching. Table 8.2 shows the 
average search time using hoanuSearch and the File System for Documents and Pictures. 
Table 8.2 Average Search Times by File Type 
Table 8.2 shows, as expected, that users gained the largest perfonnance increase 
when searching for pictures. Pictures are difficult to find because there is little or no extra 
context associated with a picture. If the user has not filed the picture correctly, or named 
the picture appropriately, then it can be very difficult to find pictures. To test picture 
searching, the locations for the pictures were chosen to represent the ways the user might 
store the files themselves. Files were put in My Pictures, My Documents, on the Desktop 
and on the root of C Drive. Some files were labelled according to the coment, and some 
were put in directories that represented how they were stored by a typical digital camera. 
As detailed in Chapter 7 the locations for pictures were as follows:-
• [My Pictures]\animals 
• [My Documents]\houston 
• [Desktop ]\ 1 03Nikon 
• [My Pictures]\pittsburgh 
• C:\calgary 
• [Desktop] 
• [My Documents] 
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Figure 8.4 Average Time by Picture Location 
Figure 8.4 shows the average search time for pictures from each directory when 
using the file system and hoanuSearch. Note that the location [My Pictures]lanimals was 
only used for training, therefore the results were not used. The users were more efficient 
at searching in the file system when the files were categorised. Pictures that are copied 
from the digital camera that retain the naming convention of the camera, represented by 
the directory I03Nikon in the experiment, were the most difficult to find. Additionally, 
pictures that were stored in My Documents proved difficult for users to find. The search 
times came down significantly when the pictures are categorised, i.e. Pittsburgh, Calgary 
and Houston, with the users finding pictures in the Pittsburgh directory the quickest. 
Users, on average, found pictures from the Pittsburgh, Calgary and Houston directories 
94% faster than pictures in the 103Nikon directory. This increase is even more 
pronounced when using hoanuSearch to find files in I03Nikon. Compared to the file 
system search for pictures in the I03Nikon location, hoanuSearch was 389% faster. 
Figure 8.4 also shows the hoanuSearch times for the each picture location, and it 
should be noted that users did register a performance increase when searching for pictures 
from Pittsburgh, Calgary and Houston directory of29%. Therefore, it is clear that 
hoanuSearch delivers a sustained search improvement, no matter how the pictures have 
been categorised or saved. When storing pictures, the user is less likely to organise their 
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environment, and therefore search using context, as used by hoanuSearch, represents a 
significant improvement over existing methods; regardless of how the user does, or does 
not, chose to organise their digital pictures. 
Figure 8.4 also shows that users saw an increase in search speed when using 
hoanuSearch to find documents, but this is not as pronounced as for pictures. 
8.3.1 Results by User Group 
In the previous section the effect of context on search was clearly seen in the 
results. In this section an analysis is made of how each user group performed on the test, 
taken from the 20 users who took the standard test. Table 8.3 shows the average results 
per user group for the file system and hoanuSearch. It can be seen that all groups 
achieved a performance improvement by using context in the search. The Intermediate 
user group obtained the largest increase with a 180% increase in search efficiency. In 
second place was the Novice user group, with 116% increase in search efficiency. The 
Experts group recorded the smallest increase with an 83% increase in search efficiency. 
These results are not entirely unexpected. The Expert group use the computer much faster 
than the Novices and the lntermediates. This is highlighted by the average experiment 
time for each group. The average experiment time for the Experts was 49 minutes 36 
seconds. This compared to I hour 20 minutes 13 seconds for the Novices and I hour 9 
minutes 57 seconds for the lntermediate users. These times reflect that expert users can 
navigate the computer system with ease and adapt to new environment of hoanuSearch 
very quickly. 
Table 8.3 Average Search Time by User Group 
Figures 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 show the frequency distributions of search times for Experts, 
Intermediates and Novices. 
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Figure 8.7 Novices Answers Distribution 
A M ann-Whitney analysis of a comparison of the search times using the file 
system approach and the hoanuSearch approach revealed highly significant differences 
for Novices (N=90, P < 0.000 I) and Intermediates (N= 165, P < 0.000 I), but the result 
was not significant for Experts (N=45, P < 0.4104). For Experts this is not surprising 
because of the small number of participants in this group. 
The group that obtained the largest increase in search efficiency was the 
Intermediate group. This group used the file system only slightly quicker than the Novice 
group. However, the Intermediate group were faster when using hoanuSearch and the 
difference between their file system time and their hoanuSearch time was much larger 
than that of the Novice group. The Novice group obtained the second highest 
improvement. The file system time and the hoanuSearch time for the Novice group was 
slow and reflects the user's uncertainty with the system. However, even with this 
unfamiliarity, the Novice group was still able to report signi ficant improvements in 
search speed using hoanuSearch. The Novice group hoanuSearch time on average was 
only 15.81 seconds slower than the Expert group. However, the file system time for the 
Novice group was 48.55 seconds slower. This speed increase shows that hoanuSearch 
makes effective search less dependent on the experience of the user. 
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Figure 8.8 Question Scatter Plot hoanuSea rch against File System 
Figure 8.8 shows a scatter plot of average hoanuSearch times plotted against the 
average file system times. From this plot the characteristics that users exhibit when 
searching during the experiment, can be extracted based on actual user results. 
Previously, users have been classified into three groups; Expert, Intermediate and Novice. 
However, this is a general rating based on the users experience with the computer, and 
the way they use the computer in their everyday lives. By subdividing the scatter plot into 
four regions four new groupings based on the experiment results can be defined and the 
users can be re-classified against these groups. 
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Figure 8.9 Group characteristics scatter plot overlay 
In Figure 8.9 a colour scheme has been applied to the scatter plot. The line on the 
diagram shows where the same perfonnance on bOlh systems would occur. There are four 
defined areas each representing a new user group, idenlified from the experiment results. 
These new groups are:-
• Blue Users (in section B) - users that record scores in this space can use 
hoanuSearch quickly, and are quick when searching in the file system. 
These are considered to be Experts. 
• Green Users (in section A) - users in the green square report quick times 
with hoanuSearch, but have some difficultly with the file system. This 
may be because the users in this group have a lesser understanding of file 
systems and hierarchies than the Blue user group. These users are 
considered to be lntennediate users. At the border of the blue/green 
regions there are three users bordering on the Blue group. These are two 
user previously classified as lntennediate (User 6 and User 17) and one 
previously classified Expert user (User 22). Furthennore, one user 
classified as a Novice perfonned very well to appear in the Green user 
group (User 21). 
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• Red Users (in section C) - these are users that are slow in both 
hoanuSearch and the file system search. This group mostly represents the 
Novice user, however, a number oflntennediate users are also present 
here. 
• Yellow (in section D) - users who are fast in the file system and who 
perfonn slowly in hoanuSearch. This category represents users that may 
have made a mistake or had a mental block in hoanuSearch. Alternatively, 
it maybe that hoanuSearch was not a natural way for this group of users to 
search, and they found the file system more appropriate. Note that no users 
fell below the equal perfonnance line. 
One user falls into the Yellow user category. User 12, who is classified as an 
Expert user, was generally very quick with hoanuSearch. However, he had a problem 
with questions number 7 and 17, where he recorded a time of 108 seconds and 168 
seconds respectively. This brought down his hoanuSearch average. Figure 8.10 shows a 
box plot for User 12's average search time with hoanuSearch. From this it can be seen 
that User 12 answered the majority of his questions in under 50 seconds, and that he had 
two outlicrs, clearly shown as the two stars above the main range of his answers. 
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Figure 8.10 User 12 Box Plot for hoanuSearch Questions 
The goal of hoanuSearch is to drive more users towards the Green and Blue user 
groups. The trend should be to move user scores left, but not necessarily down, i.e. it is 
sufficient to make users more expert in hoanuSearch, rather than trying to improve a 
users awareness of the file system or file hierarchies. This is because in hoanuSearch it is 
not required to remember where the files are, but rather it is more important to recall the 
context in which the file was used. It should be noted that in all cases Blue, Green, Red 
and Yellow users have gained search efficiency with hoanuSearch over the file system. 
Migrating users in the Red and Yellow groups left will improve their search efficiency 
using the hoanuSearch environment, and in both cases this can come about by increased 
familiarity with the environment, either through training or more exposure to 
hoanuSearch. 
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Figure 8.11 Average time per Question 
Some questions were easier to answer than others, some users faired better on 
certain questions, but equally were worse on others. In this section the factors that 
affected the user when taking the test are investigated. An analysis of which questions 
were difficult and which were easier is made. Figure 8.11 shows the average time users 
took to answer each question, using hoanuSearch and the file system. if, for the purposes 
of this analysis, 150 seconds (2.5 minutes) is defined as an acceptable upper limit in 
which to answers questions for the test, i.e. users should complete each question within 
this time, then we can see that questions 9 (193.97 seconds), 12 (215.91 seconds), 19 
(153.73 seconds), 22 (189.85 seconds), 26 (168.69 seconds), 31 (153.31 seconds) and 32 
(151.85 seconds) all took longer than the threshold. The images, locations, and 
descriptions for these questions are presented in Table 8.4. 
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19 
22 
26 
060jpg 
2004-07-29 
022jpg 
2004-06-20 
106.jpg 
102jpg 
103Nikon 
My 
Peaks 
Hyatt Hotel, 
Calgary 
Durham 
Documents Cathedral 
CaJgary 
J03Nikon 
No. 29 
Calgary 
Gardens 
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31 
32 
061.jpg 
2004-06-20 
068.jpg 
103Nikon 
City 
Hall 
Skyline 2 
Questions that took the Longest Time to Answer 
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From Table 8.4 it can be seen that the majority of questions come from the 
103Nikon directory. Previously, it was identified that this directory was the most difficult 
to find files in, when using the file system. Further analysis of the questions found 
difficult shows that the descriptions of the questions do not convey enough context for 
the user to associate the picture with the description. For example, questions 12,31 and 
32 are difficult because the pictures are not obviously of the Hyatt Hotel, the Calgary 
Town Hall, or Downtown Calgary. These pictures represent files the user has a vague 
recollection of. For example, files that the user may have forgotten they have, or that they 
had not seen for some considerable time. In this scenario the user has no help within the 
file system. 
Even though the description of Question 9 matched the contents very well , the file 
was still difficult to find because it was located on the Desktop. As this was the only file 
in this location, users forgot to look here during the search. The same is true of Question 
19. Again the file description clearly represents the contents of the picture. However, 
because the file was located in My Documents, users had great difficulty in finding it. 
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This fact is further highlighted when looking at times for Questions 15 and 20, as 
both pictures are located in My Documents. The structure of the experiment is such that if 
the user is taking the Normal Experiment (Non Inverted), they are asked to find Question 
15 using hoanuSearch, and then Question 19 using the file system, and Question 20 using 
hoanuSearch. Therefore, the first time the user is asked to find a file in My Documents is 
question 19. By this time they are used to navigating the other locations in the 
experiment, and therefore the question is hard to answer because My Documents is not a 
location they are used to finding files in. 
However, if the user takes the inverted test they are asked to find Question 15 
using the file system, hence its low average score of 131.14 seconds. The user is then 
asked to find Question 19 using hoanuSearch, and then Question 20 using the file system. 
For question 20 the average search time has reduced to 89.49 seconds (an improvement 
of over 41 seconds) because the user remembers to try M Y Documents during the search 
for the file. This shows that as the user conducts the experiment they used the context of 
where they had been to help with later questions. 
From the above analysis it can be seen that the most difficult questions are those 
where there is limited context. i.e. the question does not give a clue as to the contents of 
the picture, and the filename/directory are not easy to identifY. This also gives clues as to 
why it is difficult to find files in the file system. The file system does not add any context 
to the files stored, and therefore the user must identify the correct location, and then 
remember the correct file. 
As can be seen from Figure 8.11 the hoanuSearch times for the problem questions 
are greatly reduced. However, hoanuSearch times do peak for these difficult questions. 
This is because the user has to make the same decision with regard to which file the 
description refers, but in the hoanuSearch situation they are presented with fewer files, 
without regard for location. Therefore, the users could still locate the correct file very 
quickly, in comparison to the file system. For questions where the contents are easily 
identified by the description the hoanuSearch time was dramatically better. For example 
the average time to answer Question 19 using hoanuSearch was only 26.58 seconds, 
compared to 151 seconds in the file system. 
8.3.3 Error Frequencies 
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As users progressed with the test a tally of the number of incorrect files they 
opened was kept. Figure 8.12 shows the errors recorded per question in the test, starting 
with question 5, as questions I to 4 were used for training only. The error count shows 
that not only do users get a speed increase using hoanuSearch but they also made fewer 
mistakes when trying to locate files. 
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Figure 8.12 Error Count Per Question 
One explanation for this is that in hoanuSearch the search space is dramatically 
reduced using context, therefore the user had less files to choose from, making the choice 
of the correct file easier. Another important element was the files that the Context Search 
left out. Take for example questions number 8 and 28. These are two pictures, taken from 
different angles of the same piece of sculpture in Calgary. In the file system search the 
user is uncertain which file was the correct one, highlighted by the fact that users made 
the average time to answer Question 19 using hoanuSearch was only 26.58 seconds, 
compared to 151 seconds in the file system. 
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One explanation for this is that in hoanuSearch the search space is dramatically 
reduced using context, therefore the user had less files to choose from, making the choice 
of the correct file easier. Another important element was the files that the Context Search 
left out. Take for example questions number 8 and 28. These are two pictures, taken from 
different angles of the same piece of sculpture in Calgary. In the file system search the 
user is uncertain which file was the correct one, highlighted by the fact that users made 
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errors on both files when trying to identify the correct picture using the file system. 
However, in hoanuSearch the users made no errors locating these file, because only one 
of the files had the appropriate context applied for the question, and therefore only one 
choice was presented to the user. In this way the context search narrows down the search 
options and also eliminates similar items. 
For questions where the context of the picture was not obvious, more mistakes 
were made for the file system than for hoanuSearch. Question 12 is a case in point. This 
is a picture of the Hyatt Hotel, Calgary. The picture is not clear and therefore the context 
in the description is not easy to make out. In the file system 30 errors were made on this 
file, however only 6 errors were recorded for hoanuSearch because the search space is 
reduced when using context. 
8.3.4 Methods Employed by the Users to Search during the 
Experiment 
From the quantitative data gathered and presented it is clear that hoanuSearch 
provides a quicker way to find files by using context. However, there is a range of times 
recorded by the users for file system and hoanuSearch during the experiment. This 
variability in performance for Experiment One can be explained by the differences in 
users. Some have better memories than others, some are quicker with the computer 
system, and some are more logical. These differences essentially provide the basis for the 
variability seen in the test. However, what were the strategies employed when searching 
the system? How did some users make more logical choices to improve their search 
speeds? What made a user remember the locations better? In this section qualitative data 
is presented on the ways in which the users searched in the file system and hoanuSearch. 
Method 1 File System Locate. The majority of users preferred to use My 
Computer to navigate the file system. Typically Novice and Intermediate users have poor 
spatial awareness of the folder they are in, and the location of folders around them. For 
example, when trying to navigate to a second file in the same directory users often closed 
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the current window and started again, or immediately used the back button, or the up 
button; thus moving to another directory. Additionally, these users found it difficult to 
locate standard directories, such as the Desktop or My Pictures. Expert users had no such 
problem and were able to navigate relative to the current location with ease. 
Method 2 Explorer Locate. A number of users used the Explorer interface to 
navigate the file system. These tended to be Novice users. When using the Explorer users 
had better awareness of where they were in the file system because of the hierarchical 
display. The users still had trouble locating the Desktop, even though it was at the top of 
the hierarchy. 
Method 3 Open Folder Strategy. The users who achieved the quickest times in 
the test used the open folder strategy. As the user navigated, using My Computer, to a 
directory they would leave the window open. When another question was presented, 
where the file was from a different location, the user would open another window. This 
pattern continued until the user has a window for each location opened. With the 
locations opened it was then merely a case of switching between windows to locate the 
files. The identification of the files still proved to be a problem, and is highlighted by the 
fact these users achieved speed improvements using hoanuSearch. 
Method 4 Search in the File System by Keyword. Initially some users tried to 
find files using standard file search. In these instances the user confused the description 
with the file name. Descriptions, such as Houston Skyline, had no correspondence to the 
filename that was based on the time and date the picture was taken. These searches 
returned no results. Additionally, when searching for documents the users entered text 
from the description to match file contents on. These searches would produce more than 
one result, and were slow, as most users did not restrict the search to My Documents, but 
rather searched the entire hard disk. The use of keyword searching in the file system was 
soon abandoned by the user in favour of Method I described above. 
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Method 5 Search in the File System by time and file type. One user, User 5, 
started the experiment by searching for all pictures that had been modified on the day of 
the experiment. This produced a list of the pictures used in the experiment in one 
window, as in Figure 8.13. Additionally, the search produced files that had been copied to 
the context cache, as the search did not discriminate between the cached files and those 
that were part of the experiment, as hoanuSearch does. Anned with this view it might be 
expected that the user would report a quick time for the experiment. However, the view 
proved to be less than ideal because it removed the context of the directory structure from 
the files. This made it difficult for the user to make the correct file choice, a fact 
highlighted by the user making 13 file choice errors during the experiment. Another 
advantage of the use of context was that the user had less files to look through in the 
search results returned by hoanuSearch, as can be seen in Figure 8.14. Here the 
hoanuSearch for pictures that have been auto contrasted is displayed. The user has a 
choice of 4 pictures to make their selection, partially shown in the figure. This is 
compared to 59 files using the file system search. The use of the file system search did 
not increase User 5's speed with the experiment. However, User 5 did record a 113% 
speed improvement using hoanuSearch. 
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Figure 8.13 Results of File System Search for Modified Pictures 
Metlrod 6 Using lroanuSearclr to Clreat. With the exception of the expert users, 
most of the users at some point got stuck during the experiment. This is where they have 
exhausted all avenues to locate the file. Users, in this siruation, were given the option to 
cheat and use hoanuSearcb. 10 these cases the user was able to locate the file in seconds, 
when they had been trying to locate the file for minutes using the file system. During the 
experiment users would comment on bow much easier hoanuSearch was for locating 
files, and would become more intent when a question was to use the file system, and 
more relaxed when the question was to use hoanuSearch. 
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IlOalluSeach Method. All users used the hoanuSearch in a similar way, and this 
was maybe because the interface allows less flexibility in the interface than the windows 
file system. Variability was observed in the use of keywords. When presented with 
document results, where more than one document was displayed, some users tried to 
guess the document that was correct, and others entered keywords from the question to 
narrow the list down further. This was observed when the user was looking for news 
reports, because the contents of the report was less obvious to some users than say 
Hamlet. Therefore the user need extra context to help identify the correct files. 
During the test users had to visit locations several times. Some users were very 
good at picking up extra information as they navigated the locations of the test. All users 
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became more familiar with the locations as they continued the test. However some users 
were able to use the information they gathered from previous visits to add context to the 
information during the test. These users were able to navigate to the correct file quicker 
when asked for a picture in a location they had visited before. 
8.3.5 Questionnaire Analysis 
At the end of the experiment each user was asked to fill in a questionnaire, as 
discussed in Chapter 7. A complete list of the user questionnaires can be found in 
Appendix B Questionnaire Results. In Figure 8.15 the answers from each user for the 
questionnaire are summarized into 10 histograms, each histogram representing a question 
in the questionnaire. 
From these results a number of characteristics of the user experience can be 
elicited. Firstly, from questions 3 and 4 it can be seen that users found the use of context 
in the test, i.e. actions such as Auto Colour, Image Resize etc when expressing the 
hoanuSearch as easy and intuitive. Additionally, users thought that this kind of context 
was useful to the search process. 
When searching, using hoanuSearch, the majority of users did not feel the need to 
resort to entering keywords to find pictures and documents, as shown in question 5. This 
is an indication that, in the case of pictures, the use of context was enough to find the 
required files. In the case of documents this is an indication that the classification of 
documents as News Reports, Plays etc was also enough to narrow down the search for the 
user. 
Questions 6 to 11 required the user to answer questions that addressed issues of 
the difficulty of searching using both methods. In general, the majority of users found 
finding files in the file system more difficult than when using hoanuSearch, a fact 
highlighted by reduced search times when using hoanuSearch. 
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Questions 6 and 7 show how the users found the experience of finding files in 
general in the file system and hoanuSearch. It can be seen that users were more 
unanimous in their assertion that it was easy to find files using hoanuSearch. For the file 
system the range of answers is more spread, indicating the different levels of confidence 
in the users when finding files using the file system. When asked more specifically on 
how easy it was to find pictures using hoanuSearch and the file system, questions 8 and 9, 
again the users are unanimous that the task using hoanuSearch was at the easy end of the 
scale applied. However, the majority of users found finding pictures in the file system a 
di fficult task. Questions 10 and II asks how the user found locating documents using 
hoanuSearch and the file system. Again, users found the hoanuSearch experience easy 
(6/7 on a I to 7 scale). For the file system the range of answers is more spread, with some 
users finding the location of documents more towards the easy end of the scale. 
Question 12 asks the users to assess the usefulness of the document classification 
in the experiment, in which documents are classified as News Reports, Plays, Speeches, 
and Brochures. The majority of users found this kind ofclassification very useful. 
Finally, the users were asked for their overall impression of the hoanuSearch 
environment. The majority of users indicated that hoanuSearch changes the way they 
search. 
8.3.6 User Quotes 
As part of the questionnaire users were asked to comment on their experiences 
with the test. These user comments are presented here. 
"Found the hoanu search much easier than computer search as I am completely 
unused to using the computer", User I, Full Time Mum. 
"Hoanu application much easier as a search engine", User 4, Secretary. 
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"As familiarity with software increased search times reduced dramatically. Very 
fast compared to normal search methods and easy to use. GIVE ME THE 
SOFTWARE!! ", User 5, Senior Analysis Engineer 
"Simple and straight forward hoanuSearch application", User 7, Developer 
"It is easy to use, not sure about the file classifications though, how are they 
defined? ", User 9, Scientist 
"It is quite a powerful search tool particularly helpful to find the files which you 
have edited ages ago", User I 0, Chemical Engineer 
"I found Hoanusearch interesting. I wondered if I would remember qualifiers like 
Auto colour etc in real environment?", User 11, Professor 
"Very Easy to find documents that have had a specific action applied to them 
using a specific application", User 12, Developer 
"Hoanu search facility was extremely useful for searching for files, pictures and 
docs where a poor file storage system and classification had previously been 
adopted", User IS, Financial Advisor 
"I could not remember the operations I had carried out on pictures and the 
locations were unfamiliar, so I could not easily match the description or the 
operation to a particular image. Newsltems, speeches, etc. were in "sensible" 
locations so were easy to find", User 16, Developer 
"Found using computer system really really difficult, but Hoanu Search was very 
easy to use especially when I could not remember where the pictures were 
located", User 18, Solicitor 
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"Easy to use. Not intimidating", User 20, Director 
"hoanuSearch made life very easy! I couldn't find documents or pictures that had 
obscure names or instructions - using the context search was intuitive and very 
easy!", User 22, Developer 
From these comments it is clear that hoanuSearch was looked upon positively by 
the users. In summary users were impressed with the simplicity and natural way in which 
the search could be expressed. The use of context was accessible to expert and novice 
users alike. 
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8.4 Experiment Two Results 
Experiment Two is a longitudinal test where the results are both quantitative and 
qualitative. In this test the performance of the Context Sensors and the Context Service is 
investigated. The metrics used to assess Experiment Two are:-
• The relative amounts of context generated for the different file types edited by 
the users. 
• Applications that contribute to, and the levels of Context Noise generated, 
under the normal usage of the context environment. 
• Anecdotal evidence from the users on problems and speed issues encountered 
during the test. 
8.4.1 Experiment Two Users 
Three users, from the main pool of 22 users who participated in Experiment One, 
also took part in Experiment Two, and these are listed in Table 8.5. The users were 
selected because they use their computers daily, manipulate a variety of file types 
including documents and pictures, and finally these users were perceived to be 
technically capable of installing experimental software. 
User Name Age Occupal ion Group Assigned 
User 9 44 Scientist Intermediate 
User II 65 Professor Intermediate 
User 17 48 Manager Intermediate 
Table 8.5 Experiment Two Users 
The software was installed on each of the users work computers, and in the case 
of User 17 the software was also installed on his home desktop system. Once installed, 
the software was left to run and gather contextual information. At the end of the 
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experiment the Context Cache from each machine was saved to DVD and the contents of 
the cache were analysed using the Context Cache Analyser, described in Chapter 7. 
8.4.2 Experiment Statistics 
Experiment Two was run for differing amounts of time by each user. Table 8.6 
shows the length of time each user ran the experiment. 
User Duration 
User 9 32 days 
User II 151 days 
User 17 Home 59 days 
User 17 Work 58 days 
Table 8.6 Experiment Two DuratIOn 
During Experiment Two a considerable amount of contextual information was 
captured by the system. The context captured reflects the diversity of computer usage 
amongst the users, and in the case of User 17 also highlights the differences between 
home and work use. Table 8.7 shows the number of files manipulated by each user 
during the experiment and the number of Machine Acts they performed on those files. 
User Number of Flies Accesscd No. of Madllllc Acts 
Performed 
User 9 3637 15439 
User II 1761 7492 
User 17 Home 1429 5972 
User 17 Work 2032 12384 
Table 8.7 Experiment Two File and MachlDe Act Data 
In Table 8.7 it is clear that even though User 9 ran the experiment for the shortest 
time, he generated a considerable number of Machine Acts. Also, User 17's work 
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computer usage is much higher than his home computer usage, denoted by the increased 
number of files he accessed and the number of Machine Acts he performed, in the same 
period of time. 
For the context gathered it is also possible to breakdown the kinds of files the 
users were opening, and the split of Machine Acts used to manipulate these files. 
Analysis of what constitutes Context Noise is not simple. Whilst there are clearly 
files of direct relevance to the user, and some which clearly are not, there are some file 
accesses which are hard to classify. The approach taken therefore is a conservative one. 
All the files which can be clearly identified as Context Relevant are selected. All files 
which cannot easily be classified are considered to be Context Noise. This approach will 
yield a higher value for the percentage of Context Noise than actually exists in the sample 
but will therefore be a conservative estimate. The actual figure is likely to be a few 
percentages lower. 
8.4.2.1 Analysis of Context Cache for User 9 
Table 8.8 shows the break-down of files cached by the Context Sensor, for User 9 
during Experiment Two. At the end of the experiment the Context Cache was 872 
megabytes. 
File Type File Description Count 'X, Of Total Files 
.MDB Access Database 2 Less than 1% 
File 
.BMP Picture 241 7% 
.TIF Picture 1 Less than 1% 
.JPG Picture 2442 67% 
.XLS Spreadsheet 148 4% 
.PDF Acrobat Document 216 6% 
.TXT AeSl1 Text File 254 7% 
.PPT Powerpoint 161 4% 
Presentation 
.DOe Word Document 172 5% 
Tabte 8.8 User 9 Context Cache File Type AnalYSIS 
Table 8.9 shows the applications that recorded context on User 9's machine 
during the experiment and the number of Machine Acts (by file type) that each 
application contributed. 
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In Table 8.9 the lines which are bolded show the obvious context contributors, i.e. 
the applications which recorded Machine Acts that are useful to the user when searching. 
Any other context is considered Context Noise. For User 9 the upper limit on Context 
Noise is therefore 22.11 %. 
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8.4.2.2 Analysis of Context Cache for User 11 
Table 8.\0 shows the break-down of files cached by the Context Sensor, for User 
11 during Experiment Two. At the end of the experiment the Context Cache was 268 
megabytes. 
File Type File Descnptlon Count % of Total Files 
.BMP Picture 740 42% 
.JPG Picture 262 15% 
.PDF Acrobat Document 23 1% 
.XLS Spreadsheet 3 Less than 1% 
.DB Unknown 1 Less than 1% 
.TIF Picture 257 15% 
.TXT ACSII Text File 400 23% 
.PPT Powerpoint 32 2% 
Presentation 
.DOC Word Document 43 2% 
Table 8.10 User 11 Context Cache File Type AnalysIs 
Table 8.11 shows the applications that recorded context on User II's machine 
during the experiment and the number of Machine Acts (by file type) that each 
application contributed. 
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MS lITE[1].EXE 0 0 49 0 0 0 34 0 0 83 
DNE2000.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 5 
IRSETUP.EXE 4 0 0 0 0 0 86 0 0 90 
RP500ENU.EXE 0 0 21 0 0 0 6 0 0 27 
SIBElIUS.EXE 62 0 0 0 0 6 47 0 0 115 
HCIV31L.EXE 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 384 37 427 
PHOTOSHOPALBUM 41 294 150 0 0 0 38 0 0 523 
POWERPNT.EXE 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 209 0 214 
MSIEXEC.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
INSTALLENGlISHS 236 0 6 0 0 244 46 0 0 532 
VAIOUPDT.EXE 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 
INSTALLKONTAKT 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 40 
HELPCTR.EXE 154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 154 
ENTRANCE.EXE 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
5600 ENU WIN2K 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 12 
SSMS.EXE 1582 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 1590 
SAVSCAN.EXE 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 175 188 381 
PHOTOCOLLECTION 82 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 142 
KONTAK-1.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 0 128 0 0 128 
IKERNEL.EXE 7 0 5 0 0 13 41 0 0 66 
INS5576. MP 8 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 11 
OPSCAN.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 0 0 75 
MSOOBE.EXE 0 4 0 0 0 0 86 0 0 90 
VAINSTALLER.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 
ACRORD32.EXE 0 0 9 0 0 0 9 0 0 18 
WINWORD.EXE 0 4 0 0 0 0 18 0 263 285 
MS2X2 1010 WEB. 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
HKWND.EXE 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
MYINFOCENTRE.EX 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 
Table 8.11 User 11 Mach,"e Acts Generated per ApplicatIOn 
In Table 8.11 the lines which are bolded show the obvious context contributors, 
i.e. the applications which recorded Machine Acts that are useful to the user when 
searching. Any other context is considered Context Noise. For User II the upper limit on 
Context Noise is therefore 75.28%. The levels of Context Noise in the experiment are 
much higher than expected. Upon close investigation it can be seen that a large number of 
processes on User II 's machine are performing monitoring tasks, associated with 
Adware (applications that facilitate the delivery of advertising context), Worms (a self 
replicating virus that travels via email or some other system network vulnerability), virus 
scanning, and disk maintenance utilities. Table 8.12 lists these suspect processes from the 
applications used during Experiment Two. 
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Application Category Context 
Noise 
UPDATE.EXE Adware 745 
DFRGNTFS.EXE Disk Defragmentation Tool 761 
HELPSVC.EXE Microsoft Help Center Service t65 
HELPCTR.EXE Microsoft Help and Support 154 
Center 
SSMS.EXE W32.Gismor@mm Worm 1590 
SAVSCAN.EXE Antivinus Software 381 
OPSCAN.EXE Antivirus Software 75 
MSOOBE.EXE Windows XP Product Activation 90 
Table 8.12 ApplicatIOn that Contribute to Context NOIse 
These processes contribute 3961 Machine Acts, 52.87%, to the Context Cache. 
Applications such as SSMS.EXE represent a security risk to the machine, which the user 
was not aware of. Using the standard XML configuration files the applications that 
contribute to Context Noise can be excluded from the Context Sensors and the Context 
Service. 
8.4.2.3 Analysis of Context Cache for User 17's Home Machine 
Table 8.13 shows the break-down of files cached by the Context Sensor, for User 
17's Home machine during Experiment Two. At the end of the experiment the Context 
Cache was 1410 megabytes, or 1.41 gigabytes. 
File Type File Description Count % of Total Files 
.BMP Picture 27 2% 
.JPG Picture 1118 78% 
.xLS Spreadsheet 6 Less Than 1% 
.PDF Acrobat Document 37 3% 
.TXT ACSII Text File 231 16% 
.PPT Powerpoint 1 Less Than 1% 
Presentation 
.DOC Word Document 9 1% 
Table 8.13 User 17 Home Context Cache FIle Type AnalysIs 
Table 8.14 shows the applications that recorded context on User 17's machine 
during the experiment and the number of Machine Acts (by file type) that each 
application contributed. 
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In Table 8.14 the lines which are bolded show the obvious context contributors, 
i.e. the applications which recorded Machine Acts that are useful to the user when 
searching. Any other context is considered Context Noise. For User 17 Home machine 
the upper limit on Context Noise is therefore 31.09%. 
8.4.2.4 Analysis of Context Cache for User 17's Work Machine 
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Table 8.15 shows the break-down of files cached by the Context Sensor, for User 
ITs Work machine during Experiment Two. At the end of the experiment the Context 
Cache was 2080 megabytes, or 2.08 gigabytes. 
File Type File Description Count % of Total Flies 
.BMP Picture 99 5% 
.xLS Spreadsheet 420 21% 
.TIF Picture 1 Less Than 1% 
.JPG Picture 321 16% 
.PDF Acrobat Document 244 12% 
.TXT ACSII Text File 332 16% 
.PPT Powerpoint 374 18% 
Presentation 
.DOC Word Document 241 12% 
Table 8.15 User 17 Work Context Cache File Type AnalysIs 
Table 8.16 shows the applications that recorded context on User ITs machine 
during the experiment and the number of Machine Acts (by file type) that each 
application contributed. 
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ACRODIST.EXE 0 1 0 0 11 0 0 0 12 
XMLSPY.EXE 1 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 11 
ODPSYS32.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 12 
IDRIVER.EXE 9 0 0 0 0 86 0 0 95 
MCUPDATE.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 11 
UPDATE.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 5 
CONNECT.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 
NTVDM.EXE 12 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 23 
IBMMESSAGES.EXE 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 
IMAPI.EXE 0 0 2 0 4 0 2 1 9 
CRC32.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
WINZIP32.EXE 3 0 0 18 4 22 0 64 111 
AIBM.EXE 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
CAMTASIASTUDIO 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 
INTOOLS.EXE 175 0 0 0 61 0 0 0 236 
XCOPY.EXE 0 0 0 21 0 14 0 0 35 
MSIEXEC.EXE 68 165 0 26 882 167 0 124 1432 
IPCONFIG.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 10 
HELPCTR.EXE 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 
NOTEPAD.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 10 
CLEANMGR.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 
APITOOLS.EXE 5 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 29 
IKERNEL.EXE 6 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 9 
ATIRIB.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 85 0 0 85 
SETUP.EXE 2 26 0 6 14 27 0 22 97 
CRAUDTRG.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 26 
NLNOTES.EXE 60 410 0 40 168 6 2205 1112 4001 
AF~ORKPLACEAPP 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6 
MAIN.EXE 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
ACROBAT.EXE 0 0 0 0 2 29 0 0 31 
MSIMN.EXE 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 8 
SSEXP.EXE 12 6 0 10 6 82 2 20 138 
WVWARE.EXE 0 0 0 10 0 10 0 0 20 
CONTROLBUILDERP 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 
XPKB840315.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
ACRORD32.EXE 0 0 0 0 76 2 0 0 78 
WINWORD.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 99 
AES NAVIGATOR.E 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
WFICA32.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 12 
WUAUCL T.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
SETUP WM.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
JUCHECK.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 8 
AFWCONFIGWIZARD 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 27 
POWERPNT.EXE 0 0 0 0 0 0 1582 0 1582 
NPDAPL Y.EXE 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Table 16 User 17 Work MachIDe Acts Generated per ApphcatlOn 
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In Table 8.16 the lines which are bolded show the obvious context contributors, 
i.e. the applications which recorded Machine Acts that are useful to the user when 
searching. Any other context is considered Context Noise. For User 17's Work machine 
the upper limit on Context Noise is therefore 40.37%. 
8.4.3 Problems Encountered and System Performance during 
Experiment Two 
The users of Experiment Two were asked to explain any problems they 
encountered whilst running the experiment. There were no bugs reported or system 
crashes which caused loss of data during the experiment. The users were also asked to 
comment on any noticeable speed issues with their machines after the experiment was 
loaded. Once again no issues were reported. From these observations it is considered that 
the Context Sensor and Context Service are reliable and do not degrade the performance 
of the users machine, to any noticeable degree. 
8.4.4 Experiment Two Results Analysis 
From the data presented, in this section, the following observations can be made:-
• The experiment ran without fault for a total of 300 man days. 
• The speed and robustness of the user's machine was not affected by the context 
system. 
• 41,287 Machine Acts were recorded across the four systems the experiment was 
installed on. 
• 8,859 files were accessed during the experiment by the users. Table 8.17 shows 
the frequency for each file type, accessed by the users during the experiment. 
--- -----
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File Count 
Type 
.BMP 1107 
.JPG 4143 
.TIF 259 
.xLS 577 
.PDF 520 
.TXT 1217 
.PPT 568 
.DOe 465 
.MDB 1 
.DB 0 
Table 8.17 Frequency of Files Accessed by File Type 
• 4.63 gigabytes of files were stored to the context cache during the experiment, 
across all machines. The size of each individual context cache depended on the 
type of files recorded by the user. Therefore, User 17's Context Cache was large, 
on both machines on which he ran the experiment, because he was editing a 
signi ficant number of pictures. The potential size of the Context Cache is not seen 
as a problem for the system, as hard drive storage is plentiful and cheap. 
• Context Noise affected the results on all machines tested. The causes for noise are 
difficult to predict, as many of the applications, which contribute to the noise, run 
silently and automatically on the user's machine. Applications that scan the 
system, as the user works, contribute the most noise. For example virus scanning 
and disk de-fragmentation. Additionally, Context Noise can be generated by 
unwanted applications, such as the Worm virus discovered on User II's machine. 
Context Noise can be dealt with by adding the offending applications to the XML 
configuration files used by the Context Sensor and Context Service. 
8.5 Summary 
In this chapter the results of the two experiments have been discussed. From the 
data gathered for Experiment One, it can be seen that the context search approach 
allowed users to find files faster than the file system approach, that users made less 
mistakes and that the general feedback on the context approach was positive. Experiment 
Two showed that use of the context environment in real world scenarios did not degrade 
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the performance of the user's system, and that context gathered can suffer from Context 
Noise, especially from monitoring processes (such as virus scanners). 
Chapter 9 Conclusions 
In this chapter the contributions of this thesis are summarised and future 
directions for the research are presented. 
9.1 Research Summary 
9.1.1 Current Search Problems 
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In the early chapters of this thesis the need for better search systems was 
identified, because of the increased levels of information generated by users. The high 
availability of cheap computer 'systems, the ease with which information can be created 
and then published using the Internet, and the advent of new consumer devices, such as 
digital cameras, mobile phones, and MP3 players have all contributed to unprecedented 
levels of data being created and stored. The large volume of pictures, music files, internet 
pages, documents etc., that make up the bulk of this new data, are being saved on cheap 
data storage devices, such as hard drives, flash memory cards, and DVD media. Now the 
problem of finding information is no longer trivial and has become a problem of 
Information Retrieval, in which the user must manage many data sources, when searching 
for their pictures, music and documents. This type of information tends not to be indexed, 
and many users do not understand the techniques or have the required computer skills for 
managing such large volumes of data. 
The awareness and need for improved methods of search became apparent to the 
general public with the birth of the Internet, where techniques were required to find 
documents in large repositories that were growing all the time. The information generated 
and published using the Internet very quickly became unmanageable and the first Search 
Engines were developed during the early 1990s, to assist in finding information more 
rapidly. The number of Web pages, which make tip the Internet, has exponentially grown 
over the last 10 years. The first search engines indexed approximately 300,000 pages, 
whereas today Google has an index of 8 billion pages. 
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When searching the Internet, the number of results returned by a query can often 
be measured in the many 10s of thousands. To narrow down the search space, the skill of 
the user is relied upon to select the correct terms to make the search more specific. Also 
deviations in the search terms can provide different results, often not representing the 
user's intentions. Problems with search are further compounded by the fact that searching 
the Internet returns the most popular results for the terms, and reflects the common 
understanding of the term. For example, using Google to search for the keyword Java, 
returns over 147 million results. In the first 100 web sites found, there is no reference to 
the island in Indonesia, south of Borneo. The results reflect the popularity of the Java 
programming language rather than the island. At this point the user must add more 
keywords to the search to limit the results. 
The problems of search are not restricted to the Internet. Searching for files on a 
local machine has become a significant challenge due to the new levels of data storage 
mentioned previously. The users have become accustomed to the facility of searching 
provided on the Internet. However, until recently these facilities have not been available 
for searching a local hard drive. In everyday use a user will interact with many 
applications on their computer system. However, search is not a common feature of many 
of these applications, as say editing commands such as cut and paste. Therefore, search 
features are not ubiquitous within the system, and different techniques will be required 
when searching, depending on the application. Additionally, where search is provided, 
the features of the search are not consistent between applications. Some applications 
might provide very good search features, and others may provide rudimentary search 
support. Thus, search is inconsistently applied on the user's machine, and there is not a 
single, unified interface, where the user can search the whole of their computer system. 
When using search, no account of context is taken into consideration in current 
systems. This is because the search engines on the Internet have no way of indexing the 
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context that might be useful at a later stage. Internet search is a one size fits all approach 
and takes no advantage of the context of the user's query. This lack of context limits the 
ways in which the search engines can narrow down the results returned, without resorting 
to more specific queries, and is also a problem when searching for files that do not 
contain text. 
Some of the more advanced search engines do look to help the user as they work 
by providing documents in context. These engines (Intellizap, Blinkx, Remembrance 
Agent) look at the document the user is writing and try to provide links to documents the 
user has on their hard drive which are relevant to the user's current task. This type of 
context sensitive search does not record details of how the user was generating the 
information, and therefore cannot use this context to help the user narrow the search. 
9.1.2 The Proposed New Approach 
This thesis proposes a new type of search engine for searching through the user's 
local system which is based upon the use of context. The developed system addresses 
issues of context indexing in search, ubiquitous search for all parts of the system, 
regardless of the application used, and support the building of search queries using 
context. A key design feature of the system is to regard context as the actions the user 
takes with the system as they work on their files. These actions are described as Machine 
Acts. The concept of a Machine Act has been defined and a set of related Machine Acts 
has been identi fied. The Machine Acts are sensed as the user works via a set of Context 
Sensors. These are stored and indexed with the file the user was working on by a Context 
Service, and are finally queried by a Context Search interface. The use of Machine Acts 
in search narrows down the scope ofthe results with regard to the context of the user's 
operations at the time they were working on the file. A fourth key feature of the approach 
is the ability to move away from queries based on regular expressions and keyword 
matching to formulate queries that use Machine Acts. This makes the queries more 
expressive and more personal to the user's experiences with the computer. The effect of 
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context on the query is to narrow the number of results returned, which in turn improves 
the user's ability to find the files they want. 
An advanced prototype system to monitor, store and use context has therefore 
been developed. This comprised two Context Sensors to gather context on the user's 
operations, and a Context Service to receive the context, index and store it. Finally, a 
Context Search interface, which allows the user to build context queries and performs the 
context search on the indexed context, has been developed. In order to check the utility 
and usability of the approach a set of experiments has been constructed. 
The Context Sensor automaticall y gathers details of what the user was doing, 
when they were doing it, with which application, and to which files. Context is actually 
gathered by two sensors. A disk level sensor, called the System Sensor, and an 
Application Sensor. The System Sensor is a disk level driver that monitors and reports 
context on the disk activity, i.e. that files have been opened, saved, copied or moved. The 
Application Sensor is an application monitor. It is designed to monitor applications and 
report back on the commands the user is performing within that application. It achieves 
this by monitoring menu command messages in the application. 
The Context Service is passed the sensed context and it indexes the context into 
several databases and stores it in a portable form called an MA file. There is one MA file 
for each file worked on by the user. The MA file builds up over time and represents the 
complete history of actions taken with that file. MA files are portable so they can be 
moved with the file and re-indexed on different systems. Once the context is indexed and 
stored as an MA file it is considered to be a Machine Act, i.e. an observed user action. 
The MA file, and a copy of the original file worked on, are stored in a special area of the 
user's hard drive called the Context Cache. The Context Cache is not monitored by the 
context sensors, and therefore any files manipulated in the cache do not generate context. 
The Context Search Engine, called hoanuSearch, allows the user to specify a 
context query using a specific context query interface. This allows the user to pick a file 
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classification (Picture, Play, Brochure, Speech, and News Report etc) a context action 
performed (Auto Color, Image Resize, File Opened) a time frame when the action was 
performed, and finally any keywords that the user wishes to enter. The time frame is 
taken from a temporal database that provides relative terms for time. These are phrases 
and keywords such as Yesterday, Last Night, 2 months ago. The query engine resolves 
these temporal references at runtime. When the search system is first initialised it indexes 
the files that have been worked on since the last time the search engine was used. This 
process indexes the text documents into an inverse index database. A lexical reference 
system is used to decompose the text into Parts of Speech so that only words that 
contribute to the meaning of the text are indexed. 
A number of user experiments were devised and an experiment system was built 
into the Context Service. This allows the specification of an experiment as an XML 
definition file, which specifies all aspects of the experiment. The Context Service is able 
to monitor the activity of the machine and check this against the current action/question if 
an experiment is running. In this way the Context Service is able to inform the user if 
they have made a mistake, or to monitor when to progress to the next question in the 
experiment. The experiment kept timings for each question and an error log of mistakes 
made during the test for each user. This information was automatically saved to a comma 
separated values file (CSY file) for processing. 
The prototype system is able to sense context as the user works and store this 
context as Machine Acts, whatever the application being used. The Photoshop application 
was specifically mapped, using configuration files passed to the Context Service, to sense 
context on how the user was interacting with the application. A search interface was 
provided that allowed users to input context based searches using a custom interface. The 
search system not only indexes context but also indexes text based documents, such as 
PDF, Microsoft Word and Text, using an inverse index. 
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9.1.3 Difficulties Encountered in Design 
The development of the system was complex and difficult. The System Sensor 
was implemented as a Windows Kernel Driver. This kind of programming is complex 
and time consuming. Two computers, or one computer with a virtual machine, are 
required to enable debugging when writing such drivers because errors manifest 
themselves as system crashes, due to the limited error trapping provided at the kernel 
level in the operating system. This made testing the environment slow, as each change to 
the code required a clean installation, then a reboot of the virtual machine before the new 
code could be tested. The development of kernel level drivers is further complicated by 
the poor documentation and lack of information on the structures and functions available 
from Microsoft. 
During execution of the system, another problem occurred - that of Context 
Noise. Context Noise is unwanted additional context that is generated by many 
applications when additional files are created and accessed for internal use. This is 
because the System Sensor monitors disk level access by all applications, looking for 
specific file types, i.e. those file types that have been marked to record context for. 
Therefore, if an application uses one of monitored file types for configuration then the 
fact the file was accessed will be recorded in the Context Cache, even though it is not 
known about by the user and therefore cannot be part of the user's context. This is a 
particular problem with text files as many applications use .TXT files to store application 
startup data. Furthermore, it is a problem with operating system level processes about 
which the user is unaware during normal operation of the computer, since they use TXT 
files also. Finally, processes that automatically monitor the machine, such as Virus 
scanners and disk de-fragmentation, can contribute significantly to the problem of 
Context Noise. The solution is to exclude these applications for the file type that 
generates the context noise. A configuration file for the Context Sensor was therefore 
developed for this task. 
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9.1.4 Testing the System with Users 
To test the developed system and the approach of using context in search a 
number of experiments were conducted. Two tests were performed. Experiment One was 
a short test designed to simulate heavy computer use, and Experiment Two was a 
longitudinal study of how the system performed in a real world scenario. 22 users were 
asked to participate in Experiment One, and three of these users were also asked to take 
part in Experiment Two. 
Experiment One was a simulation of heavy computer use, in which users were 
asked to complete a series of 34 actions on files on the computer. Once complete the 
users were then asked to find the files, just worked on, using either the file system search 
method or the context search method. During this question section timings were taken so 
that comparisons could be made between the two methods. 
The results of the test show emphaticall y that the use of context in search in the 
new system allowed users to find files much more quickly than using the file system 
alone. hoanuSearch was on average 130% faster than the file system on this test. 
Furthermore, all users saw a performance increase from novice to expert. The variation in 
time for the experiment also showed that novice users were able to see speed increases 
that made them almost as efficient as the expert users in the test. In contrast, for the file 
system the difference in times between novice and expert users had been substantial. 
Experiment Two was a longitudinal test that tested the system in every day use. 3 
users were selected to take the test. The context environment was loaded onto the users' 
machines and left to gather context for a substantial period of time. The test was run for a 
total of 300 man days, and sensed a total of 41 ,287 Machine Acts for all users in the test. 
The results of Experiment Two clearly showed that the context environment was robust 
and did not noticeably degrade the user's performance. It was clearly identified that the 
Machine Acts sensed the potential problem of Context Noise. Applications that 
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contribute to Context Noise were identified and can be excluded from the context system 
via the standard configuration files. 
At the end of the tests each user was asked to fill in a questionnaire on their 
experiences. Users felt that finding files in the file system was difficult, especially 
pictures. However, using hoanuSearch they found the task much easier. Many users 
expressed their preference of the hoanuSearch environment and all users agreed that the 
use of context in search made the task much easier. Context was seen as intuitive and the 
classification of files in the experiment as News Report, Brochures, Speeches, and 
Pictures etc. was also seen as very useful. The good user feedback was backed up by the 
performance improvements each user achieved, as seen in the Experiment One test 
results. 
9.2 How Far Has the Research Met its Objectives? 
In Chapter One it was suggested that this thesis made the following contributions 
to knowledge:-
• Storing Context of the user's interaction with the machine in the form of Machine 
Acts in an operating system and application independent form. 
• A new method for expressing queries based upon what the user has done to the 
information they are looking for. 
• A mechanism for minimising the sensing of actions which are irrelevant in the 
context of the user's interaction. 
The approach taken in this thesis has shown that these contributions have been 
achieved in the following ways:-
• Machines Acts have been successfully sensed from a number of applications 
in an extensible framework, which can easily be con figured to include extra 
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applications. These Machine Acts have then been stored and indexed in the 
Context Cache, in an independent form, external from the operating system 
and any application. Furthermore, the Machine Acts are stored as MaFiles, 
which represent a portable version of the user's interaction context. 
• A Context Search application has been built which utilises the Re-Find 
metaphor to search the user's system for information. This search uses the 
sensed Machine Acts as the basis for the query language. An interface was 
designed which allowed users to pick Machine Acts, from lists, when building 
the search query. The search application was successfully used to find 
information during Experiment One, and the results of the experiment show 
that users gained significant speed advantages by using the Context Search 
approach. 
• Context Noise was identified as an artefact of building context systems during 
the development of this thesis. Experiment Two highlights (in a longitudinal 
test) the problems of Context Noise when sensing context in a real world 
scenario. Methods of limiting Context Noise have been used during both 
experiments to eliminate noise from the context system. Context Noise is a 
discovery of this thesis and it arises as a consequence of monitoring systems 
for context as the user works. The problem has been demonstrated and 
methods of minimising the noise have been presented. 
The objective of improving search efficiency when searching for information has 
been clearly met by the research presented in this thesis. This is articulated in the results 
of the experiments and evidence can be further seen in the comments made by the users 
of the system. 
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9.3 Limitations of the Approach 
9.3.1 The Number of Applications Mapped in the Current System 
The number of applications mapped to capture context was necessarily limited 
during this research. More applications could have been mapped using the XML 
configuration files to provide a more comprehensive and rich environment. However, it 
was clear from an early stage that the ability to deal with file types not traditionally 
serviced by the current search techniques was important. Therefore, it was decided to 
concentrate on picture applications. As the experiment was conducted on machines 
previously set up with the applications necessary to run the environment, it was not too 
important to provide a range of applications during the test. Therefore, Adobe Photoshop 
was chosen and mapped using the features of the context sensing architecture. Many 
more applications can also be mapped in the same way, and this is left for the next stage 
of development. As more applications are mapped to the environment the ability of the 
system to deal with Context Noise is also increased, as applications can be flagged as 
noise contributors using the standard mapping techniques developed as part of the 
system. The context sensing architecture is flexible and provides mechanisms to map new 
applications and exclude applications that provide Context Noise. As part of the 
experiment the effects of context search on a wider number of applications would have 
been preferred. However, the principles of context aware search have been 
comprehensively investigated with a limited set of applications. 
9.3.2 Context in Application Repositories 
The context monitoring processes used in the current system deal only with the 
files the user was working on. However, users also deal with data in repositories 
maintained by applications. For example, Email is stored in databases maintained by an 
Email client. This type of application interaction is not currently monitored by the context 
sensor. However, an important part of the context approach is to be universal, i.e. to 
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gather context from all applications. Also, it is important to store context not only on the 
way users manipulate files, but on the way users use files, for example the observation 
that a user has Emailed a file is useful when trying to find a file again. To monitor this 
type of interaction it will be necessary to develop Context Sensors that can link into the 
TCP/lP stack on the computer to analyse the data being passed along these pathways. 
Additionally, for applications that are proprietary, it may be necessary to encourage the 
use of a Context Sensor API, where the application developer can emit context on the 
actions the user performs within their application environment. This is especially useful 
for database applications such as Calendars, Address Books etc. To achieve this 
application, developers require a way to send the context to the Context Service when the 
user interacts with their application interface. This would require an Application 
Programming Interface CAPI). The context API toolkit would allow application 
developers to emit context as required. In such a situation the overhead of mapping 
applications would be a redundant part of the context awareness process for the machine. 
Application monitoring would be reserved for legacy applications that were not written 
using the context API. For this thesis it was not feasible to expect developers around the 
world to adopt the context API before the environment could be proved. Therefore the 
approach of monitoring applications was appropriate. 
9.3.3 Extending the Application Context 
The current Context Sensor monitors context as the user works with applications 
by gathering context on the menu commands used within the application. However, 
applications provide more flexible ways for users to navigate the features provided. The 
additional techniques used include Toolbars, Keyboard Shortcuts and Iconic displays. 
The current implementation, which only monitors menu commands, has been adequate 
for the experiments, because users were advised to use the menu commands. In fact the 
questions in the experiments direct the users to the menu commands to complete the 
tasks. Although some keyboard commands are mapped to menus, this is not guaranteed 
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to be the case. In any future implementations the Context Sensor needs to be made aware 
of all the methods a user can employ to instruct an application to perform a task. 
9.3.4 Providing On-the-Fly Monitoring 
The context sensing components build repositories of context that can be searched 
via the hoanuSearch interface. The context databases, Gecko.mdb and Scratch.mdb, are 
updated at the point when the Context Service receives the context from the sensors. 
However, the indexing of information and the building of pages that the user can interact 
with is delayed until the hoanuSearch environment is first launched. This can mean the 
user has to wait up to 30 seconds for the environment to become available the first time 
they run hoanuSearch. This was done in order to keep the Context Sensor and the Context 
Service fast enough to deal with the constant stream of information that is generated. 
However, it would be more user friendly, if the search environment was instantly 
available, via on-the-fly indexing. In this scenario the documents would already have 
been indexed and the initial pages for the search browser would have been built. To 
achieve this full optimisation of the way the Context Service deals with the context, there 
would need to be further development of the Context Service. In the experiments carried 
out the ability to capture all context without the possibility oflosing context, was a more 
important priority than the speed of the final system. The system performed well in user 
tests. However, speed issues could be seen as a barrier to the take up of the environment, 
especially when considered against the new products, which have been developed to 
index the user's hard drive. Optimisation of the indexing architecture is therefore 
necessary before wider user acceptance of the environment is considered. 
9.3.5 Improving Document Classification 
The classification of documents, depending on their content, has been a feature 
that users have found useful, as supported by user questionnaires. The identification of 
documents via their content provides an advantage over traditional search techniques. 
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Therefore the classification of documents as Speech, Play, and News Report is desirable. 
The current implementation is a manual classification used only during Experiment One. 
This classification of documents would be required to be automatic for any realistic 
system. This is complex area of research and as such was considered to be outside the 
scope of this thesis. 
9.3.6 Extending the Experimental User Base 
Experiment One was designed as a simulation to mitigate the problems of testing 
context systems. For example:-
• The length of time required to build up a repository of meaningful context, 
which can then be used for experimentation purposes. 
• The need for users to install the context system on their machines, where 
many untested applications might be used, and this could dramatically 
increase the problems of Context Noise. 
• The amount of context generated by each user cannot be guaranteed to be the 
same, and the applications and file types manipulated will vary between users. 
By adopting the simulation approach, a number of limitations were accepted. 
These include:-
• The time to search using the file system is affected by the user's familiarity 
with the test machine, and how quickly they adapt to it. Users can navigate 
their hard drives quicker than that of others, because they have a residual 
memory of where things are kept. 
• The contents of the pictures and documents were not personal to the user's 
experience. Therefore, when confronted with a picture, which is obviously the 
one being asked for, some users would move on, because the pictures had no 
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personal value. This was equally the case for pictures the user was asked to 
find using the file system and hoanuSearch. 
• The focus of the research was clearly on gathering context rather than 
document indexing and processing. Therefore, the bias of context gathering 
was towards pictures. 
Therefore, the adoption of the environment by a large user base was seen as an 
impractical proposition. The results of both of user experiments have been positive and 
show that the context based search approach is effective and faster than traditional 
methods. However, a more comprehensive test should now be designed, in which a large 
numbers of users install and use the environment for an extended period of time. After a 
number of months of context gathering users would be asked to find files as in the current 
experiments. 
9.4 Future Recommendations 
To aid future work on context based search, an APl for application developers 
should be created. This would allow the developer to integrate the actions, taken by the 
user, into the context service directly. Application monitoring could then be reserved to 
legacy applications. Furthermore, the level of integration from the API would be much 
greater and would help to solve problems with applications that have proprietary data 
repositories, such as Calendars and Home Banking, as well as business oriented 
applications such as Sales Order Processing and even Automation and Control Systems. 
In addition, if the API was built directly into the operating system kernel, as a modified 
Linux distribution for example, then the Context Service could store context in respect of 
how the user was navigating, moving, copying, the information in the system. This could 
also include the ability to remember applications that had been installed then uninstalled. 
Context Sensing via the methods employed within this thesis would be used to 
provide a ubiquitous environment that would also include those applications that had not 
been developed with context in mind, using the APl as described above. For these types 
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of application further testing is required to map the applications into the Context Sensing 
environment. By mapping as many applications as possible, the potential for Context 
Noise can be reduced. Since the mapping files are XML based, as more users interact 
with the system, a live version of the current map could be held on a web site for users to 
download. Facilities, such as marking an application as contributing noise for a particular 
file type, could be built into the hoanuSearch environment, and these definitions could be 
automatically updated to the web site too. In this way the environment can check if an 
application, which has not been seen before, has a mapping file entry and apply that 
mapping with the consent of the user. If this kind of system had been in place then 
applications such as Sibelius, used for music composition, would be marked as 
contributing noise in the form of pictures, but would still contribute context about 
musical scores: the main file type used by Sibelius. 
At the time of writing this thesis a number of new hard drive search technologies 
are being made available through beta test programmes. In the case of Google, Microsoft 
and Apple these methods use traditional techniques employed by the search engines to 
index the contents ofthe user's hard drive as they work. For Blinkx (Blinkx, 2004) the 
indexing is based on the Bayesian principles found in Autonomy, where the Blinkx core 
technology is licensed from. All these new indexing applications also index the user's 
Email. The use of a context based search to provide help on what the user has done with 
their machine, via Machine Acts, is a different approach to the problem than that being 
commercialised by these new systems. Direct testing versus these new applications is 
required to access the level of benefit brought about by the context approach used in this 
thesis. It is the opinion of the author that the context indexing approach used in this thesis 
is more useful, as these new engines merely index the hard drive, as a web spider does for 
an intemet site, or provide context sensitive help while the user is working. Both these 
approaches are different to that used in hoanuSearch. Furthermore, these applications do 
not use context to help users with file types such as pictures, and therefore it is felt that 
hoanuSearch will still deliver substantial performance improvements for files where there 
is no obvious content to index. 
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Future experiments could be conducted on a larger set of users. Coupled with the 
application mapping features above, this would allow the system to be installed with 
minimum effects from context noise in the experiment. The tests should allow users to 
experience the environment for 4-6 months, with a question and answer session at the end 
of this period. The comparison of the user's efficiency in this time, when finding files 
from their system, should be done using the file system, as within this research, and 
should also be extended to include the new techniques described above from Google, 
Microsoft, Apple, and others. 
Finally an area of research, as yet not explored in this thesis, is the subject of User 
Context Awareness, i.e. getting users to be more aware of what context they are 
generating. Within the experiments, the context of the operation was given to the user. 
Therefore, if they had rotated a picture then this information was provided, in both the 
file system and hoanuSearch. However, a number of users suggested that they might not 
necessarily remember the fact that they had rotated the image. The tasks that users 
perform on the computer are complex and often not intuitive to their thought processes, 
especially novice and intermediate users. However, from the real world there are many 
examples of complex tasks that we all perform without thinking, but that we could further 
break down if challenged, for example, the act of driving a car. Driving is a complicated 
task but can be broken down into sub tasks, such as Mirror, Signal, Manoeuvre, or Clutch 
In, Change Gear, Clutch Out. The decomposition of the task has a lot to do with the way 
driving is taught, these actions being the initial rules taught to the driver. Therefore, 
decomposing complex tasks becomes easier if the task is first presented as a sequence of 
subtasks, and of course as the user becomes more familiar with the task. In the case of 
driving this is a daily occurrence for a lot of people, however, rotating a picture is not! 
The goal of making users more aware of the actions they take is to impart to the 
user a greater sense of how they use the computer. This forms one part of the context 
required to really achieve a more sentient device. Therefore, the actions taken in 
individual applications, such as rotating an image, need to be combined with other 
remembered facts. For example, the user rotated the image and then Emailed it to their 
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friend. This is valuable infonnation that can help the user find the file at a later stage. 
This research would be greatly enhanced with studies investigating how application 
specific context actions can be made more palatable to the user, and how sequences of 
actions can be made more memorable. In this way the requirement that a user remembers 
where a file is located on their machine is swapped for an understanding of how they 
have used the me. 
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Appendix A Pictures used in Experiment One 
These are the pictures used in Experiment One. Each picture is listed, in the order 
presented, with a description. 
I . Snail 2. Frog 
3. Calgary Freeway 4. Canadian Pacific Train 
5. Calgary Iron Horse 6. Snowy Peaks 
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7. Houston Skyline 8. Hyatt Hotel , Calgary 
9. PPG Palace Pittsburgh 10. Downtown Calgary 
11. Rocks 12. Multi-storey building 
2 18 
13. Smithfield Street Bridge 14. Durham Cathedral 
15 . Lake 16. Calgary Tank 
17. No. 29 18. Houston Skyline 
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19. Union Pacific Train 20. Calgary Gardens 
21. Iron Horse 22. Calgary Skyline 2 
23. Pittsburgh from Mount Washington 
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Appendix B User Results for Experiment One 
Question Noo Context Time to Noo Wrong file No. \Vrong 
Search O! ans\\cr in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 88.13 1 0 
2 Yes 108.27 0 0 
3 No 62.21 0 0 
4 Yes 64.03 0 0 
5 Yes 107.77 1 0 
6 Yes 60.28 0 0 
7 No 193.95 1 0 
8 Yes 45.04 0 0 
9 Yes 56.67 0 0 
10 No 35.83 0 0 
11 Yes 34.52 0 0 
12 No 251.76 3 0 
13 Yes 39.83 0 0 
14 No 52.76 0 0 
15 Yes 43.83 0 0 
16 No 94.3 0 0 
17 No 84.2 1 0 
18 No 47.27 1 0 
19 No 262.73 0 8 
20 Yes 39.82 0 0 
21 Yes 49.23 0 0 
22 No 117.75 2 0 
23 Yes 106.87 0 0 
24 No 266.34 3 0 
25 No 109.3 0 0 
26 Yes 50.89 0 0 
27 No 29.66 0 0 
28 No 105.98 0 0 
29 Yes 66.09 2 0 
30 No 70.94 0 0 
31 Yes 63.7 0 0 
32 No 174.13 7 0 
33 Yes 28.72 0 0 
34 Yes 30.07 0 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. Wrong tile No. \\'rong 
Search'! answer in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 85.45 0 0 
2 Yes 284.15 0 2 
3 No 41.59 0 0 
4 Yes 28.79 0 0 
5 Yes 257.01 1 0 
6 Yes 33.94 0 0 
7 No 41.63 0 0 
8 Yes 31.76 0 0 
9 Yes 195.14 0 0 
10 No 39.22 0 0 
11 Yes 42.68 0 0 
12 No 53.25 0 0 
13 Yes 42.44 0 0 
14 No 36.09 0 0 
15 Yes 300.18 1 0 
16 No 23.57 0 0 
17 No 29.7 0 0 
18 No 22.23 0 0 
19 No 19.1 0 0 
20 Yes 63.83 1 0 
21 Yes 19.07 0 0 
22 No 56.39 1 0 
23 Yes 27.91 0 0 
24 No 29.4 0 0 
25 No 31.31 0 0 
26 Yes 119.29 1 0 
27 No 54.28 0 0 
28 No 28.61 0 0 
29 Yes 51.39 0 0 
30 No 17.78 0 0 
31 Yes 219.8 7 0 
32 No 25.71 0 0 
33 Yes 26.07 1 0 
34 Yes 57.23 2 0 
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Question No. Contnt Time to No. "'rong tile No. \\'rung 
Search·! ans\\cr in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
1 No 118.88 0 0 
2 Yes 45.26 0 0 
3 No 51.08 0 0 
4 Yes 25.71 0 0 
5 Yes 30.92 1 0 
6 Yes 31.37 0 0 
7 No 34.86 0 0 
8 Yes 41.26 1 0 
9 Yes 115.39 0 0 
10 No 49.71 1 0 
11 Yes 58.78 1 0 
12 No 103.55 1 0 
13 Yes 44.68 0 0 
14 No 27.42 0 0 
15 Yes 78.26 0 0 
16 No 23.06 0 0 
17 No 38.14 0 0 
18 No 23.54 0 0 
19 No 25.68 0 0 
20 Yes 49.31 0 0 
21 Yes 23.71 0 0 
22 No 61.41 1 0 
23 Yes 26.28 0 0 
24 No 23.34 0 0 
25 No 21.79 0 0 
26 Yes 147.67 1 0 
27 No 30.58 0 0 
28 No 27.26 0 0 
29 Yes 68.81 0 0 
30 No 14.17 0 0 
31 Yes 145.01 1 0 
32 No 33.76 0 0 
33 Yes 18.67 0 0 
34 Yes 47.81 0 0 
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User 4 Age 42, Female 
Average Search Time using Context Search 51.80s 
Average Search Time using File System 99.54s 
% difference 92.17% 
Error Frequency Using Context Search 1 
Error Frequency Using File System 7 
Experiment Duration 01h:31m:02s 
Question No. Context Time to No. Wrong tile No. Wrong 
Search'! ans\\cr in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 132.33 0 0 
2 Yes 142.64 0 0 
3 No 69.23 0 0 
4 Yes 49.13 0 0 
5 Yes 42.95 0 0 
6 Yes 46.58 0 0 
7 No 45.81 0 0 
8 Yes 26.08 0 0 
9 Yes 176.73 0 0 
10 No 41.6 0 0 
11 Yes 66.21 0 0 
12 No 94.41 1 0 
13 Yes 105.46 2 0 
14 No 37.73 0 0 
15 Yes 234.25 2 0 
16 No 55.31 0 0 
17 No 58.24 0 0 
18 No 26.85 0 0 
19 No 26.19 0 0 
20 Yes 90.83 1 0 
21 Yes 34.11 0 0 
22 No 68.75 0 0 
23 Yes 47.08 1 0 
24 No 47.19 0 0 
25 No 38.69 0 0 
26 Yes 211.7 0 0 
27 No 100.35 0 0 
28 No 62.33 0 4 
29 Yes 125.28 1 0 
30 No 26.88 0 0 
31 Yes 193.54 0 0 
32 No 46.68 0 0 
33 Yes 42.33 0 0 
34 Yes 50.07 0 0 
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Question No. Context Ti me tn No. Wrong tilc No. \\'rong 
Search'! ans\\er in opencd errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 198.74 0 0 
2 Yes 106.29 0 0 
3 No 125.28 0 0 
4 Yes 61.77 0 0 
5 Yes 67.46 1 0 
6 Yes 48.58 0 0 
7 No 115.25 0 0 
8 Yes 48 0 0 
9 Yes 43.46 0 0 
10 No 45.55 0 0 
11 Yes 38.94 0 0 
12 No 251.2 6 0 
13 Yes 37.52 0 0 
14 No 337.74 3 2 
15 Yes 34.05 0 0 
16 No 38.41 0 0 
17 No 201.82 0 0 
18 No 25.39 0 0 
19 No 20.21 0 0 
20 Yes 21.19 0 0 
21 Yes 23.82 0 0 
22 No 202.61 2 0 
23 Yes 74.78 1 0 
24 No 34.62 0 0 
25 No 41.15 1 0 
26 Yes 41.27 0 0 
27 No 31.91 0 0 
28 No 40.96 1 0 
29 Yes 29.16 0 0 
30 No 39.88 0 0 
31 Yes 40.43 0 0 
32 No 269.85 0 1 
33 Yes 28.56 0 0 
34 Yes 35.12 0 0 
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Questiun Nu. Cuntext Time tu No. \\' rung tile No. \Vrong 
Search"! ans" er in upened errors applicatiun 
seconds errors 
I No 27.63 0 0 
2 Yes 108.57 0 0 
3 No 59.81 0 2 
4 Yes 60.32 0 0 
5 True 33.14 0 0 
6 True 26.97 0 0 
7 True 24.18 0 0 
8 False 30.55 1 0 
9 False 206.23 0 1 
10 False 24.67 0 0 
11 True 27.99 0 0 
12 True 25.75 0 0 
13 True 27.35 0 0 
14 False 152.26 5 0 
15 True 23.42 0 0 
16 False 17.7 0 0 
17 True 33.62 0 0 
18 False 29.31 0 0 
19 True 24.17 0 0 
20 True 13.77 0 0 
21 False 21.18 0 0 
22 False 262.58 1 0 
23 True 30.7 0 0 
24 False 32.65 0 0 
25 False 106.56 2 0 
26 False 45.64 0 0 
27 False 25.12 0 0 
28 True 30.93 0 0 
29 False 30.82 0 0 
30 False 175.67 0 0 
31 True 31.44 0 0 
32 True 20.74 0 0 
33 True 17.22 0 0 
34 False 25.16 0 0 
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Qucstion No. Context Ti mc to No. Wrong filc No, \Vrong 
Scarch"! ans\\ er in opcncd crrors application 
scconds errurs 
I No 54.16 1 0 
2 Yes 46.17 0 0 
3 No 33.65 0 0 
4 Yes 47.78 0 0 
5 Yes 44.74 1 0 
6 Yes 24.57 0 0 
7 No 156.72 2 0 
8 Yes 23.62 0 0 
9 Yes 21.6 0 0 
10 No 35.86 1 2 
11 Yes 26.27 0 0 
12 No 47.9 0 0 
13 Yes 28.35 0 0 
14 No 23.71 0 0 
15 Yes 20.34 0 0 
16 No 11.67 0 0 
17 No 18.26 0 0 
18 No 29.61 0 0 
19 No 22.77 0 0 
20 Yes 19.35 0 0 
21 Yes 25.95 0 0 
22 No 18.73 0 0 
23 Yes 25.72 0 0 
24 No 28.1 0 0 
25 No 18.62 0 0 
26 Yes 26.98 0 1 
27 No 39.15 0 0 
28 No 29.52 1 0 
29 Yes 40.05 1 1 
30 No 11.41 0 0 
31 Yes 43.95 1 0 
32 No 65.33 0 0 
33 Yes 30.61 0 0 
34 Yes 32.95 0 0 
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Question No. Context Ti me to No. Wrong file No. "'rong 
Search'! answCl" in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
1 No 90.15 0 0 
2 Yes 296.83 0 0 
3 No 57.81 0 0 
4 Yes 53.77 0 0 
5 Yes 149.19 0 0 
6 Yes 239.17 0 0 
7 No 48.75 0 0 
8 Yes 48.37 1 0 
9 Yes 228.14 0 0 
10 No 44.63 0 0 
11 Yes 58.39 1 0 
12 No 89.4 1 0 
13 Yes 85.05 0 0 
14 No 37.73 0 0 
15 Yes 258.56 0 0 
16 No 38.08 0 0 
17 No 37.79 0 0 
18 No 21.6 0 0 
19 No 25.46 0 0 
20 Yes 47.66 0 0 
21 Yes 57.81 0 0 
22 No 68.53 0 0 
23 Yes 229.81 3 0 
24 No 29.67 0 0 
25 No 28.77 0 0 
26 Yes 271.71 2 0 
27 No 48.18 0 0 
28 No 32.01 0 0 
29 Yes 160.49 1 0 
30 No 22.43 0 0 
31 Yes 186.15 3 0 
32 No 39.59 0 0 
33 Yes 27.24 0 0 
34 Yes 51.35 0 0 
------
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QUl'stion No. Contcxt Ti mc to No. Wrung tilc No. "'rong 
Search'! ans\\cr in opcncd cl'rors application 
seconds errors 
I No 103.32 0 0 
2 Yes 61.49 0 0 
3 No 44.47 0 0 
4 Yes 40.68 0 0 
5 Yes 73.74 0 0 
6 Yes 229.05 1 0 
7 No 37.88 0 0 
8 Yes 25.75 0 0 
9 Yes 169.52 1 1 
10 No 35.67 0 0 
11 Yes 32.67 0 0 
12 No 53.95 0 0 
13 Yes 50.26 0 0 
14 No 32.59 0 0 
15 Yes 108.3 0 0 
16 No 21.06 0 0 
17 No 41.87 0 0 
18 No 14.08 0 0 
19 No 20.67 0 0 
20 Yes 97.42 0 0 
21 Yes 27.74 0 0 
22 No 44.82 0 0 
23 Yes 31.77 0 0 
24 No 19.91 0 0 
25 No 24.32 0 0 
26 Yes 258.07 2 0 
27 No 29.58 0 0 
28 No 25.7 0 0 
29 Yes 33.32 0 0 
30 No 15.51 0 0 
31 Yes 78.29 1 0 
32 No 34.66 0 0 
33 Yes 28.45 0 0 
34 Yes 100.14 1 0 
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Question No. Context Ti me to No. Wrong file No. \\'rong 
Sellrch'! answer in opened errors applica tion 
seconds errors 
I No 97.79 0 0 
2 Yes 201.87 1 1 
3 No 56.85 0 0 
4 Yes 105.01 0 0 
5 Yes 59.78 1 0 
6 Yes 57.17 0 0 
7 No 85.9 1 0 
8 Yes 41.65 0 0 
9 Yes 36.76 0 0 
10 No 38.35 0 0 
II Yes 50.2 0 0 
12 No 247 2 3 
13 Yes 39.09 0 0 
14 No 94.06 1 0 
15 Yes 46.62 0 0 
16 No 20.89 0 0 
17 No 34.08 0 1 
18 No 135.06 2 0 
19 No 207.44 3 0 
20 Yes 26.74 0 0 
21 Yes 36.13 0 0 
22 No 140.12 4 2 
23 Yes 58.14 1 0 
24 No 126.56 1 0 
25 No 89.62 2 0 
26 Yes 50.54 0 0 
27 No 32.24 0 0 
28 No 50.87 0 1 
29 Yes 61.12 0 0 
30 No 156.76 1 0 
31 Yes 46.65 0 0 
32 No 137.23 6 0 
33 Yes 137.32 0 0 
34 Yes . 31.81 0 0 
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Question No, Context Time to No, Wrong file No. \\'rung 
Search'! ans\\ er in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 64.56 0 0 
2 Yes 48.29 0 0 
3 No 68.05 0 0 
4 Yes 34.63 0 0 
5 Yes 40.43 1 0 
6 Yes 82.04 0 0 
7 No 52.06 0 0 
8 Yes 57.69 1 0 
9 Yes 112.89 0 0 
10 No 35.74 0 0 
11 Yes 39.68 0 0 
12 No 88.38 1 0 
13 Yes 96.02 2 0 
14 No 36.92 0 0 
15 Yes 77.37 1 0 
16 No 34.78 0 0 
17 No 34.1 0 0 
18 No 23.72 0 0 
19 No 51.49 0 0 
20 Yes 266.88 4 1 
21 Yes 38.12 0 0 
22 No 128.34 2 0 
23 Yes 31.67 0 0 
24 No 33.93 0 0 
25 No 28.27 0 0 
26 Yes 216.97 6 0 
27 No 25.75 0 0 
28 No 23.01 0 0 
29 Yes 25.71 0 0 
30 No 15.94 0 0 
31 Yes 118.62 4 0 
32 No 39.57 0 0 
33 Yes 24.67 1 0 
34 Yes 54.29 1 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. Wronl: file No. \\'rong 
Search'! answer in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 74.44 1 0 
2 Yes 23.78 0 0 
3 No 22.72 0 0 
4 Yes 46.26 0 0 
5 Yes 21.09 0 0 
6 Yes 60.95 0 0 
7 No 108.24 1 0 
8 Yes 19.24 0 0 
9 Yes 240.73 1 0 
10 No 39.28 1 0 
11 Yes 42.72 0 0 
12 No 168.18 0 0 
13 Yes 42.04 0 0 
14 No 34.78 0 0 
15 Yes 18.23 0 0 
16 No 17.58 0 0 
17 No 37.11 0 0 
18 No 14.75 0 0 
19 No 19.14 0 0 
20 Yes 11.83 0 0 
21 Yes 7.2 0 0 
22 No 38.47 1 0 
23 Yes 18.42 0 0 
24 No 27.16 0 0 
25 No 24.63 0 0 
26 Yes 28.53 0 0 
27 No 27.62 0 0 
28 No 26.01 0 0 
29 Yes 19.49 0 0 
30 No 16.43 0 0 
31 Yes 322.76 11 2 
32 No 46.11 0 0 
33 Yes 20.92 0 0 
34 Yes 29.45 0 0 
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Qucstion No. Contc,t Timc to No. Wrong tilc No. "'rong 
Search"! ans\\er in opcncd crrnrs application 
seconds errors 
I No 97.76 0 0 
2 Yes 77.32 0 0 
3 No 43.33 0 0 
4 Yes 52.29 0 0 
5 Yes 65.12 1 0 
6 Yes 196.27 0 0 
7 No 59.62 0 0 
8 Yes 43.39 1 0 
9 Yes 20B.04 1 0 
10 No 62.19 1 0 
11 Yes 94.72 0 0 
12 No B1.5 0 0 
13 Yes 60.16 0 0 
14 No 41.B5 0 0 
15 Yes 33.11 0 0 
16 No 1B.12 0 0 
17 No 65.03 1 0 
18 No 25.77 0 0 
19 No 32.77 0 0 
20 Yes 144.95 1 0 
21 Yes 33.12 0 0 
22 No B2.02 1 0 
23 Yes 46.77 0 0 
24 No 25.14 0 0 
25 No 43.77 0 0 
26 Yes 41.66 0 0 
27 No 42.12 0 0 
28 No 36.61 0 0 
29 Yes 59.43 0 0 
30 No 23.36 0 0 
31 Yes 75.B1 1 0 
32 No 59.53 0 0 
33 Yes 2B.79 0 0 
34 Yes 37.11 0 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. Wrong tile No. Wrong 
Search'! ans\\cr in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
1 No 124.48 0 0 
2 Yes 70.25 0 0 
3 No 64.44 0 0 
4 Yes 52.2 0 0 
5 Yes 30.6 0 0 
6 Yes 128.47 0 0 
7 No 50.83 0 0 
8 Yes 45.95 1 0 
9 Yes 243.61 0 0 
10 No 64.64 1 0 
11 Yes 61.18 0 0 
12 No 67.76 0 0 
13 Yes 70.45 0 0 
14 No 37.01 0 0 
15 Yes 123.98 0 0 
16 No 22.63 0 0 
17 No 37.29 0 0 
18 No 22.39 0 0 
19 No 21.79 0 0 
20 Yes 29.25 0 0 
21 Yes 137.34 0 0 
22 No 142.39 1 0 
23 Yes 34.57 0 0 
24 No 30.44 0 0 
25 No 27.22 0 0 
26 Yes 234.8 0 1 
27 No 51.6 0 0 
28 No 28.65 0 0 
29 Yes 77.6 1 0 
30 No 32.39 0 0 
31 Yes 214.72 2 0 
32 No 48.99 0 0 
33 Yes 16.94 0 0 
34 Yes 79.64 1 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. Wrong tile No. Wrong 
Search'! answer in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 104.71 1 0 
2 Yes 92.87 0 0 
3 No 44.1 0 0 
4 Yes 50.37 0 0 
5 Yes 70.3 1 0 
6 Yes 39.25 0 0 
7 No 134.86 0 0 
8 Yes 39.77 0 0 
9 Yes 47.62 0 0 
10 No 20.32 0 0 
11 Yes 57.25 0 0 
12 No 115.63 0 0 
13 Yes 37.42 0 0 
14 No 42.74 0 0 
15 Yes 29.23 0 0 
16 No 146.31 0 0 
17 No 77.1 0 0 
18 No 30.2 0 0 
19 No 524.42 1 1 
20 Yes 29.1 0 0 
21 Yes 42.38 0 0 
22 No 394.61 1 1 
23 Yes 31.66 0 0 
24 No 74.83 0 0 
25 No 47.26 0 0 
26 Yes 40.87 0 0 
27 No 21.34 0 0 
28 No 46.11 0 0 
29 Yes 40.66 0 0 
30 No 20.25 0 0 
31 Yes 29.66 0 0 
32 No 421.96 5 0 
33 Yes 33.82 1 0 
34 Yes 58.4 0 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. Wrong file No. \Vrnng 
Search'! ans\\cr in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
1 No 20.45 1 0 
2 Yes 197.35 0 2 
3 No 40.64 0 0 
4 Yes 44.8 0 1 
5 Yes 33.59 0 0 
6 Yes 31.41 0 0 
7 No 103.49 2 0 
8 Yes 26.06 0 0 
9 Yes 38.2 0 0 
10 No 26.57 0 0 
1 1 Yes 39.14 1 0 
12 No 75.3 1 0 
13 Yes 29.7 0 0 
14 No 32.68 0 0 
15 Yes 28.03 0 0 
16 No 13.74 0 0 
17 No 27.25 0 0 
18 No 32.17 0 0 
19 No 45.15 0 0 
20 Yes 24.62 0 0 
21 Yes 24.14 0 0 
22 No 37.57 0 0 
23 Yes 18.2 0 0 
24 No 23.11 0 0 
25 No 111.78 0 0 
26 Yes 112.98 1 0 
27 No 20.34 0 0 
28 No 17.76 0 0 
29 Yes 10.5 0 0 
30 No 8.64 0 0 
31 Yes 17.49 0 0 
32 No 20.1 0 0 
33 Yes 21.57 0 0 
34 Yes 49.31 1 0 
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Question No. Context Time tu Nu. Wrong file No. \Vrong 
Search'! answer in upened errurs applicatiun 
seconds errors 
I No 137.55 0 0 
2 Yes 217.72 0 0 
3 No 75.77 0 0 
4 Yes 61.06 0 0 
5 Yes 137.78 1 0 
6 Yes 49.1 0 0 
7 No 52.37 0 0 
8 Yes 32.12 0 0 
9 Yes 299.15 3 0 
10 No 38.1 0 0 
11 Yes 130.45 0 0 
12 No 34.91 0 0 
13 Yes 63.17 0 0 
14 No 30.63 0 0 
15 Yes 72.02 0 0 
16 No 21.19 0 0 
17 No 37.51 0 0 
18 No 19.26 0 0 
19 No 18.72 0 0 
20 Yes 32.69 0 0 
21 Yes 37.67 0 0 
22 No 26.82 0 0 
23 Yes 30.88 0 0 
24 No 23.45 0 0 
25 No 25.67 0 0 
26 Yes 222.61 0 0 
27 No 32.07 0 0 
28 No 21.32 0 0 
29 Yes 26.21 0 0 
30 No 18.49 0 0 
31 Yes 39.81 0 0 
32 No 32.65 0 0 
33 Yes 17.58 0 0 
34 Yes 37.14 0 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. \\' rong tile No. '''rong 
Search·? ans" er in opencd errors apl)lication 
seconds errors 
I No 56.15 0 0 
2 Yes 84.46 0 0 
3 No 29.33 0 0 
4 Yes 47.63 0 0 
5 Yes 92.96 1 0 
6 Yes 57.58 0 0 
7 No 141.71 1 0 
8 Yes 35.35 0 0 
9 Yes 41.76 0 0 
10 No 42.26 0 0 
11 Yes 30.33 0 0 
12 No 324.95 2 0 
13 Yes 44.38 0 0 
14 No 129.65 1 0 
15 Yes 40.33 0 0 
16 No 73.89 1 0 
17 No 45.12 0 0 
18 No 37.14 0 0 
19 No 153.21 0 0 
20 Yes 25.58 0 0 
21 Yes 53.44 1 0 
22 No 124.78 1 0 
23 Yes 37.27 0 0 
24 No 51.36 1 0 
25 No 70.59 1 0 
26 Yes 33.38 0 0 
27 No 34.59 0 0 
28 No 49.2 1 0 
29 Yes 105.81 1 0 
30 No 30.81 0 0 
31 Yes 67.42 2 0 
32 No 30.87 0 0 
33 Yes 24.56 0 0 
34 Yes 37.31 0 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. Wrong file No. Wrong 
Search'! answer in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 70.41 0 6 
2 Yes 87.19 0 0 
3 No 52.29 0 0 
4 Yes 49.89 0 0 
5 Yes 36.68 0 0 
6 Yes 26.88 0 0 
7 No 76.75 0 0 
8 Yes 33.6 0 0 
9 Yes 27.23 0 0 
10 No 25.86 0 0 
11 Yes 28.71 0 0 
12 No 219.36 5 0 
13 Yes 27.75 0 0 
14 No 32.68 0 0 
15 Yes 35.81 0 0 
16 No 27.74 0 0 
17 No 205.41 1 0 
18 No 53.74 1 0 
19 No 99.01 0 0 
20 Yes 15.64 0 0 
21 Yes 19.4 0 0 
22 No 145.95 2 0 
23 Yes 30.56 0 0 
24 No 50.48 1 0 
25 No 56.25 1 0 
26 Yes 25.64 0 0 
27 No 31.19 0 0 
28 No 50.65 1 0 
29 Yes 28.61 0 0 
30 No 165.34 0 0 
31 Yes 44.77 0 0 
32 No 114.72 2 0 
33 Yes 16.6 0 0 
34 Yes 27.84 0 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. Wrong tile No. \\'rong 
St'arch'! answcr in opened errors applicatiun 
sccunds errors 
I No 73.33 0 0 
2 Yes 83.1 0 0 
3 No 62.75 0 0 
4 Yes 51.91 0 0 
5 Yes 70.08 2 0 
6 Yes 39.95 0 0 
7 No 206.4 3 0 
8 Yes 71.84 0 0 
9 Yes 52.9 0 0 
10 No 40.25 0 0 
II Yes 50.82 0 0 
12 No 276.71 5 0 
13 Yes 74.87 0 0 
14 No 87.87 0 0 
15 Yes 42.56 0 0 
16 No 43.82 0 0 
17 No 32.8 0 0 
18 No 79.74 0 0 
19 No 39.74 0 0 
20 Yes 25.61 0 0 
21 Yes 32.47 0 0 
22 No 520.45 11 0 
23 Yes 58.11 0 0 
24 No 48.65 0 0 
25 No 32.78 0 0 
26 Yes 49.96 0 0 
27 No 30.71 0 0 
28 No 34.82 0 0 
29 Yes 56.44 0 0 
30 No 71.94 0 0 
31 Yes 38.09 0 0 
32 No 97.24 2 0 
33 Yes 34.61 0 0 
34 Yes 61.25 0 0 
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Question No. Context Ti me to No. Wrong tile No. Wrong 
Search? alls\\~r in opened errors application 
seconds errors 
I No 50.75 0 0 
2 Yes 76.65 0 0 
3 No 39.65 0 0 
4 Yes 49.43 0 0 
5 Yes 43.8 1 0 
6 Yes 49.1 1 0 
7 No 213.05 2 0 
8 Yes 55.32 0 0 
9 Yes 30.48 0 0 
10 No 23.83 0 0 
I I Yes 33.37 0 0 
12 No 179.46 5 0 
13 Yes 43.42 0 0 
14 No 154.89 4 0 
15 Yes 35.33 0 0 
16 No 32.24 0 0 
17 No 65.21 1 0 
18 No 36.15 0 0 
19 No 182.67 1 0 
20 Yes 22.13 0 0 
21 Yes 38.38 0 0 
22 No 65.86 1 0 
23 Yes 43.59 0 0 
24 No 66.73 0 0 
25 No 184.14 2 0 
26 Yes 65.35 0 0 
27 No 29.47 0 0 
28 No 56.01 0 0 
29 Yes 27.21 0 0 
30 No 13.34 0 0 
31 Yes 38.02 1 0 
32 No 78.45 2 0 
33 Yes 25.56 0 0 
34 Yes 33.82 0 0 
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Question No. Context Time to No. Wrong tile No, \"rong 
Search'! ans,,,,',, in opened errors llpplieation 
seconds errors 
I No 66.07 0 0 
2 Yes 92.51 0 0 
3 No 53.49 0 0 
4 Yes 39.65 0 0 
5 Yes 34.33 1 0 
6 Yes 27.73 0 0 
7 No 63.63 1 0 
8 Yes 34.82 0 0 
9 Yes 27.09 0 0 
10 No 29.98 0 0 
11 Yes 26.83 0 0 
12 No 245.15 2 0 
13 Yes 29.99 0 0 
14 No 83.49 1 0 
15 Yes 20.03 0 0 
16 No 25.46 0 0 
17 No 125.7 3 0 
18 No 37.78 0 0 
19 No 25.13 0 0 
20 Yes 21.64 0 0 
21 Yes 17.82 0 0 
22 No 167.59 0 0 
23 Yes 29.06 0 0 
24 No 32.16 0 0 
25 No 192.27 2 0 
26 Yes 28.91 0 0 
27 No 18.93 0 0 
28 No 32.41 0 0 
29 Yes 26.08 0 0 
30 No 27.3 0 0 
31 Yes 19.27 0 0 
32 No 128.69 0 0 
33 Yes 30.67 1 0 
34 Yes 35.81 0 0 
Appendix C Configuration XML Files 
1. Exclude Processes configuration file 
Used by the Context Service and the Context Sensors to ignore Context Noise 
generated by the processes listed. 
<?xml verslon"""1.0· encodlng",,"utf-S" 7> 
- <geckoExdudedProcesses> 
<process name="explorer" token="FUe System" category="OS" /> 
<process name="system" token="Operating System" category="OS" /> 
<process name="svchosr token="Operatlng system" category="OS" /> 
<process name"","wlnlogon" token="Operatlng System" category"""OS· /> 
<process name="dumprep· token"" "Operating System" category",,"OS" /> 
<process natne",,"sqtmangr" token="Operatlng System" categoryc"OS" /> 
<process name="rundJI32" token="Operatlng System" categoryc"OS" /> 
<process,name="csrss" Loken",,"Operatlng System" category:::"OS" /> 
<process name",,"servlces" token",,"Operatlng System" category="OS'" /> 
<process name="vmwareservlce" token",,"Operatlng System" category="OS" /> 
<process names"idle" token",,"Operating System" category="OS" /> 
<proCess name",,"dwwln" token",,"Operatlng System" category="OS" /> 
<process name="taskmgr" token="Operatlng System" cate:gory""·OS" /> 
<process name="lsass" token="Operatlng System" cate:gory="OS" /> 
<process name="sqlservr" token="Operating System" category="OS· /> 
<process name"'''spoolsv'' token="Operating System" category="OS" /> 
<process name="logonul" tok.en="Operatlng System" category::::"OS" /> 
<process name="userinlt" token",,"Operating System" categoryc"OS" /> 
<process name","ctfmon" token="Operating System" category="OS· /> 
<proCess name","vmwareuser" token"""Operatlng System" ealegory:"OS" /> 
<process name="vmwaretray" token="Operatlng System" category::"OS" /> 
<process name="dfrgfat" tokel'1="Operatlng System" category="OS" /> 
<process.name="navw32" token="Norton Anti Virus" c:ategoiy="AntlVlrus" /> 
<proCess name"""hoanuSearch" token="Hoanu System" eategory="Context 
Search" /> 
<process name"."geckoApp" token",,"Hoanu System" category="Context 
Search" /> 
<process name="mcshield"' token",,"Mcafee VlrusScan" category:"Context 
Search"/> 
<process name="scan32" token="Mcafee Enterprise" category="AntiVirus" /> 
<process name3"mslexec" token","PDF" category"""POF" /> 
<process name",,"msnmsgr" token="MSN" categay:"lnstant Messenger" /> 
<process name="dfrgntfs" token="Defrag" category="OS" /> 
<process name="helpcb"" token="PC Help" category="OS" /> 
<process name="_INS5176" tok£!n="MySQL" categoryz:::"MySQL"/> 
<process name",,"wmlprvse" token="Operatlng System" category="OS" /> 
</geckoExcludedProcesses> 
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2. File Types 
Used by the Context Service and the Context Sensors to determine which types of 
file to monitor. Also, each file type can have a set of excluded processes for that type. 
This means that context is ignored if the process is in the excluded list. 
<?xml verslon=" 1.0· encodlng="utf-S" 7> 
.:: <geckoFileTypes> 
- <type ext="pdr token="Portable Document Format" categ:ory= "Document" > 
<excludeprocess name="photoshop.exe" /> 
<exdudefile name="RdrMsgENU" /> 
</type> 
- <type ext="txt" toJ{en="Text File" category="Document"> 
<excludeprocess name="photoshop.exe" /> 
<exdudeprocess name="lexpIore.exe" /> 
<exdudeprocess name="msnmsgr.exe" /> 
<exdudeprocess name="acrobat.exe" /> 
</type> 
- <type ext="doc" token="Word ProcessIng Oocumenr cate'gory="Document"'> 
<e~ludefll~ name="-" /> 
</type> 
<type ext="xtS- token="SpreadSheet Document" category="Spreadsheer /> 
<type ext="ppr token="Power Point Presentation" category="Presentatlon" /> 
- <type ext="bmp" token="Bltmap" category="Plcture"> 
<excludeprocess name="iexplore.exe- /> 
</type> 
- <typeext="Jpg" token="JPG" category"""Picture"> 
<eXcludeprocess name="iexpIore.exe" /> 
</type> 
<type ex!="tlr token="TIF" c:ategory:c:"Plcture" /> 
<type ext="pdr token="News Report" c:ategory="NewsReport" I> 
<type ext="pdr token="Speech" category="Speech" I> 
<type ext="pdr token="Play" category="Play" I> 
<type ext="pdr token="Brochure" category="Brochure" I> 
</gedroFileTypes> 
3, Temporal Taxonomy 
Used by the hoanuSearch interface, the Temporal Taxonomy defines terms for 
time periods. 
<?xml verslon="l.O· enCX>dlng="utf-S" 7> 
.;;: <temporarraxonomy> 
<term name="morning" start="OO:OO" end="11:S9" dlsplay="This Morning"'> 
<tenn name="afternoon" start=" 12:00" end="17:59" display="This 
Afternoon" /> 
<term name="evenlng" start",,"18:00· end="19:59" dlsplay",,"This Evening" /> 
<term name="nlght" start="20:00" end="23:59" dlsplay="Tonight" /> 
<term name="earty hours" start="OO:OO" end ",,"05:59" dlsplay:"J" the earty 
hours" /> 
<term name="am" start="OO:OO" end="11:59" /> 
<term name="pm" slart="12:00· eoo="23:59" /> 
<tenn name="yea~ delta="1" unlt="y" /> 
<term name="rnonth" delta="1" unit="M" /> 
<tenn name="daY- detta::"1" unlt="cr /> 
<term name="hour" delta="1" unit="h" /> 
<term name="minute" delta="l" unit="m" /> 
<term name="second" delta=" 1" unit="s" /> 
<term narne="about" delta="+-2" /> 
<term name="tast night" ~elta="-l· un!l="d" start="18:00" end="05:59" 
display: 'last Night" /> 
<term name="yesterday" defta="-l" unit::."d" start="OO:OO" end="23:59" 
dlsplay="Yesterday" I> 
<tern.- name="today" start="OO:OO" eoo c "23:59" display::."Today" I> 
<term name="few" delta::."-2" unlt::."d" display="A Few Days Aqo" I> 
<term name="lastweek"' delta::"-7" un[t="d" dlsplay="J" the Last: Week" /> 
<term name="lastmonth" detta="-30" unlt="d" display="In the Last Month" I> 
</temporal!aXOfl<?l11Y> 
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4. Application Map 
The application map is used by the Application Sensor to identify messages 
generated by an application that are considered to be context. Photoshop and Internet 
Explorer have been mapped. 
<beml version="1.0" eno)(Hng="utt-8" 1> 
.: <geckoAppllcations> 
- <appUcati9n name="Photoshop" process="photoshop.exe" 
category="Graphics"> 
<message id="r token="WM_SETFOCUS" category="Wlndows Message" 
type="system" /> 
<message id="546" token="WM_MDIACTlVATE" category="Windows 
Message" type="systern" /> 
<message id="101" token="Undo" <ategory="Edlt.Undo" type="user" /> 
<message id",,"1030· endActionID="OOOOOOOl" tDken="lmage Size" 
category="lmage.AdJustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="1031" endActionID="OOOOOOOl" token="Canvas Size" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" tyPe="user" I> 
<message id="l044" token="Crop· c:ategoq="Image.Adjustments" 
type="user" /> 
<message id="10S0· end~ID="OOOOOOOl" token="Trim" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message 1d="1701" token="Invert" cat:egory="Image.Adjustments" 
type="user" /> 
<me~ge id="1702" token="EquaUze" category="Jmage.Adjustments" 
type="user" /> 
<meSsage 'id="1703" endActlonID="OOOOOOOl" token"""Tlu'eshoId" 
category",,-Image.Adjustments- ~pe=-user" /> 
<message id="1704" endActionlO="OOOOOOOl" toker'I="Posterize" 
category="ImageAdjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="lSOl" en:tActfonID="OOOOOOOl" t:oken="Manual Levels" 
category="Image.Adjustments" type="user- /> 
<message id="1802" endActlonIO="OOOOOOOl" token="Adjust Curves" 
categorY="Image.Adjustments" type;="user- /> 
<message k!="1803" endActionID="OOOOOOOl" token="Brightness and 
Contrast" category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message !d="lS04" endActlonID="OOOOOOOl" token="Color and Balance" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user- /> 
<message Id="lSOS" en:tActlonID="OOOOOOOl" toIcen="Hue and Saturation" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user- /> 
<message id="lS06" end.ActiOllID="OOOOOOOl" token=" Replace CoIor-
categ:ory="lmage.Adjustments" type:="user" /> 
<message id="1807" endAct!onID="OOOOOOOl" token="Selective Color-
category",,"lmage.Adjustments" type="user- /> 
<message id="1809" tok"en="DesaturatJon" cateqory="lmage.Adjustments" 
type="user- /> 
<message id="1822" endActionID="OOOOOOOl" totefl="Match Color" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message Id=" 2994" enclActlonID="OOOOOOOl" tolcen="Rotate Canvas" 
categ:ory="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message fd="30S6" endActlonID="OOOOOOOl" tokerIc"Channel Mixer-
category="Image.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="3062" endActionID="OOOOOOOl" token="Gradient Map" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="3063" enclActionlO="OOOOOOOl" token="Photo Filter" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="306S" endActionID="OOOOOQ01" token="Shadow Highlight" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user- /> 
<message Id="2991" token=" Rotate 90 Degrees Oockwise" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="2992" token=" Rotate 90 Degrees Counter Cock Wise" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="2993" token="Rotate 180 Degrees" 
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category="Jmage.AdJustments" type="user- /> 
<message id:::"2996" tokenm"Flip Horizontal" 
category="Jmage.Adjustments" type= .. use .... /> 
<messag~ id="2997" token="Flip Vertical" categorY="Image.Adjustments" 
type="user" /> 
<message kt="65288" token="Aspect Ratio Anamorphic· 
category="Jmage..Adjustments" lype="user" />. 
<message id="6528!Y token="Asped Ratio PAL WKIescreen (1.42,-
category="Image.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="6529tT token="Aspect Ratio PAL (1.066)" 
category="lmage.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message fd="65291" token="Aspect Ratio NTSC Widescreen (1.2)" 
category="lmage.Adjuslments" type;="user" /> 
<message Id="65292" token="Aspect Ratio NTSC (0.9)" 
category="Image.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id="120S" token="Aspect RatJoSquare" 
category="Image.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<message id:"64653" token="Aspecl Ratio Custom" 
category="Image.Adjustments" type="user" /> 
<messag~ Id="lBOS" token",,"Auto Levels" category="Jmage.Adjustments" 
type="user" /> 
<message id="lBIO" token="Aulo Contrast" 
category="Image.Adjustments" lype="user" I> 
<message id="1817" token="Auto Color" category="Image.AdJustments" 
type;"user" I> 
</application> 
- <application name"."Explorer" pcocess="explorer.exe",category="Navlgation"> 
<message id="SOO" token="Rotate Image Left" 
category="Navlgatlon.PictureViewer' type",,"usero I> 
<mes~e 1~="SOl" token="Rotate Image Right" 
category="Navlgatlon.PictureViewer' type="user" I> 
</application> 
</geck.oApplications> 
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5. Experiment Definition 
Used by the Experiment Monitor, the Experiment Definition describes the 
experiment to perform. 
<1xml version=" 1.0· standaklne="yes" 1> 
- <experiment nal'1'le="Experiment One" actionCount",,"34" random;"false" 
Invert= "true" > 
- <fiJeproce.sslng > 
- <operations> 
<operation kf ",,"I" application= "photoshop.exe" desa1ption= "Using 
Photoshop Crop the picture" menuCommand="SeIect the Crop Tool 
from the Tool Box.. Select an area of the picture then use Image, 
Crop" category="lmage Adjustments" machineAct:="l044" 
token="Crop" /> 
<operation id="2" applicatoo",,"photoshop.exe" descriplion="UsJng 
Photoshop Automatically Adjust the levels of the picture" 
menuCommand="lmage.. Adjustments, Auto Levels" calegory="lmage 
Adjustments" machlneAct="lS0S" loken="Auto Levels" /> 
<operation id="3" appllcation="photoshop.exe" desoiption="Using 
Photoshop Automatically Adjust the Contrast levels of the picture" 
menuCommand="Image, Adjustments,. Auto Contrast" 
category="lmage Adjustments" machineAcl="1810" token="Auto 
Contrast" /> 
<operation 1:1="4" appficatlon="photoshop.exe" descrfptbn="Uslng 
Photoshop Automatically Adjust the Color levels of the picture-
menuCommand="Image.. Adjustmentsl Auto CoSor'" category="lmage 
Adjustments" madtineAct="1817" token="Auto Color" I> 
<operation tI="S" appUcatlon="photoshop.exe" desa1ptbn="Uslng 
Photoshop Rotate the picture gO Degrees Cockwlse" 
menuCommand="Image.. Rotate canvas, gO Degrees CW'" 
category="lmage Adjustments" machlneAct="2991" to~="Rotate 90 
Degrees Cockwise" I> 
<operation !d="6" appUcatlon="photoshop.exe" deso1ptioo="Uslng 
Photoshop Rotate the picture 90 Degrees Counter Clockwise" 
menuCommand="lmage,. Rotate canvas, gO Degrees C£Vr 
category="lmage Adjustments" machlneAct="2992" token="Rotate 90 
Degrees Counter Clock Wise" I> 
<operation id="7" appUcation="photoshop.exe" deso1ption="Using 
Photoshop Adjust the Image Size of the picture" 
menuCommand="lmage.. Image Size" category="lmage Adjustments" 
machlneACt="1030" token="lrnage Size" I> 
<operation id "'''8'' application="photoshop.exe" descrlption="Using 
Photoshop Manually Adjust the levels of the picture" 
menuCommand="lmage. Adjustments.. Levels" categOlY",,"lmage 
Adjustments" machineAcl="l80l" token="Manual Levels" I> 
<operation id",,"9" appllcation"""word.exe" description"""Using Word Edit 
the document" menuCommand="File,. Save" category","Document" 
machlneAcl"'''O· token="Edit Document" I> 
<operation id="lO" application="word.exe" description="Using Word 
Open the document" menuCommand="File,. Open" 
category="Document" machlneAct="O" token"""apen Docutnent" I> 
<operation id="ll" applicaf.Ion="acrobat.exe" description"""Using Acrobat 
Open the document" menuCommand="Read the document and close 
when finished" category="Document" machineAct="O· tolc:en="Open 
Document" I> 
</operations> 
- <deploymap home"" "experiments\experiment one data"> 
<deploy depIoyId="l" source",,"animals" destination="[My Pictures) 
\animals" I> 
<deploy depk:Jyld::" 2" source",,"houston" destination="[My Documents] 
\houston" I> 
<deploy deployld"""3" source="103Nikon" de5tination="[Desktop) 
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\103Nikon" /> 
<depk>y depIoyIda:"4" source:"pittsburgh" destlnation"""(My Pictures] 
\pittsburgh" / > 
<depk>y deployld ="5" source="calgary" destlnalion="\calgary" I> 
<deploy deployld="6" source="greenland.jpg" 
destlnatlon="[Desktopr /> 
<deploy deployld="r source=" 2003-06-03 047.Jpg" destinati:m="[My 
Documentsr /> 
<deploy deployld="S" source="2003..()6-13 012.JP9" destinat:bn="[My 
Documentsr /> 
<deploy deployldc"9" source:c:·2004-07~29 022.jpg" destination="[My 
Documentsr /> 
<depil?V deployld="10· source="documents\BBC NEWS _ Business_ 
Does GoogIe feellucky.pdr destlnatlon="[My Oocuments]\news· /> 
<deploy deployld="11" source="documents\8BC NEWS _ Business_ 
Google shares rocket on first day.pdr desUnation="(My Documents] 
\news"!> 
<deploy depklyId="12" source",,"documents\BBC NEWS_ 
Science_Nature _ Hubbles deepest shot is a puzzle.pdt' 
destlnatkm="[My Documents)\news" /> 
<depk>y deployld="13" source="documents\BBC NEWS_ 
Science_Nature _ Particle lab celebrates SO years.pdf'" 
destinalion="[My Documents]\news" /> 
<depk>y depklyld="14" source="documents\8BC NEWS_ 
Science_Nature _ US mission lands safely on Mars.pdr 
destlnation="[My Documents]\news" /> 
<deploy depk>yId="IS" source="documents\hamlet extract:.pdr 
desllnation="[My Documents]\plays" /> 
<deploy deployld=·16" source="documents\macbeth extract:.pdr 
destmation="[My Documents]\plays" /> 
<deploy deployld=·17" source="documents\lnaugural Address of .John 
F. Kennedy.pdr destination="[My Documents]\speeches" /> 
<deploy depk>yld=" IS" source="documents\ The Few - The Olurchill 
Centre.pdf" dest:lnatlon","[My Documents]\speeches" /> 
<deploy deployId ="19" source="documents\8rochure_1S0_DB9.pdr 
destination="[My Docurnents]\brochures" /> 
</deploymap> 
- <files> 
<file id="I" name=-"Inaugural Address of .John F. Kennedy.pdr 
text="Ask Not What You can Do For Your Country ••• • de:ployId="1T 
operation=-·11" dassirtcation=-"Speech" contextSearch="False" /> 
<file 1d="2" name="BBC NEWS Sdence_Nature Particle lab 
celebrates 50 years.pdr texl=·Birthplace of the WWWCelebrates 
50 Years" deployId="13" operation="11" dassification="News Report" 
contextSearch="True" /> 
<file kj::"3" name","SNAILJPG" text"""Snail" deploy(d",,·I" oper.Ition::"S" 
dassiflCation::"Plcture" contextSearch="False" /> 
<file id="4" name="FROG..JPG" text="Frog" deploy[d="1" operation="r 
dassifteation"""Plcture" contextSearch="True" /> 
<file id::"S" name::"BBC NEWS _ Business _ Does Goog~ feel 
lucky.pdr text="Google IPa' depk>yId="10" operation="11" 
classiflcatlon="News Report" contextSearch="True" /> 
<file id=-"6" name::"2004-06-20 037.jpg- text="Calgary Freeway" 
depbyId",,"S" operation="6" dassifteation="Plcture" 
contextSearc:h="True" /> 
<file id =-"7" name="2004-06-20 104.jpg" lext::"Canadian Pacific Train" 
depbyId="S· operatlon="3" dassiflcatlon"""Plcture" 
conteXtSearch="False" /> 
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<file id=·S" name="2004-06-20 082.jpg" text="calgary Iron Horse" 
deployId="S" operation="7" dassl.FIcation="Picture" 
oontextSearch="True" /> 
<file Id="g" name="Greenland.jpg" text="Snowy Peaks" depIoy1d="6" 
operatlon="3" dassUication="Plcture" contextSean:h="True" /> 
<file 1d="10· name="BBC NEWS _ Business _ GoogIe shares rocket on 
first day.peIf" text="Goog!e Shares Rockel" deployId=" .. " 
operation="11" classificatJon="News Repor-r mntextSearm="False" I> 
<file 1d:"11" narne::"2004-OS-11 006.Jpg" text="Houston Skyline" 
depIoyId=" 2" operation="4" classiflc:ation="Picture" 
contextSearch="True" /> 
<file ici>="12" name="2004-06-20 060.jpg" text="Hyatt Hotel. ca'gay" 
deployld="3" operation="2" dassifi:atlon="Picture" 
contextSeardt"""Fatse" /> 
<file id="13" name="OSC_0019JPG" text="PPG Palace Pittsburgh" 
deployId=="4" operation="3" classiflCation="Picture" 
contextSearch="True" /> 
<file 1d="14" name="2004-06-20 033.Jpg" text="Downtown calgary" 
deployld="3" operation="!" classifJCation="Picture" 
rontextSearch="False" /> 
<file 1d="l5" name"" " 2003-06-03 047.jpg" text::::"Rocks" depk>yId="'Y 
operatlon="4" dassification::::"Picture" omtextSe.arch="Trve" /> 
<file id::::"l6" name="The Few - The Churchill Centre.pdr text::::"BatUe 
of Britain" deployId="lS" operation="11" dasstftt:atlon="Speech" 
oontex1Search="False" /> 
<file !d="17" name="2004-06-20 069.jpg" text="Multi-storey building" 
deployId="3" operatlon="4" classificatk>n="Picture" 
context$earch="Fatse" /> 
<file kt="1S" name="smithfleld street bridge.Jpg" text="Smlthfleld 
street Bridge" deployId="4" operation="l" c1ass.irlcation="Picture" 
contextSeard1="False" /> 
<file 1d="19" name="2004-07-29 022.jpg" telCt="Durham Cathedral" 
deploy Id ="8" operatlon=" 7" cJassiflcatlon =" Picture" 
contextSearch="False" /> 
<file k!="20" name="2003-06-l3 012.jpg" text="Lake" depIOyId="r 
operation="1" dassification="Plcture" contextSearch="True'" /> 
<file 1d="21" name="2004-06-20 112.jpg" text="Calgary Tank" 
deployId="S" operaUon="4" dasslflcatlon="Plcture" 
contextSearch="True" /> 
<file 1d="22" name"","2004-06-20 l06.jpg" text"""No. 29" depbyId="S" 
operatlon="r dassifiC'ation="Plcture" contextSeardl="False" /> 
<file 1d="23" name="hamlet exb"act.pdf" text="Alas poor Yorick" 
deployId="lS" operation"","1l" dassillcation="PIay"' 
contextSearch="True" /> 
<file id ="24" name="2003-10-16 23S.jpg" text="Houston Skyline" 
deployId="2" operation="S" classirlcation="Picture" 
oontextSearch="False" /> 
<file kI="25" name="DSC_001S..lPG" texl.="Unlon Pacific Train" 
deployld="4" operation=" 2" classtficatfon="Picture" 
mntextSearch="False" /> 
<flle id="26" name="2004-06-20 102.Jpg" text="Calgary Gardens" 
deployId="3" operation="4" classification="Picture" 
conlextsearch"""True" /> 
<file id ="27" name="BBC NEWS ScIence_Nature _ US mission lands 
safely on Mars.pdf" tex:t="Spirit Lands on Mars" deplo'{ld="14" 
operatlon="11" dassiflCation="News Report" mntexlSearm="False" /> 
<file kI="28" name="2004-06-20 OS1.jpg" text="lron Horse" 
deployId="S" operation=" 2" dassif'ication="Picture" 
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contextSearch="False" /> 
<file id:::"29" name",,"BBC NEWS _ Science_Nature _ Hubbles deepest 
shot is a puzzle.pdf" teld="OIdest Galaxies" deployId="12" 
operation:"11" classif"lCation="News Report" conteXlSearch="True" /> 
<file id="30" name="Brochure_1S0_DB9.pdr text="Aston Martin DB9" 
deployld="19" operation:"11" dassification=" Brodua-e" 
contextSearch="False" /> 
<file id="31" name="2004-G6-20 061.jpg" text="calgary aty Hall" 
oeploy!d"""3" operatiOn="3" dassirlCCllion='"Picture" 
contextSearch="True" /> 
<file 1d="32" name="2004-06-20 068.jpg" text="Calgary Skyline 2" 
deployId="3" operation="7" classifccation="Pictu.-e" 
rontextSeardt="False" /> 
<file id="33" name="macbeH1 extract.pdf" text="The Scottish Play" 
(teployId=" 16" operation="11" dassiftcation="Play" 
contextSearch="True" I> 
<file id ="34"-name="DSC_0024..lPG" text= " Pittsburgh from Mount 
Washington" deployId="4" ope,atton="2" c1assiFcation="Picture" 
context5earch="True" /> 
</files> 
</fileprocessing> 
</experiment> 
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